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XLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 16. 1908.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

members of tbe post enjoyed tbe moving

CAPT. MAYNARD Hr. MURCH.

picture!!.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TRIM WEEK.
Hoyt H. Harden, who had the misfor- Native of Ellsworth Dead at Cleveland. Ohio.
tune to fall on a slippery sidewalk last
The
71st Semi-Animal Dividend
Bijou.
Capt. Maynard H. March, retired shipIn bankruptcy—Fred Dunham.
week, although still confined to the house,
'*
—Pearl B Robertson.
is getting on comfortably. He received a builder and navigator, died Wednesday,
Paid Monday, at the Rate of 4%
Admr notice-Est Sami C Leslie.
bad cut on the forehead, and wrenched an Dec. 9, at the home of his son, Maynard
Union Trust Co—Notice to stockholders.
Admr notice—Est Stover P Gross.
H., Jr., at 1461 Mars svenae, Cleveland,
arm.
OFFICERS:
Probate notice—Est Daniel Coit Gilman.
after an illness of six weeks. Intes—Est Alexander J Bentley.
Mrs. Mary A. Whittaker, Ellsworth’s O.,
Cbahlem C. Burrill, Treasurer.
Augustus E. Moore, rrasldeot.
tinal trouble was the direct cause of dsath.
—Est Wm B Bacon.
—Est Caroline E Whitcomb. smartest old lady, celebrated her ninety- He was
DIRECTOR*:
eighty-two years old.
—Bit Robert F Trim et ala.
sixth birthday Monday. Mrs. Whittaker
•*
"
F. Carroll Burrill
A. F. Burnham
The following extracts from Cleveland
—Est Sarah R Richardson
Augustus E. Moors
Is alert and aotlve in mind and body, her
et nl.
It. M. Campbell
Cbarles C. Burrill
papers will be of interest to old friends
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
hearing being the only faculty which has and relatives here:
Bucxspoet, Mb:
tailed her. She is a gnat-great-grand-

HANCOCK

COUNTY SAVINGS BANK

Merrill Trust Co—Notices of foreclosures.
Buckaport Loan and Building Association—
Notice of foreclosnrc.
Buckaport Water Co—Annual meeting.
Sbdowicb:
Non-resident tax notice.
Surry:

We will sell for you.
We will rent fox you.
We will buy for you.

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

We will certify the title.
We write ell kinds of insurance.
Write

us

and we trill call

on

you

Non-resident tax notice.
Oblabd:
Non-resident tax notice.
Southwest Harbor:
Non-resident tax notice.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,

8CHEDULB OP MAILS.

First National Bank Bldg.,
Bllswobtb, Mb.

AT ELLSWORTH PQSTOFV1CU.

bn Btbbst,

In

effect Oct. 8, 1908.
MAILS nBCBIVBD.

FOR

SALE

From Wbst—7.18 a m; 4.89 and AOS p m.
From East—11.07 a m; 12.06,6.56 and 10.52 p

»?io (net of tom altukte on (oath side end et loot ol Bee street, Northeast Harbor.
Hsme. This lot e< tom la on the shore end title given to low.water mark.
Acres One shore properly, Fast Bluehill, Me.
Mouse and lot Oak Point, Trenton. Me.

Apply

0. W.

TAPLEY,

Raal

Inaurancn,

and

HAS FOR SALE
A farm with good buildings—Two dwellings in town
—A mercantile property.
MAIN ST.,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

....

FOR DECEMBER

25.

Watches!!!

Watches!!

Watches!

Waltham, Elgin, Hamilton, Howard, Rockford, South Bend, Seth Thomas, New York
Standard, New England, and Ingersoll.
For Men, Women and Children.

or

at

prices

to suit

j

i

j

$1.00 to $35.00
present business

con-

ditions. You pay your money and take
your choice. Jewelry has regained its old-

popularity. Traveling salesmen say
sold more jewelry the past year
have
they
than for some years. I have a fine assortment of the kind that wears.
time

lots OF- other things too
Call and aaa for youraalvea.
Goode Engraved toy Hand.

A.

GREELY,

W.

JEWELER.

An

Cheap for
Cash.
Not

your dollar

on

Phonograph
the Tree

a Christmas brightened
by
music, dances and stories; then
long evenings made short throughout
the winter by this same great enter-

Then

songs,

cheap goods bat small
prices for the best.

Trade where

Edison

tainer—

yon can make

hay the most.

M. M. MOORE,
CASH STORE,
ELLSWORTH FALLS,

ME.

NEW MARKET
Slat, iwwdy
kj
Floyd MuM 0« MaLl M.

Native Beef

i

■ami Mm paid for
Hide*. Calf Skins.

THE

H. B. Phillips,
Ellsworth. Me.

EDISON

PHONOGRAPH
A gift appreciated by all, from the
baby up, from Christmas day £n
throughout the year and in other yens

Have you beard the new Ambetol
Records?
They play four minutes.
Come in early before the last-minute
folks crowd the store. You can buy
now for Christmas delivery.

Wool Skins sod Wool

Staples
Piano & Music Co.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.
"The

New Dancing Class

Beautiful Is aa Useful at the Useful;
perhaps Bore to.”

C. E MONAGHAN
till open new dancing class at

round daacea.

PeNk invited.

Capt. March was bora iaB)lsworth.Me.,aad
began his maritime career as a boy on salt
water. He remained in ocean service anti)
1806, when he came to Cleveland and worlnd

for years as a shipbuilder, a trade whtob he
learned at Bath and Bangor.
Later on he returned to sailing, this time
taking to the lakes. He soon worked bis way
to the position of master, and became one of
the ablest navigators on the great lakes. He
brought wut several high class ships and
sailed them. Among these were the steamers
for the Great Northern Railway Co.—the
Northern King, Northern Queen, Northern
Light, North Star, and others.
Captain Murch stood high in the estimation
of lake men, for he knew all that a man could
possibly know about the construction and
navigation of steamboats and sailing vesssls.
He was a man of genial disposition, unassuming, and an interesting conversationalist on maritime and general topics.

NORTH

No.

ELLSWORTH.

Robert Sweeney, who has been very 111,

is improving.
Mrs. N. A. Mitchell end Mrs. Carrie
Ladd were in Bangor Monday.
Mrs. Cora James has returned from a
two weeks’ viait to her daughters in
Belfast.

Leroy Sweeney, who has been attending
the Destine normal school, is home for the
holidays.
Thomas Ellis left last week for Sumter,
8. L\, where he will have employment.
Mrs. Ellis will spend the winter with relatives in Ellsworth.
The chopping bee for the benefit of the
church was a decided sooeess, wood
enough being cut and hauled to last
through the winter. Much credit is due
the ladies’ aid society which generously
provided dinner and sapper for the
workers at the camp parsonage.
The Union Sunday school will have its
annual Christmas tree at the chapel,
Thursday evening, DeorM. An interest*
ing program is being arranged, consisting
of recitations by the children, reading and
singing. All who can are invited to attend
and take some part in the exercises.

GREEN LAKE.
furnish program, and members will
William
Givren
is here gshing.
furnish candy,
fruit, pop-corn, etc.
During the latter years of his life he
Going West— 10.46,11J0 a m; 5.80 and 8 pm.
Charles Bennoch and W.F. Chute are
The newly-elected officers of Bayside was in the ship-building business.
He
Going East—4.30 a m; 4 and 6.80 p m.
No Sunday mail.
grange are as follows: Oscar M. Hemick, was for years superintendent of the marine loading cars with cord-wood for Bangor.
master; Fred A. Orcutt, overseer; Elsie M- construction for the Great Northern railMrs. Eugene Dan forth and Miss Agnea
Mrs. William 8. Crippen is visiting her Esty, lecturer; Willis L. Pratt, steward; road. He built the old Moses yards at Danforth spent Monday at their cottage.
Richard Moore, assistant steward; J. Euclid creek, the first on the lakes. He
parents, T. J. Holmes and wife.
Friday. R. Higgins and Owen Higgins
Wilson Jordan, chaplain; W. W. York, was a pioneer in Lake Superior trade, and
landed nineteen pickerel at Rocky pond.
There will be a dance at Odd Fellows
treasurer; ousie my, secretary; Aiirea a. was a member of the Pioneers’ association Dr.
hall to-morrow evening, given by fifteen
Higgins, of Brewer, William Norwood
Smith, gatekeeper; Cora Moore, Ceres; of Duluth.
anil Charles Higgins landed twenty-two ;
girls.
Zilpha Orcutt, Pomona; Lizzie Webber,
He leaves a widow and three children— Messrs.
Drinkwater, Foster, and Anderson
Rev. P. A. A. Killam expects to hold
Flora; Vera Pratt, lady assistant steward. Mrs. Anna L. Hutchins, wife of Prof. Wil- landed thirteen.
services at the Baptist church next Sunday
p
The board of railroad commissioners liam J. Hutchins, of Oberlin college;
The snow has brought good sledding,
as usual.
rendered a decision last Wednesday de- Maynard H. Murch, jr., with Lamprecht
but hunters report it noisy in the woods.
Irene chapter, O. E. 8., will install officers creeing that the highway shall be per- Bros., and William Murch, of the AmeriBert Spenoer and Charles Higgins, of EllsRefreshments will mitted to cross the Maine Central railroad can Shipping Co.
next Friday evening.
worth Falls, shot two fine deer Saturday.
be served.
at grade on Davis street,‘In Ellsworth.
Reuel Higgins and Arthur Hutchins chased
EAST MACHIAS FIRES.
A new dancing class will be opened by The approach on the upper or eastern
seven nearly to Otis, but had to give it up.
C. E. Monaghan at Society hall next Fri- side shall be graded for a width of sixteen
can Find
Insurance
a
from
State
feet
with
uniform
the
track
Department
grade
day evening.
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
No Clue to Incendiary.
The third in the series ol private dancing to the surface of the ground at the line of
comW.
State
insurance
Hon.
S.
the
of
The
the
Csrr,
right
way.
approach upon
Eugene P. QrindeU, who has been in
assemblies will be given at Society hall
lower side shall be of uni'orm grade from missioner, and T. E. Hartnett, State de- Idaho the past eighteen months, is home
next Tuesday evening.
the railroad to the line of way, and of a tective, have been investigating the in-, lor a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Whitcomb are receivwidth of sixteen feet. The track shall be cendiary fires which destroyed the plant
Edward Tredick, of Bar Harbor, visited
a
birth
of
on
the
son,
ing congratulations
suitably planked and provision made for of tbe East Machias Lumber Co., at East here last week with his sister, Mrs. Ella
born on Sunday, Dec. 13.
drainage upon the upper side of the track. Machias, within the last six months.
Fox.
Mrs. George P. Dutton, who is spending The railroad company shall construct and
Oom’r Cary says there is no doubt that a
George E. Maddoeks has moved bis
the winter at Hancock Point, has been in maintain said crossing within its right firebug was responsible for tbe three fires
household goods here from East Machias,
the city for a day or two this week.
of way, and all the expense of construc- which have totally destroyed the plant of
and is occupying the Hamilton house on
Among nominations by Gov. Cobb last tion and maintenance of said crossing the East Machias Lumber Co. The ground the Shore road.
week was that of John H. Brimmer, of within its right of way shall be borne by has been thoroughly looked over, but no
Nathaniel J. Garland, who underwent
clues as to the identity of the guilty
this city, as justice of the peace and quo- the Maine Central Railroad Co.
an operation at the Bar Harbor hospital
rum.
Nosrb. L. Moore, of Lakewood, waa ar- parties have been secured. Com’r Can
know whether there several weeks ago, has so far recovered as
Mrs. Henry L. Moor, who has been raigned in the Ellsworth municipal court says he does not
will be any further action by bis depart- to be able to return borne, where he is livseriously ill for the past few weeks, is Friday on complaint of Mrs. Elvira R.
ing with his daughter, Mrs. George E.
in the matter.
improving. Her daughter, Mrs. E. E. Martin, of Lakewood, charged with ment
The visit of Com’r Carr and Detective Maddoeks._
assault. The alleged assault grew out of
Parker, of Lewiston, is still with her.
Hartnett to East Machias was hurried by
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
Mrs. Lottie M. Partridge, of North Sul- trouble over a water privilege. Nearly
Dec. it,
thirty years ago Mr. Moore’s father had the destruction Sunday morning,
livan and Edgar L. Keef, of Hancock,
house
and
a dwelling, both
of
the
Walter
boarding
Alley is in very poor health.
an arraugement for a water privilege, the
were married at Ellsworth yesterday by
of which were occupied at the time of the
The smelt fishermen are doing a brisk
Rev. W. F. Emery, of the Methodist church. course to run over his land, the shut-off
on land of Mrs. Martin.
business.
During conflagration.
The fair, sale and dance at Odd Fellows being
Within the last six months there have
the past year Mr. Moore undertook to imMrs. Susan Mosley spent last week with
hall last Friday evening, under the ausall
conEast
fires
at
been
three
Machias,
prove the water service by laying pipes.
her sister, Mrs. Mary Carter.
pice of Rebekah sewing circle, was a social He found that the supply had been inter- fined to the plant of the East Machias
Mrs. Blanche Fullerton has gone to
and financial success. The net proceeds
fered with at the cut-off on Mrs. Martin’s Lumber Co. At the two previous ones, saw
Hallowell to join her husband, who has
were over po.
mill
were deand
a
shingle
mills,
planing
property, and when he went to investigate,
there.
Capt. C. P. Dorr shot a handsome bock Mrs. Martin objected, and sat on the box stroyed. With tbe destruction of the employment
Mark Tate and wife entertained a party
deer in Orland last Thursday. It was at the shut-off.
Moore, it was alleged, boarding house and dwelling Sunday the
brought to town this morning, and at- lifted her from the box, and on this act total loss entailed is estimated at |100,000. Saturday. Dec. 5, the occassion being Mr.
After an excellent
Tate’s birthday.
tracted lota of attention in front of J. A. the complaint was made.
Moore was
dinner, music, games and a general good
Haynes’ market.
Bucksport Schooner Lost.
found guilty of technical assault, and
The fishing schooner, M. B. Stetson, time were enjoyed by all.
The Sunday evening lectures by Rev. W. fined 93 and costs. A civil action in which
F. Emery are interesting large congrega- Mr. Moore is the plaintiff, growing out of owned by Capt. Thomas Nicholson, of
COMING EVENTS.
tions at the Methodist church. The third the same dispute over the water privilege, | Bucksport, commanded by Capt. Mclsaac,
was wrecked off tbe Newfoundland coast
in the series, “Great Men in Literature,” has been brought in the supreme court.
KLLBWOBTH.
in a heavy gale last week. The captain
will be given next Sunday evening.
Bijou theatre—Moving pictures aftercrew were rescued by a passing vesand
Diphtheria Situation.
Friends in Ellsworth are glad to know
Admission 10 cents.
noon and evening.
Dr. H. L. D. Woodruff, health officer, re- sel and landed at Bay of Islands, N. F.
of the rapid improvement of Everett B.
Dec. 29, at Hancock hall—
Tuesday,
was on a cruise for frozen hervessel
The
Mowry, of Providence, R. I., who submit- ports this morning that patients in the
Dance under auspices of Village improveted to an operation for appendicitis at the four known cases of diphtheria in Ells- ring.
The Stetson registered ninety-four tons ment society.
are now convalescent, and there is
worth
in
on
that
city
hospital
Homeopathic
in 1888.
little doubt that the quarantine on the net, and was built at Essex, Mass.,
Deo. 1.
"1 has been told,” said Miss Miami
in which they are located will be
houBes
of
Kev.
Red Cross stamps.
The many friends in Ellsworth
Brown, "dal de parrot is one ol de longest
after
raised
this
fumigaweek,
thorough
ConThe Bale o( Red Cross stamps, the pro- lived birds dat is.” "De statement,” reJ. M. Adams (a former pastor of the
tion.
ceeds ot which are tor fighting tubercugregational church here) and his estiplied Mr. Erasmus Piekley, "is strictly
Dr. Woodruff says no new cases have
learn
mable wife will be interested to
losis, is reaching phenomenal proportions. ornithological.” "1 wonder whyT” “I
last
so far
been
since
and,
reported
week,
that they are the parents of a baby girl,
Philadelphia has sold more than a ’specks dat one reason why de parrot lives
as the knowledge of the board of health is
born some weeks ago.
million and a hall; Portland nearly 100,- so long is dat he ain’t good to eat."
the city is to-day practically
concerned,
000; Bangor nearly 711,000.
Fred Smith and Frank Tredick, hunting free from
diphtheria.
2WjrmsnimU0.
These stamps are on sale in this city at
togethergot two deer on the last two days
The order of the board of health placing
of the open season. On Monday Smith a restriction on the circulation of hooka J. A. Thompson’s—one cent each.
shot a large doe with spike horns “in from
the circulating libraries has been
CHURCH NOTES.
velvet”, as usual in case of these freak
raised, bat the pablio library will remain
does.
Yesterday Tredick got a 200- cloeed for a while longer.
roraoDin episcopal.
pound buck.
ties. W. F. Emery, pastor.
The order doling the Sunday schools
E. W. Lord, formerly of Ellsworth, now and plaoea ot amusement probably will be
Sunday, Dec. 20— Morning service at
in its new quarters on Main
New England secretary of the national removed soon, after fumigation—perhaps 10.30. Christmas sermon, “The Value ol
street, offers every modem
child labor commission, will dsliver a lec- by the end of this week, so Dr. Woodruff the Manger to a Dying World.” Junior
facility for depositors and inture in Bangor to-morrow, at S o’clock, in stated to-day.
league at 3. Evening service at 7.30. Subvestors.
the assembly room, high school building.
ject ot lecture: “Great Men in Literature.”
His subject will bs: “Our Industries and
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday
Savings Bank Tax.
to
will
be
The
lecture
open
Our Schools.”
4 per cent, interest in
The Btate board of assessors has com- evening at 7.30.
BAPTIST.
the public.
mitted to the State treasurer for collecA.
A.
Bee.
P.
Milam, pastor.
The order of services at the Congre- tion, the semi-annual tax on the savings
Sunday, Dec. 20-Morning service al
gational church next Sunday will be as hanks, trust companies and building and
Christian Enper cent, interest on balusual, with the addition of appropriate loan associations of the State. Those in 10.30. Sermon by pastor.
deavor meeting at 7. Evening service 7.30.
Christmas music. Three of the selections Hancock county are as follows:
on
ances of over
Hancock coonty savings bank, (066.31;
are as follows: “There were Shepherds,”
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
HarHarbor
Bar
Bar
savings
bank,
(24.64;
by Spence; Behold, I Bring you Good Tid- bor Banking A Trust Co., (871.80; Union
OONOBBOATIOEAL.
ings,” by Simper; response, “O, Thou Trust CoVEUsworth, (1,386.26; Bar HarBee. B. B. AfatAews, pallor.
to check.
bor loan and building association, (13.36;
that Hear’st,” err. by Auber.
Sunday, Dec. 20—Morning service al
Bncksport loan and building association, 10.30.
7.30.
service
Evening
Prof. Harry C. Emery, of Yale coUege, (3.92 Ellsworth loan and building assoSAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
is spending part of the holiday recess ciation, 97*68.
ONION OONO’L, ELLSWOBTH PALIS.
with his parents. Chief Justice L. A.
Business Mottoes.
Bee. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
Emery and wife. He will remain until
All desiring to consult Dr. O. T. Holt, the
Christmas. Prof. F. G. Allinson and wife,
Sunday, Dec. 20-Morning service al
specialist, should do so before Sateyesight
of Providence, R. I., are spending the urday, Dec. 19, as he will not be here after 10.30. Sunday school at 11.46. Evening
service at 7.
present week here with Mrs. Allinson’s hat date.
A NEW LOT JUST
■
Prayer meeting Friday evening st 7.
parents, Judge Emery and wife.
mill P1AMO CONTB8T.
RECEIVED—73 cento
Wm. H. H. Rice post, G. A. R., elected
Following is tbs standing in the piano conto $1.50.
There is a moral in this little storj
officers Monday evening as follows: test at W. R. Parker Clothing Co.’s atore at
lita. “Mamma,” said littll
ot ehlld
Commander, William Small; S. V. C., Wil- tioon to-day:
1. Miss Annie Inaery, Ellsworth.
three-year-old Freddy, “are we going
liam J. Connick; J. V. C., John O. Kief;
3. Bayaide grange, Bay side.
to Heaven some day?” “Tee, dear, I hopi
Q. M., William H. True; chaplain, D. L.
3. Harvest Home grange. Weal Ellsworth.
so,” wee the reply. “1 wish pspa could
Fields; surgeon, A. W. Richardson; O. £>.,
4. Arbntns grange, Surry.
fellow
go, too,” continued the little
George F. Haskell; O. G., Nahum March;
5. Pamela grange, Hancock.
Pharmacist.
“Well, and don’t you think he will!’
9. Mnrinvillo grange, Mnriaville.
patriotic instructor, John O. Kief. After
asked bis mother. “Oh, no,” replied
7. Nicolln grange, Nicoltn.
the meeting, by invitation of H. M. Camp•
the
«. Methodist church, Pranklin.
Freddy,” he could not leave his business.'
of the
m.

THE

BURRILL

NATIONAL BANK

Savings

Department*

2J4

$500

deposits subject

Hot Water Bottles.

_

SOCIETY HALL,

HUDAY EVENING, DEC. 18.
Particular attention paid to

Wednesday evening, Dec. 23, will be
as children’s night by Bayside
grange. Children am requested to help
observed

MAIL CLOSBS AT POITOmCl.

to C. W. A F. L. Mason.

Estate

tihief-Justice L. A. Emery has. announced tbe assignment of justices for the
supreme court terms during 1909. Justice
Cornish will preside at the April term and
Justice King at tbe October term in Hancock county. Chief-Justice Emery will
preside at terms in Penobscot, Kennebec,
Androscoggin, Oxford and Piscataquis
eounties. Justice King, in addition to tbe
Hancock county term, will preside in
Waldo, Sagadahoc, Washington and Penobscot counties.

Non-resident tax notice.
Blubhill:

immediately

mother. She received many remembrances
and letters of congratulation from friends
an her birthday.

I

WHAT MAKES A BETTER
HOLIDAY PRESENT than one
of those dainty Sepia Pictures
in folders, of yourself or little one#?
Plaee your order at once, if you
wish them for Christmas, at the

Joy Studio,

Ellsworth.

Q. A. Parcher,

bell, proprietor

Bijou theatre,

Ellsworth,

Me.'

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

filntnal Benefit fiolnmn.
EDITED

Praytr M««ting Topic For the Week
Beginning Dee. 20, 1908.
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Why was the King born?—John
A Christmas meeting.
svUl. 34-37.
The Christmas season tips returned,
gnd naturally devout minds turn to
Bethlehem, and In our churches and
other places of religious worship and
study the subjects selected have to do
With some phase of Christ's hir.h. The
subject suggested for our study is an
Interesting and important one. Why.
was the King born?
When we tnm
■ur thoughts to the birth of Christ we
usually think of Its humbleness, and
yet. while He was bem amid lowly
surroundings. He was nevertheless a
King. He was King of heaven and
King of the earth and came into the
world as the King of the Jews. The
wise men of the east when they arrived at Jerusalem asked, "Where is
He that was born King of the Jews?"
When Pilate pressed the question
upon Him He did not deny His kingship, but acknowledged it when He declared. "My kingdom is not of this
world." Having a kingdom. He must
have been a King.
He further proceeds to answer the question before
Ue: “To this end was 1 born, and for
this cause came I Into the world that
1 should bear witness of the truth,
■very one that is of the truth beareth
My voice”

It* Motto:

are

this

department.

I

ing.
A president who seldom goes to the
meetings should try to be a resident.
Promptness in taking part is wortli
more than precision, fluency, and or-

Ellsworth. Ms.. Dec. 2.1886.
first instalment of
“Your
letter and
“Mutual Benefit Column” at hand. You have
my idea exactly, and I like your suggestion of
title, which we have adopted. We will begin
the column at once—iu next week's issue. I
realize that you have quite an undertaking
before you. but trust the column will find
liberal contributors who will greatly reyour burden.’'

Ilieve

You aU know that the faith Mr. Titns

I had that there would be liberal contribui tors has been fally realized, and it is to

1 fear your

Bateness.
Remember that there is one Endeavorer present at every meeting who
Ib never discouraged or apathetic—
Jesus Christ.
To accept an office without accepting
Ibe responsibility that goes with it is
• good deal like marrying a wife and
mot supporting her —Christian Endearor World.
Whero

Missionarios Are Made.

Ninety young people
ed in Christian Endeavor societies In
the Edinburgh unjon are now missionaries of the erotfe in various parts of
the world.
who

were

train-

realized and that she will take her money and
her John, or Lee, and hie back to dear old
Maine to enjoy them both.
Thanksgiving week is upon us, and how
much we have to be thankful for. Plenty to
eat and a good home to cook it in.
What a
blessing after the fire scares of last September! We will not forget the homes where
sadness has come during the year, or the
vacant chairs, even among the fraternity of
M. B.’s.
1 enjoy M. A. B.’s letters. Glad she can
enjoy herself. Knew her in the long ago, and
Capt. B., her late husband, boarded io the
family of her brother one summer, therefore
] knew the parents, brothers and sisters who
who have nearly all crossed the river snd left
M. A. B- to loneliness.
Dux.

The following tribotes to Mrs. Day's
memory will be read with kind remembrances for her and the friends who sent
them.

At U» regular meeting of Halcyon
grange Dec. &, the following officers were
elected: William Weecott, master; F. 8.
Hinckley, overeeer; Thomas Grieve, lecturer; Gay Billings, steward; Eugene Os-

.«

gether.
It has always been my first thought as 1 took
our'pa per to look first and see if there was
anything on the first page about her, and very
up

A Personal Appeal.
If we could talk to you personally aboat the
greit merit of Foley's Honey and Tar for
coughs, colds and lung trouble, you never
could be induced to experiment with unknown
preparations that may contain some harmful
drugs. Foley’s Honev and Tar costs you no
more and has a record of forty years of cures.
G. A. Parch be.

’.h!^ ,l*
1HobZ £**

butVwifg

weather, no via,tor, appeared
grangers wera not
daonted, and
the tiara twgan to
appear i„ tbe
grangers appeared at tbe hall
wjlh
well fllled with
s
goodie,
fewt wa. apred, a,
grange know ao weU how to
serve
Everett Leach, Howard
Lowell ,na
Bowden acted aa waiter*.
Am,d
meny- making the even.ng
„W(t
grand snecMa,

fTme^,

althoogb

!
1

and

aia,er

sleighing, moonlight

*"*;
L,'

0^'k

,n

tremely disappointed that no
rived. Why did you not take
a
brother

l„'**k'U

visit*,!*'
,

gran^?*^

and

all yon coold desire.

».tlher'

er*

ALAMOOSOOK, MAST ORLAKD.

grange held its regular
meeting Saturday evening, with a good
attendance. County Deputy Mary Burrill
visited tbi* grange, inspected the books
and found them in a good condition. It
Alamoosook

vs.

was

show abandonment of failure of the i
the chairs.
purpose for which the use is granted, will I
The newly-elected officers ol Bay View
not operate to divest the title of the owner
grange sre ss follows: Joseph W. Wood,
thereof. Townsend v. Mich. Ceu. R. R., 101
Lona
master; Shirley Sweet, overseer;
Fed- Rep. 757. Our court said in Fitzpatrick
Lawrence
v. B. &. M. K. R.. M .Maine, 38.
"It is not the
Higgins,
lecturer;
Rich,
duration of the lessor to use the easement, steward; Oscar Leland, assistant steward;
but the nature of the act done by the owner Florence Pelt ingill, chaplain; Harry E.
of the easement or of the adverse act acquiSlearna, treasurer; Julien Emery, secreesced in by him. and the intention which one
tary; Carl Emery, gatekeeper; Caroline 8.
or the other indicates, that is material.”
Hamur, Pomona;
It appears in evidence in this case that Bowden, Ceres; Gladys
when the railroad was first built it extended Anna Robbins, Flora; Josie Leland, lady
assistant stew sad.
to the zero point, so called, of the location.
In 1879 or 1880 the guage of the road was
ARBUTUS, SURRY.
changed, and at that time two lengths of rails
of thirty feet each were taken op at the eastArbutus grange entertained Hancock
erly end of the location and a bunting post Pomona Friday, Dec. 11. Although the
and brace were placed at the westerly end of
day was stormy, the attendance was good.
this sixty-foot strip to msrk the new termiAlden H. Mann, of Arbutus, delivered the
nus, which has remained unchanged to this
and Worthy Master
i day. Since that time the defendant ha* made address of welcome,
! no use whatever of this sixty-foot strip, while Grieve responded. In the afternoon the
the plaintiff has erected buildings upon a fifth degree was conferred on ten candiportion of it and has used the portion next dates, and the question, “W hat are the
easterly of the banting post for a driveway to advantages derived by a grange from the
and from the wharf property lying toward the
of a grange ball?” was dis1 south. Under these circumstances and con- ownership
cussed. At the evening session Arbutus
all
the
facta
of
the
the
court is
case,
sidering
a program of readings,
of opinion that if the defendant can be held grange presented
recitations and music.
to have abandoned the portion covered by the
Mr. Mann, in his address of welcome,
buildings, it should also be held to have
abandoned the balance of the sixty-foot strip told the following appropriate story:
as far as the banting post.
A reminiscence of my boyhood comes to rey
All the evidence having been introduced in mind, which 1 think will be a fitting illustrathis case and the plaintiffs having filed a gen- tion of the
feeling of this grange to-day. They
eral motion as well as exceptions, it is the
were words of welcome that 1 never will forI
; opinion of the court that substantial justice
words
spoken by my father to a little
get:
can best be sttained by the order that if the
band of girls and boys who used to visit bis
defendant, within sixty days after the filing of
sheep pasture once a year to gather maythis decision, shall release to the plaintiff ail flowers.
its right, title and interest in and to all of the
One bright spring morning the little band
right of way covered by its location easterly made its appearance and asked permission to
of the banting post now marking the easterly
go into the pasture, and my father’s reply
terminus of the defendant’s line, the excep**You are perfectly welcome to go in
was:
tions and motion shall be overruled, otherany time, and as many times as you want to,
wise they shall be sustained.
and we should he very lonesome if yon did
Bat when you go in
not come every year.
Christmas Candles.
and come oat, don’t leave the bars down so
any of the lambs will get oat.”
[Circle Magazine]
So 1 will say to these visiting oAcert tostances to

inch

stripe.

Gingkb Bonbons—Melt
dant

in a

some

Gorily grange, Snllivan, Ends,
ance.

of the fon-

bowl

paper.
Chocolate

Delights-Melt the fondant sb before. Dip into it with the fork,
candied cherries, bits of citron, bits of
{
ginger, blanched filberts and almonds,
repeating the dipping after the first coat
hardens until each is a white ball. Melt
a
quarter^ of a pound of unsweetened
chocolate in a bowl set over boiling
:
water, and stir into it an equal weight of
triple-X sugar. Dip the coated note, eta.,
in this, one at a time, and
sef aside to !
harden.

|

Foley’s Oris# Laxative ceres chronic cob- j
stip&tion and stimalatea the liver. Orlno ;
regulates the honeis so they will set oaturally
and you do not have to take purgatives continuously. G. A. Pa senna.

*TSL"ir,'flVe
After the
usual

P*tr™5

wi;„
rw

„

*’» “■«*

bu«in**,

for tbe ensuing year were
elected a, to

«*£

njrrr
Hall, overseer; pr
Everett
O.

E. McFir.

land, lecturer; Louis 8. Jordan, «...
| ard; Julia E. Noyea, chaplain;
Fr«d .
j Noyea, treasurer; Clara F JohnK)n *
retary; Anstia Stover,
gste-keeper; (w
Stover, Cras; Elva M. Hall, Ponwaadeath of Sister Mamie Stront. Two can- Addis
McFarland, Flora; M«rtle Gantil]!
didates were instructed in the second delady assistant steward; H. 0. SmallidT
s
gree. Once E. Hanson was elected pianist assistant steward.
for the year IMS. Voted to have a public
The next meeting of the Pomona
will
be
installation. It was left with the master, held with
Bay Veiw grange. Salisbury
while at the State grange, to procure tome
Cove, Jan. 13.
one

to

install the officers.

to

premises for railroad purposes
BAY VIEW. (SAUHBIEY COVE.
comprised by the k cation made April 7. 1873.
At the
except so far as the same is covered by j
regular meeting Wednesday
buildings at the present time."
evening, about 100 patrons were present,
The plaintiff excepted to this ruling, and
including five visitors. The fourth degree
also filed a general motion to set aside the
was worked, followed by s harvest supper.
verdict
as
law
and
evidence.
against
special
music
furnished
Brother Owen Flye
Abandonment, which was the so e issue iu
There were inthis case, is a question of intent. "To consti- throughout the evening.
tute an abandonment of a right of way, there
teresting remarks by Brother* Shsnd,
The lecturer
Charles Paine and others.
must be a ciear, unequivocal and decisive act
of the party showing a determination not to bad prepared an instructive as well as
have the benefit intended.” Mere failure to
Next
Wednesday
amusing
program.
occupy a right of way, without other circumevening, Dec. 18, the gentlemen will fill

:

oanx MOUNTAIN
POMONA
Green Mountain Porno,„
mn

Rainbow grange met in regular session
Thursday evening, Dec. w, with twentyfly- patrons present.
It being ladies’
night, the chairs was Ailed by Indies, who
did the work in a most able manner. The
gentlemen furnished a treat at reoes,

good, aaaioUnt steward; Fanny Billings,
ncnooDic. wuvteb baebob.
chaplain; E. S. Haskell, treasurer; Mary
Schoodlc grange held it* regular meetB. Hinckley, secretary; Aldan Leach,
with Worthy
ing Thursday
gate-keeper; Mary Soper, Caret; Nellie Master H. Q. evening,
Smallidge la the chair.
Weecott, Pomona: Sadie Dunbar, Flora.
Resolutions of respect were read on the

placed over boiling water,
and to a cupful of it add half a copfnl of
candied ginger cot into small pieces. Stir
the ginger into the fondant, then drop
American this morning
from the tip of a teaspoon on paraffine
psges, 1 thought, I will

Sist+Tn:
I took up Tub
and glanced over its
sit right dowu and pay my tribute to the
memory of Day. She was a woman that it
was always a pleasure to meet, and
was ever
ready to give you a word of help or comfort.
I have known her all my life, and for many
years we were seatmates in the “dear old
school”, and enjoyed many happy hours toar

As

J|Ws

^

cifnxK.
UMtiiie frute met iv,
lectnrer in the chair.
The
fourth degree, wen,
conferred
•cot and Highland
granges »
meet with u.,

ing Dec. #, with twenty-two members and
visitors from Pamela and Natural Bridgt
granges present. Two applications were
received. Literary program:
Readings.
Annie Tracy and Abbte Tracy; eong, Mlldrrd Coffin; readings, Lizsie Libby and

RAINBOW. NORTH BROOKBVILLK.
HALCTOK, KOBTH BLVBH1IX.

Fig-Almond Paste-Pick over and
chop fine a pound of choice figs, cover
with boiling water and simmer until
very soft; then drain off the water and
boil it down to a cupful. Hub the figs
through a hair sieve and return the paste
As you will see by Dell's reference to to the water with the addition of three
of granulated sugar. Simmer until
Thanksgiving, her letter did not have its pounds
the paste is so thick it cannot be stirred,
place in the column so early as it should,
neither so early as it would if I had not being careful not to let it scorch; poor
had a “clearing up spell”. 1 am willing into pans lined with oiled paper, and stud
to admit I can never find what 1 want so the top with split blanched almonds.
When nearly cold cot the paste into inch
readily after having one of those attacks. !
| squares with an oiled knife, or into three

D

Aa^

farm or the farmer?”

demanded

1 could

interesting letter will raise the dickens with
us all!
We shall all want to “pull up stakes”
take onr grip and start for the fsr West. But
what can we do with the Johns? They are
too good to be forsaken, even if western men
are plenty. Then, we do not know as the men
oat there would so readily gobble us up.
Do, Aunt Maria, say what shall we do? We
all want to get rich- Are the most of us older
than Meb? We all rejoice at Meb’s good luck.
Hope her very fondest wishes may quickly be

Endeavor Gems.
The pledge gives edge to Endeavor-

tbs

voted to send a master or a delegate
the Bute grange. The tollowing officers
Real action. The defendant disclaimed as
were
elected to serve the next
yeer:
demanded premise*, and
to part of the
Fred Thompson,
claimed an easement in the balance onder a Joshua Gross, master;
Arthur
legal and valid location for its railroad. The overseer; Nellie Gray, lecturer;
plaintiff replied that a part at least of the Meade, steward; Guy H. Leach, assistant
right of way secured by this location bad steward; Abbie Gross, chaplain; Carrie
been abandoned.
At the close of the testi- i White, treasurer; Alberts Mason, secremony the presiding justice directed a gen- j
tary; William Gray, gatekeeper; Adelle
eral verdict for the plaintiff as owners of the j
Uarriman. Ceres; Carrie Leach, Pomona;
fee, a special verdict that the premises were
Alice Gibbs, Flora; Bernice Mason, lady
subject to an easement in favor of the defendant "for the u: e of that portion of the assistant steward.

Peoffy.

them.

BIT. r. H. JACOBS.

rejected without

j

Maine Central Railroad.
The law court has handed down its decision in the long standing case of Thomas
M. Nicholson vs. the Maine Central railroad. The rescript follows:

An Endeavor Musical Director.
i their untiring and increasing interest that
The musical features of the recent
the column has been made a success.
New York state Christian Endeavor eon
1 wish each one to know how much 1
vention were directed by the I*ev. F. H
the interest shown and help
Jacobs, the noted gospel song leader appreciate
given, from Maine to California, yea, and
Mr. Jacobs' baton has waved over more
from all the other states. Besides those
who write for us to read, I do not forget
there are many who look for the letters
and poems and recipes and flnd^pleasure
therein, and i am glad to give them a
word of cheer and to know they are
helped or entertained, even though they
have not yet let ns hear directly from

state conventions than that of any
Kber musical director, and Mr. Jacobs’ leading is ulways inspiring an.l
enthusing. His acceptance of the invitation of the New York programme
committee came over 3,000 miles of
sea from the British isles, where lie
was laboring in a special campaign.
Mr. Jacobs has had long, active experience in various lines of Christian
Cndenvor work.

will be

Pomona

fine:

Rescript In Case of Nicholson

you:

Oh, Meb, what have you done?

none

reason.

DAT**.

FROM THE LAW COURT.

the exact number of years if
1 had not looked at the date of the letters.
The following from Mr. Titns may interest

good

FaciT Cooei as—Seed aad chop finely one
Flour these aad art them
cup of raiaina.
aside. Beat together one aad one-half caps
of brown sugar aad one cup of shortenthg,
batter aad lard mixed.
When creamy, add
one beaten egg, fear tablespoons of sweet
milk, one teaspoon of baking soda aad
enough flour to make a stiff batter. Add here
your floured raisins with nntmeg (grated),
cinnamon and ground cloves to taste. Add
enough more flour to make a stiff dough, roll
rather thin aad bake la a quick oven.

not have told

REAPINGS.

Gen. ill 15; Isa. ix. 6, 7; xi, 1-0:
Matt. 11. 1-12; Luke ii, 1-14; xi. 1-0:
xt. 1-10; John fii. lfi; xvii. 17: II Tim.
Ill, 15-17.

opening

the editor, bnt

I have sampled cookies made by the following recipe sent by E. P. W., and they

M. B. Friend»:
When we realize that the snows of December are drifting over the barren Helds,
it suddenly comes to us that the year of
The busy days of
1908 is nearly ended.
Christmas, and then we are giving and receiving New Year greetings.
Perhaps you do not remember that this
is the tenth anniversary of the M. B. oolnmn.
Ail this time 1 have kept an envelope marked: ‘^Origin of M. B. Column.”
It contains the correspondence relatto

some

Harvey BUpte*
Mary Oriadle, CeZn'
leach, Pomona; Mn.
iu!
Mi. Cro ImwcU,
Mdy
Mr».

_

Dear

ing

if

Mr*.
secretary;

_

—

precept and example the great
truths of God to man.
For this purpose He left His throne in heaven and
came to earth, being born as a man
that He might the better perform His
Well may the world
great mission.
therefore rejoice upon the anniversary
of His birth.
But merely to witness to the truth
was not the cause of the King's coming. Through witnessing to the truth
He was to call to Him all who were of
the truth, al! who desired spiritual
truth, that He might set them free
from error and from bondage to siu.
“The truth shall make them free"
Have we accepted the kingship of
Christ?
Is He to us the truth, ami
have we found spiritual liberty and
freedom in Him and His teachings?
If not, "seek and ye shall find."

—

; day,

Friday, Jan. 8—Meeting of Hancock |
grange with 8cdga ick grange.
Addic Guptill.
Wednesday, Jan. 13—Meeting of Green
! The newly-elected officers of Cnabroan
Mountain Pomona grange with Bay View
! grange are as follows: John Whitaker,
grange, Salisbury Cove.
master; Irving McDonald, overseer; Jemima Tracy, lecturer; Frank Libhv, stewKASBAPAQUA, SOUTH BLt'KHILl—
Massapaqua grange met Dec. 10, wjtb ard; Perley Tracy, aaalsUnt steward;
After Lorina Guptill, chaplain; David Gnptill,
The lesson you have drawn from the about twenty member* present.
treasurer: Florence
Young, secretary;
good things said of others after they have business the lecturer presented her proOriginal reading, William Foes, gatekeeper; Bertha Handy,
gone, it would be well for all of us to re- gramme as follows:
member. Very many have borne life's Roy Henderson; scrap basket; songs, Roy Cerea; Verna Perry, Pomona; Grace Holt,
burdens bravely, yet have had no word of Henderson; recitation, Floyd Hamilton; Flora; Addle Guptill, lady assistant stewLiuie Libby, organist.
cheer.
discussion, “Which la more important— ard;

The little acta of kindness.
So easily out of mind;
Those chances to be angels
Which everyone may find—
They come in night and silence—
Each chill, reproachful wraith
When hope is faint and flagging
And blight has dropped on faith.

by

old

some

of the nice things could be said
of one or to one while living, that are said of
How
one
after she hss passed away.'
sweet life would seem to them many times.
I knew Day very little, but always enjoyed meeting her, even if there was no
chance of a recognition. To the family and
friends my heart goes out in sympathy, and
most truly can we say, “Gone, but not forgotten."
'Tis sad to have friends leave us. Death
makes a sad spot in our lives, but a memory
of Day can be thought over with pleasure,
and we think of her as our loss, but her eterInisH Molly.
nal gain.
oe.

The stone you might have lifted
Out of a brother’s way.
The bit of heartsoroe counsel
You were hurried too mach to say;
The loving touch of tbe band. dear.
The gentle and winsome tone.
That yon had no time or thoogbt for,
With troubles enough of your own.

re-

you may feel perfectly welcome to come
any time, and wu should be very lonesome If
did
not come dVery year. Ton need not
you
TMs Mini Is devoted to the Orange, eswait until April or May—you will find maypecially to the granges of Hancock county. flowers—the arbutus—in full bloom in DeTbe column la open to all grangers for the
cember or January. But when you go in or
discussion of topics of general Interest, and I
come out. please do not leave aay bam down,
for reports of grange meetings. Hake letters
that aay of our Iambs may get out.
short and concise. All communications mnst
be signed, bat names will not be printed exCXSHJtAN, UOCUMBOBO.
cept by permission of tbe writer. All comCushman grange held Us regular meetmunications will be subject to approval by

reading to-day as I was looking over
papers—perhaps not old papers,
and noticing Bister
past issues
Day’s obituary I thought how nice it would

but

It isn't the thing yon do, dear:
It's tbe thing you leave undo ie,.
*
Which gives you a hit of heartache
At the setting of the sun.
The tender word forgotten.
The letter you did not write,
Tbe flower you might have sent, dear.
Are your haunting ghosts to-night.

For life is all too short, dear.
And sorrow is all too great:
So suffer our great compassion
That tarries until too late;
And it’s not the thing yon do. dear.
It’s the thing you leave undone.
Which gives you the bit of heartache
At tbe setting of the sun.
—Selected by

3mong tip (ftrangtre.

Was

some

THIXG8 YOC LEAVE C5DONI.

veal truth in Himself—for He said on
another occasion, "I am the way, the
truth and the life." Being at the head
of those who were to receive the truth
taught by Him. He was a Ktag in this
■plritua! realm, and the very purpose
of His kingship was to make know*

U1BIE

“Helpful and Hopeful”

writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by tbe editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Thx America*.
Ellsworth. Me.

King. Was born to bear
witness of the truth. The transition
of Christ from kingship to witness
bearing is a striking one. it seems to
indicate that His kingship lay In His
His kingdom was
witness bearing.
The purnot temporal, but spiritual.
pose of His coming was not to teach
men the true way of conducting governments, but the eternal truths of God
to

**AUBT MADGE**.

Ths purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In tbs title and motto—It la for tbs mutual
benefit, and alias M be helpful and hopeful
Being for tbs common good. It la fer the com
non use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchnnge of Ideas. In this capacity It aodelta
communications, and its success depends largely
on the support given it In thts respect. Com
munleatlons must be signed, but the name of

—^ ChrU*

concerning spiritual things—yea,

BT

many times there were things shoot her
which were of interest to me. I shall miss
her as I visit Ellsworth, for I rarely went
there without calling on her. Her memory
A car Jana.
will livelong with

Vale-Tide I>| •be*.

LAtfom.
The

iy-eltrted officers of Lamoille
grange areas follows; Hollis E. Austin,
master; T. R. Hodgkins, overseer; Sarah
Young, lecturer; W. K. Salisbury, steward; Earle Smith, assistant steward; Alma
Coggins chaplain; James Grant, treasurer; Lester Young, secretary; Earland
Springer, gatekeeper; Cassie King, Ceres;
la Cordis Davis, Pomona; Lucy Gray,
Flora; Edna Springer, lady assistant
new

ICSrcZ#

Jlogagtnf

i'HMSTMAf Ptddiro—M n a
cop of soet
with a teaspoon ot sslt snd three
cap*
snd s hsif of flour. Put
together s cupol
molasses and one of milk: «dd a
teaspoonfnl of eoda snd tben the flour, s little at a
time; put in s cup of rmisius mixed with
part of tbe flour, and fill a covered poddin* mould half full; steam (or three
boars. Add spices to this rule it
desired,
and also a cup ot tigs mixed with
psrtof
the flour; in tbis ccsedonot pot iothe
whole of tbe three and a hall cups, but
omit a quarter of a cup. Turn this podding out on a but diah and surround with
hard Mure.
ysowBALIJS— Put a quart ot thin cream
or part cream and part very rich milk into
a double boiler w ith a cup of sugar, md

steward.
SEW CSim-HT, DEDHAM.
The newly-elected officers ot New Ontury grange are as follows: N. B. Colby,
master; H. P. Burrill, overeecr; Laura
Cook, lecturer; George W. Brewster,
Clifford
Burrill.
assistant
steward;
steward: Mabel Thompson, chaplain; E,
W. Burrill. treasurer; Mary M. Burrill,
secretary; Clyde McLaughlin, gatekeeper;
Annie M. Colby, Ceres; Ella L. Burrill,
Pomona; Bertha Black, Flora; Alice
Black, lady assistant steward.

scald, stirring well; cool, flavor and freeze
very hard; have ready a round ice-cream
scoop and work in a cold room; dip oat a
large spoonful of thecream; round it with
the bands quickly into a snowball aodlaj

HARVEST HOME. WEST ELLSWORTH.

on a

Harvest Home grange met in regular
session Dec. 12. with a small attendance
owing to storm. Aa some of the women
in the contest were absent, their night will
be observed Dec. 19.
A lively time it expected. Tbe grange voted to have a
Chris! mas tree Dee. 2b. A short program
was carried out, consisting of songs, recitations and conundrums. The question
discussed was: “Should women vote?”
Harvest Home grange baa worked with
interest this year.
Fifteen have been
enrolled, three accepted, ard one application ts awaiting action. Tbe grange is
holding a dancing school, with Winfred
E. Clark as instructor, on Monday and
Thursday evenings.

diah set in

keep it very
cover

a

pan of

snow or

ice to

When Uni*bed half
tbe diah with boiiy and serve at
cold.

once.

The hero of the following incident did i
belong to me. In fact, from bis appearance I think he belonged to no one
in particular.
I am equally sure that ibe
fact of bia loneliness bad uo terrors for
him. He waa a ragged little urchin selling papers on a busy down-street corner.
A stylishly dressed woman amid the harrying throng dropped her nocketbook.
Ouick as a flash the boy seized u and horned after her.
Touching bis cap be
handed her the heavy parse. She thanked
him verv graciously and handed bun a
nickel. In a tone equally as gracious be
1
responded: “Aw, keep your nickel;
waa poor once myself.”
not

I
MARIAVILLE.

At tbe last meeting of me Mariaville
grange there was a (mail attendance
owing to unfavorable weather. Through
the efforts of the grange and tbe kindness
of our committee, we have entered tbe
second floor for a grange room. Them
being a small attendance, election of
officers and a program were postponed
until tbe next regular meeting, Dec. IV.
URKEXWOOD, BASTBKOOK.
to the storm and bad travelling
there was no meeting of Greenwood grange
Dec. 12. All members are requested to be
present at tbe next meeting, as it will be'
election night; also the third and fourth
degrees will be conferred.

Owing

HIOHLAKD, NORTH PENOBSCOT.

2Bn>cnt*mnu»

'VKSF CATARRH

Cream Balm'
Ely’squickly
absorbed.
is
Goes Relief at Once.

It cleans, soothes,
heal* and protects
the diseas'd membrane revolting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the ^_ —-Zmw*
Ifrad quickly. n* II
AY ■
stores the Senses of Hfll
■*VIT*
Taste and Smell. Full siz- '-0
1
form,
Ia
mail.
or
liqoi
by
gists
JJ®.
Ely Brothers,

FEVER

WarrenjtreeO^^^^

taking
More people
The newly-elected officers of Highland
grange areas follows: K. E. Grass, master; Hill Wilson, orereeer; H. W. Lowell,
bolide op worn °yt
steward; J. G. Leach, assistant-steward; lerttiee,
II w>I‘ ‘"*ke >,,u
etoree loel eitality
Mrs. Alice Loach, chaplain; A. L. Sann- end look well. O. A. P.m i»
ere

»wrass ^ «3S
,e||
"

\

j

the danger point.
Interest In Forest
New England’*
Conservation.
“Lumbering bss always been and still is
industries ol New Engone of the leading
chief of the
land," said Gifford Pinchot,
l’lilted States forest service, in a letter read
dedication of the Myrirlc
at the recent
Farm and Home Building in Springfield,
Muss. “When onr forefathers, after rough
voyages in wooden ships, first landed on
(be coast of New England, nothing impressed them more in their new home
than the great storlp of wood in the New
Fngland forests. They saw their ralne at
onee; they wrote home about them; they
would not allow them to be wasted or
burned. For they had come from a country in which the forests had dwindled and
wood was dear enough to be protected ana
carefully used.
“But as they explored the forests farther
and farther and fonnd no end, they felt
that here they had more wood than they
could ever hope to use. So their care for
the forest relaxed. Instead of protecting
it, they began to attack It and to cat it
down.
“So

the forests needed end the fields

spread; and this was well, for the farmers
needed to bring ns much land ai they
could nndar the plow. Bat while the
growth of the farms is a good thing, indifference to tbs forest can never be anything bat harmful. It is possible to have
too much forest; it ia only too possible,
As long as the
also, to have too littla.
pioneers took the timber from true farm
lend, all was wall, but whan they began
to carry tho ax up tha mountain aide and
clear tha slopes whan only thin soil covered the rook, it soon become plain that
nothing was gained and that a gnat deal
was lost by taking away tha forests and
leaving nothing in their place.
“Thus, without meaning it and really
withoat doing anything
wrong, the
denger point was naohad in forest nee in
New England, and that ia when we an
Than an tew parts of the country
low,
which mon greatly need ttf take a new
point

Ol

ti«w in

niuuiiug

vuc iumw—iu«

point of view of conservation.
“If the lumbar industry is to go on it
must, of course, get the logs, and for this
reason it sounds plausible to argue that it
you save the foreats you will stop tbe
lumber industry. Yet this would be one
ol tbe greatest mistakes any one could
possibly make. It is true there is an old
saying that you can’t eat your cake and
bare it, too; but the important thing
about this aaying is thst it applies to cakes
and other things which do not grow, and
which once gone are gone forever.
Forests grow all tbe time, and the
longer they are kept the more wood can
be got out of them in tbe long run. Sparing the ripe, merchantable forest trees
does nobody any good, not even tbe trees.
They are made to use, and the most that
scientific forest management can do is to
use them best for tbe longest time. Therefore, the best thing that can happen for
the lumber industry is to use forestry to
keep the forests going. In a word, forest
conservation is the life insurance of the
lumber industry.
“But to say that the New England forests should be conserved because the wood
is needed, is to give only one reason. The
foreats should be kept to maintain the
water powers of the streams and the channela of the navigable rivers. The principal wealth of New England is her manufactures, and her centers of manufacture
are on the rivers which rise in the mountain forests.
“These mountain forests, which are natural reservoirs, are more valuable for the
protection they give to the streams than
for anything else. To lumber them in tbe
usual way, which leaves no hope of future
forest growth, is not only to exhaust the
wood; it is to make the water in the
streams and rivers irregular in flow and
unreliable for use, and, for part of the
year, either entirely useless or exceedingly
destructive. In a billy country without
foresta you have first too much water,
then too little. There is no reason why
the forests of the White Mountains and
of the Qreen Mountains should not be
made to yield uptheir lumber in tbe proper way.
“Xne trouble

you can not aepena
lumbering to go the proper
is tnai

upon ordinary
way about it. These forests grow in situations where only the utmost care, joined
with the skill of a trained forester, ran
take the wood which is ripe at present
without leaving the steep slopes barren
for many years, perhaps forever. If you
can not have skilled lumbering, with provision for the future, it would be far better to leave the
than risk

have

forests

untouched,

rather

forfeiting what control you

over

the

streams

without

now

retain control

over

the streams is to
forests in the
manage them,

place the White Mountain
bands of the people, and to

the national forests in the West are
the combined use and perpetuation of all their resources.
“If the New England forests need to be
protected against the careless use of the
ax and the saw, which at least takes useful material from them for a time, how
much more do they not need to be protected from the total waste of tire. Yet
in spite of some excellent forest fire laws
in several of the New England states, and
also in New York, the ineffectiveness of

as

managed, for

present fire protective methods has been
made startlingly clear during the past few
months.
It seems to me, emphatically,
that the fire problem is best solved by
means of an efficient fire patrol and firefighting force, paid for this work and
mainly dependent upon it, such a for^e as
does not now exist anywhere, to ray
knowledge, outside of the national forests.

'“Sometimes

a

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

Capt. A. C. Savage
again.

farmer will ask,

‘How
me?’

does this forest conservation
I know of no better way of answering
him than by asking him in return, ‘Does
Anything else oonoern you more?’ Very
naturally and justly the farmer is prond
of his independence. As the President
concern

ill last week, but

T. N. Graves has the extension on his
nearley finished on the oetside.

store

Little Irene MileB fell on the Btone steps
of the union church Sunday, and cut her
bead badly.
in

Mis Ellen Berry has gone to her home
Lamoine to spend the winter with her

grandmother.
All are glad

to hear that Ansel Manchester's health is improving in his new
home in Waterville.

The congregational sewing society had a
and supper Wednesday evening, from
which it realized a good sum.

sale

The long-talked-of extension on the
Rockend hotel, Herman Savage, proprietor, is well under way. Graves Bros, are
doing the mason work, and Mr. Foster the
~

building.
B.

Dec. 12.
_

EGYPT.
is attending
school at West Franklin.

Shirley Sawyer

Percy
cipal of

T.

grammar

Clark has a position as prinhigh school at Sullivan Harbor.

the

The friends of Eugene Cnombs and wife
extend congratulations on the birth of a

daughter.
Edith Clark, who is employed at
DeBeck’s, spent the past week with
parents, J. F. Clark and wife.

Miss
S. S.
her

The Misses West, teachers in the Bar
Harbor schools, are spending their vacation with their parents, F. W. West and
wife.
Christmas tree at the
home of Barney Malian and

There will

hospitable

be

a

Friends and neighbors are cordially invited to attend.
W.
Dec. 12.
wife

Christmas

eve.

gotta island.
was at Black island
business this week.
M. V.

is
swux
G. A. Paacaaa.
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SPECTRE MOOSE.
lie lowered his heed end came straight al
me with the
speed o( a locomotive. I tell
Mysterious Monster Resumes Business you, the
way I dropped that bicycle and
in the Maine Woods.
Maine’s famous “spectre moose,” which
few years ago created such a sensation

a

among sportsmen, is reported to have
again appeared, after a long absence, and
the excitement of 1901-^ is revived.
Skeptics! have' tried to spoil the story of the
spectre moose, or, as it is oftener called, I
the giant moose, by explaining that
“there ain’t no sich”—that the
spectre
was simply a
big draft horse.
But the explanations didn’t agree. One
says that it was a black horse, which
couldn’t very well be mistaken for
a white
moose; another that it was a grey
horse. One says the horse ran away, another that he was tamed loose as useless
on account of injuries.
Now, no horse
bears any resemblance to a moose, and no
horse could survive for long if left to run
wild in the Maine woods—and the phantom (moose has been cruising around
between Lobster lake and the Canada line
for years.
Anyway, the spectre moose has again
teen seen, this time by George H. Houston,
of Bangor, who recently returned from a
timber crnise in the vicinity of Chemquasabamticook lake. While on his way
to camp, Hbnston came to an open bog
containing about thirty acres. Standing
within the edge of the timber he coanted
sixteen moose feeding leisurely in the
opening. He noticed three balls, good
large fellows, but he almost had the ague
when he saw the monarch of the herd,
which he avers is a monster. Being to
leeward of the herd and within eighty
yards of them, Houston had a splendid
chance to observe the moose. The big
fellow had a magnificent pair of hornstwenty points on one side and twenty-one
on the other, with a palm at least eighteen
inches wide in the velvet. The other bulls
were large, but they looked like pigmies
beside of the big fellow.
rms

a

giant

moose nas

been

a

wonder ana

mystery of the Maine woods since 1001

further back. In the autumn of 1001 a
Boston sportsman named M. A. Cashing
came down from the Katahdin Iron Worka
region and reported having seen the big
moose and having tried to get a photograph of him. He had heard stories of the
white moose, but had refused to believe
them, but when one day near Chair back
mountain he received a visit from the
monster, he was convinced, also so startled
that he forgot all about his camera until
too late to get a picture. Mr. Cushing described the moose as the largest by far
that he has ever seen, and of a dusty
white color except for a brown patch
nnder the chin. He thought the animal
would be worth at least fl,500 when
mounted.
Every story that comes from the north
woods concerning this moose makes him a
little bigger than before; but, allowing
or

exaggeration,
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twenty-two points on
antlers, and thought at

one

the
side of his
time that there were more. This is a greater number of points than has ever been
on any moose, here* or elsewhere.
Last year the only man to get a sight of
moose was George Kneeland, of
the

great
Sherman, who had charge of his brother’s
lumber camp at Oulliver Brook. In describing his experience, Kneeland said:
“I had to go to Macwahoc on business
and so got a bicycle and started about 4
o’clock in the afternoon to go down by
the road through the woods. As I was

Oranges, do*

Cranberries, qt

and

Mr. Bowden will leave later.
Chips.
Dec. 11.

winter.

__

MT. DESERT.
Mr. Linn, with his trained dogs, gave a
three nights' entertainment in Masonic
hall last week.
Schools dosed Friday for a three-weeks’
vacation.
Miss Cora E.
tor Boston.

Parker

left Wednesday

Ethel Feraald, accompanied by her
to
mother, left Wednesday for Bangor
attend a business college. Her mother
returned Friday.
Bev. Mr. Jenkins is preparing a Christconcert.
been
lire. Thomas Richardson, who baa
in Bar Harbor since July, ie home.
«*“•
Deo. 14.

until at last they went end over end
the road. I laughed to myself over their
fright, and kept along.
“Well, I went to Macwahoc, got through
with my business there and started to return. As I reached the stretch of woods,
which is about eight miles long, and
neared the place where I had seen the
and
foxes, I saw another fox in the road,
had some fun chssing'him. Then, coming
I dis
to a long piece of rising ground,
mounted and walked. I had got to the
hill and was about to remount, when I
in
saw what I took to h» a horse standing
the road some distance ahead. WonderI
ing what a horse oould be doing there,
when
stopped and gave him a good look,
I found to my surprise that it was not a
horse, but a moose, and an immense one,
was gotoo. I waited a bit to see whet he
but I hadn’t long to wait, for
to
out

ing

do,

Frail.
25 $50 Lemons vloz
15

§35

25

Groceries.

Rice, per ft
.l«§.?5,T»nei; .r, gal

Code©—per ft

Ulo,

35
35

Mocha,

Java,

Tea— per ft—
damn,
Ooioug,
Sugar—per 1b—

.069.08
20

§25
.05
.21
.04

Cracked wheat,
Oaime*.!, per ft
Buck wheat, pkg
Graham,

-46§.65
.30§ 65 Rye meal,

.0*

.04

meal,ft 02*
06 OU—per gal—
(Tranul'tei,
06 906*
Linseed,
65®.70
Tellow, C
12
08§1(
Powdered,
Kerosene,
Molasses—per gai
.35
Havana,
Granulated

.50

Porto Rico,

Meats and Provisions.

Beef, ft:
Steak,
Roasts,
Corned,
Tongues,

15030

10*25
08 4.0
18

Pork, lb.
Chop,
Haro, per
Shoulder,
Bacon,
Qalt

Veal:

steak,
wife, of BtoningRoasts,
O. J.
ton, visited Mrs. Grindle’s parents,
riding along I saw a fox come out into the l.amo
L .mb,
Joyce and wife, this week.
road, and before I had gone much further
Tongues,
saw me
Mrs. Nora Orindle, who has been living two more came out. When they
down the road. I
in the George Murphy house, left Wednes- they started straight
Cud,
her gave a whoop and started in pursuit. I
by
Had lock,
accompanied
for
Kocklaud,
day
Halibut.
on her
so close to them that they tumbled
Millie
Bowden,
Mrs.
kept
daughter,
lb
Smelts,
will spend the over one another in their efforts to escape,
way to Orland, where she
of

Medbury Oriudle

falUi^otrt,

aa^mscb

certain

ol the monster, Mr. Brown saw the moose
at dusk, but the animal’s gray coats howed
plainly, and Brown got several shots at
him, none of which, however, seemed to
have any effect. He was so close that he

K1TTKRY TO CARIBOU.

ten, Fort McKinley, $40,000; barrack* h<
Fort Preble, $4,000; barrack* and
Capt. Albert A. Bolx, of Belfast, died quarters,
quarter*. Fort William*, $136,000; Kenneand made for a tree would have caused Thursday, Dec. 10, aged sixty-nine years. bec
river, $113,600; Saco river, $40,003;
those foxes to laugh. It was my turn to Of a family of twelve children, he is the Otter
ialand, light station, $10,000; Clark
last. He was a brother to Capt. William
be scared.
ledge, light station, $60,000; Toga*, eastern
“The first tree I came to was too small A. Roix, of the steamer Penobscot, and an branch Soldiers’
Home; $390,200; Booth bay
uncle of Capt. William R. Roix, who was
to hold a man
np. I tried another, but
Harbor, fish cultural station, $9,090.
the limb broke under me and I landed on in command of the City of Bangor but a
Patents have been granted to Main*
short time ago.
my back on the ground. I got into a good,
inventors as follows: J. F. Davis, FreeOramandel Smith, of Litchfield, was
stout tree as quickly as I could, and
E. M. Lang, Jr., making solderclimbed high, so that I would be out of nominated Thursday by Gov. Cobb as a port shoe;
hemmed rape; 8. W. Peregrine,Portland,
reach of the big fellow’s antlers and be trustee of the home for feeble minded to
(or carbureting air.
able to see what was going on.
fill the vacancy caused by the resignation apparatus
Albert B. Page, of Fairfield, one of tbo
“Meanwhile the moose bad lost no time. of Albert Pierce, of Frankfort. EUery
He came tearing down the road at terrific Bowden, of Winterport, was nominated foremost business men of central Maine,
prominently identified with many
speed, and his antlers reached clear across as register of deeds for Waldo county, and
business enterprises, dropped dead on the
the road at that place, brushing the vice George D. McCrillis, deceased.
street Monday, ot heart disease.
branches on either side. I should think
Capt. Frank 8. Curling, a well-known
John Davis, aged fourteen years, af
they would measure eleven feet, all right. retired sea captain, died of heart failure
Rockland, son of Adelbert Davis, fet
as
I
he
came
Well,
said,
tearing down the at his home in Thomaston Thursday, aged Saturday while hunting. The entim
road, making straight for the bicycle, and fifty-eight. He had commanded some of charge from his shot gun entered his side.
his
forward
hoofs
on either side
planting
the largest American full-rigged ships, He died a ithin a few minutes.
of it, stooped to examine the
The grange -hall at Phillips, valued at
wheel, including the William A. Campbell,
smelled qj it to his satisfaction, then Harvey Mills, Joseph Spinney, and Frank $15,000, was burned Sunday. It was oocaraised his head, gave a tremendous snprt F. Curling, and many times had sailed pied in the upper stories by the lodga
of several secret societies, including
and raced into the woods, breaking down around tho world.
He had served four- roams
the grange, while the lower floor was octhe small growth of saplings as if
they teen years as tax collector.
cupied by the general store of WilUa
had been bushes. The wind was blowing
The most important decision for years Harty. Harty carried insurance of tAOMl,
The building was insured for $3,500.
toward me, and that probably is the in
liquor cases in this State was handed
reason he didn’t discover me.
I waited down from the law court
The remains of Abial Kincaid, a gad
in
a
Friday,
of
ten minutes in the tree, and then, finding
fifty
was*
years,
Richmond,
rescript from Chief-Justice Emery. It found Sunday morning,
scattered for
that the moose had really gon«, slid down holds
that adulterated or misbranded three miles along the Maine Central track
and mounted my wheel, and the way I
liquors are subject to seizure as soon as near Bowdcinham, with indication! pointstreaked it for home was a caution.”
ing to murder and the body being plafiad
they arrive within the State, while stiU In on
the track. There were evidences of ■
The average sice of moose shot in Maine
transit. Under this decision only such struggle near where the body was tat
is from 800 to 900 pounds, with antlers
and the footprints of two men tm
are
as
to
struck,
liquors
put up according
prospreading from four feet to four and a visions of the United States pure food laws the snow.
half feet, and not often with more than
are protected by the inter-state commerce
eight to twelve points on a side, while the laws when in transit.
diliifrtiwmnriy,
bell, as the appendage under the animal’s
Gov. Cobb last week announced the apneck is called, is generally eight or nine
of Hon. Beecher Putman, of
inches long. All who have seen the giant pointment
Houlton, to the office of insurance commoose, of Lobster lake, however, aver that
to succeed Hon. 8. W. Carr, of
he must weigh from 2,000 to 2,500 pounds, missioner,
whose term expires Dec. 30.
that his antlers spread not less than ten Bowdoinham,
Mr. Putnam is well known in Maine, and
feet, while the bell is declared to be not his
appointment meets with general apless than eighteen inches in length.
proval. He is a native of Houlton, having
been born in that town forty years ago.
Never Falls toRestoee
An Unnamed Country.
He was educated in Houlton academy
For years Canadians have protested and Colby university, class of 1889. He
Gray Hair to Its Natural
against the appropriation by the people was admitted to the Aroostook county bar Color sad
of the United States of the designation in 1891. He was a member of the House in
No matter how long It has been gvdy
“American”. They have held that it ia 1901 and 1908, and of the Senate in 1907. or faded. Promotes a luxuriant
growth
presumptuous and improper for the peoits
The annual estimates for appropriations
ofhtalMiy
ple of a nation to take onto themselves submitted to Congress contain the followthe name of a continent. Canadians, ing items of interest to Maine in addition
fuse all substitutes. 254 time*
Mexicans, Peruvians, Bolivians, Nica- to those for Hancock county as printed in
in St-00 aa 50c. aise. b Nat a Dya.
raguans, all have theoretically as much Thh Am eric..x last week: Auburn postsad Me. bsMss, att drogobli
right to be called Americans as have the office, $20,000; Bath, public buildings, ftSrutteler
tree beok“ The Care of the Rate."
Pbile Hay Spec. Oa, Newark, N. J.
people of the United States.
$15,000; Belfast, public building, $17,000;
9
Bat all these are blessed with a country Calais, public building, $10,009; Portland,
red, much aa*chappedhood*, andah skSRm
with a name. The people of our country, public building, $110,000; Waterville, pubearns. Keeps alda sue aad soft. 2Sc. drunks*
on the other hand,
are handicapped in
lic building, $50,000; barracks and quarSemite toe tree bask "TheCere of
this respect, for the nation really has r.o
name at all.
It is 'merely a collection of
confederate states, and accepts this as a
makeshift designation. We may be
Ohioans or Kentuckians or Virginians or
Vermonters, but it is going too far to ask
were intended to be a pleasurable as well as a necessary

us to call ourselves “United Statesers” or
“United Statesians”.
We have to take
the title “American” because we have no
that no moose yet killed in Maine has apother.
proached this in size. It was in 1901 that
The Buffalo Express quotes a Canadian
the moose was first seen in Maine by
correspondent as stating that the annoyClarence Duffy, an Old Town guide, who ance of our northern
neighbors because
was cruising around Lobster lake.
Duffy of our apropriation of the name “Ameridid not get near enough to the monster for can” is
becoming less and less. Canadia shot, but said he saw him plainly and
ans are proud to be called Canadians, and
of
animal
the
a
detailed
description
gave
they are glad that they have ,a country
when he came back to town.
Everybody with a real name. They even sympathize
laughed at the story, and Duffy was set with us because our own great nation
down as the greatest romancer of his time.
was never conveniently christened.
Not many months after that, however,
John Ross, a Bangor lumberman, was at
ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
Lobster lake, where he had camps, and
one day, while crossing between Big Lobster and Little Lobster lakes in company
The quotations below give the range of
with the foreman of W. L. Maxfleid’s
retail prices in Ellsworth.
moose.
Mr.
Ross
is
the
he
saw
big
camps,
Country Produce.
no romancer, and when he told his story
Butter.
people began to believe that there was
Creamery per*.35a40
Dairy.28 §35
something up there worth shooting at.
For many years hunters searched the ■ggs.
Freeh laid, per doz.
45
woods in vain for the big moose, for it
35
8torage.
w ould be worth a small fortune to any
Poultry.
Not until 1905,
man to bring him down.
Chickens.15428
Fowl.12al8
however, was the monster seen again. In
Bay.
taxiderGranville
that year
Gray,a Bangor
Best loose, per ton.1* »18
mist, got sight of the moose at some little
Baled.If @20
has
had
a
seche
since
then
and
4trww.
distance,
Loose... 8gll
ond view. In 1902 Gilman Brown, of West
Baled.
15
monnearer
to
the
Newbury, Mass., got
Vegetables.
ster than had any of the others, actually
20 Onions, B>
04
getting several snots at him. Brown Potatoes, lbpit
02 Parsnips, tb
05
Turnips,
averred that the moose stood fully fifteen Beets,
03 Carrots, tb
02
10 Cabbage, lb
G2»a
feet high and that he had antlers ten to Lettuce, head
01
Squash, tb
twelve feet across.
C l**ry, bunch 1£@25

for

known

on

Mrs. Jennie Harding and her son Clarence are visiting friends at Bernard.
Winter term ol school will commence
next Monday, taught by Miss Vira Joyce,

mas

pels the eeld iiim the system.

was

is oat

which

manufacturing would lie crippled. The
only way to keep up the wood supply and
to

■

bu Mid; ‘Successfully managed
family
farms give to the father, the mother and
the children better opportunities for useful work and fora happy life than
any
other occupation.'
“The farm is rich in opportunity enjoyed
under slight restraint. The farmer is less
disturbed than anybody else about other
peoples’ money. Yet all this independence and all this
opportunity must have a
basis somewhere. This basis is unquestionably the farmer’s inheritance in the
natural resources of the land. When we
say of a man, generally, that he is independent, or a man of independent means,
the very last thing that we mean is that
he has no wealth. We mean that he has
the wealth which makes him
independent.
“And so the farmer has the wealth
which makes him independent, and this
wealth is the forests, the soil, the water,
and the minerals. By the direct aid of
the soil and the water he produces his
crops; indirectly he draws also upon the
forests and the mines. The depletion of
the soil and the want or excess of moisture, cut down his crops. In precisely the
same way he will feel the
change when
the price of iron or of coal rises, or when
it costa more to get the wood that he
needs. So true is this that, though wood
has rarely been regarded as a farm crop,
the farmer is coming to see that it really
is, and that a good woodiot is the source
of both Mving and profit. Often, indeed,
the only way the farmer can make the
beet of all his land is to grow wood.
“Bat the need of wood for fenoM, for
fuel, and for building material is only
part of the farmer’s dependence upon the
forest. Just m the Mew England manufacturer needs the fonst to protect the
water which he uses to drive his mill, so
the farmer needs the fonst to protect the
soil which be cultivatM. Stripping the
forest from the wrong place—that is, from
the slopM on which nothing else grows
so well—has
exposed the soil of these
slopM to the wash of the rains, with the
mult that at lent one billion tons of
fertile soil is swept away by the freshets
every year, and lost in the sea. Too often
the soil washed from gullied hills, sandy
and infertile, is spread over the rich bottom-lands by the flood waten, and they
an made hopelessly bamn.
“The individual farmer is not always
himself neponsible for then molts of
WMteful fomt use; that is, he has not
always brought them on by his own positive action. But he is nsponsible if he
fails to grup and act upon the truth in
this matter when it is laid befon him,
when he has not asserted his rights as a
citisen against the injury done to this
New England of ours, which is bis home.
Thus both his pocket book and his public
spirit should impel the New England farmer to insist upon the conservation of the
New England forests”.

t»«25
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Lard,

man or woman

^eechamJ ZftiUA

to get it strong and keep it well. For your stomach can and
should be able to assimilate any reasonable amount of food,
andif it cannot there is somethingwrongwithyourdigestion.
Take Beecham’s Pills for distress after eating, bloating, flatulence, stomach pains, dizziness, sick headache,
constipation and bilious attacks. These safe and convenient pills strengthen the stomach nerves, increase the
muscular energy, and

Promote

Digestion

In boxes with full directions 10c. and 25c.

JUHES^
Inside li/s^
sniffle—a cold in the head
Serious trouble may result
uuless you recognize the symptoms aud
eradicate them at once. There’s a sure
remedy for inside ills—take it in time
and save doctor’s bills. A few drops of
sneeze—a

—a

JA

cough.

Johnson’s
jKonriwr Liniment

taken

on

sugar will work wonders.

The first dose makes

big improvement in your condition, whether yon are
Buffering from a sore-tliroat, a cold, cough, tousilitis,
bronchitis, asthma or other disorders of the respiratory
cholera
orguns. For pains in the stomach, cramp, colic,
k morbus and diarrhoea, a few half-teaspoonful doses will
cure.
and
effect
a
relief
speedy
^ bring
a

For outside aches and pains, cuts, bruises aud lameJohnson’s Anodyne Liniment is invaluable.
Always nave a bottle within reach. Sold everywhere.
Guaranteed under Food and Drug± Act,
June jo, 1906. Set 1 a l Number 5 /j.

ness

ft

15 §16
15«i8

10@H

15 §25
10a 3
12 3 0

?45 and 50

vents

a

bottle.

^^^k

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

10 §25
each

C5

Fresh F**b.
06
06

Claw a, qt
Scallop), qt

25
40
51

12018 Ojr-tera, qt
15

'oar, tirulu and locd,
65
Oats, bu
I'.w-ur—pe* «jl—
1:0
<r -6 55 Short? -hag—
Corn,lOUft bag 1 45 41 50 Mix. feed, bag 15ftg>l «0
Corn meal,baft 1 4'(&’ .'0 Middling?,bag 1 50 160
Cracked corn, 145 §1 50
■

_

LAW RKOARDING WEIGHTS AND MKA8UBB8.

bushel of Liverpool salt s^all weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of pot&toee
In good order and flt for shipping, Is b0 pounds,
of apples, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of t>eans in
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, tt>*
pounds; of corn, 56 puunds; of onions 51,
turnips, rje and
pounds; of carrots, Fngltsh
Indian meal, M pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barter and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats
Si pouads, or even massure as ov agreement.
A

Doan's

With a keen appetite and a good digestion, a
should be able to eat almost any good food
set before them.
,
If you do not feel ready for your meals and wholesome
in
is
not
working
good
food not welcome, your stomach
order, and you need

occupation.

Regulets

constipation withoat
any weakening effect.
for them. 25eeats per box.

cure

griping,

nansea, nor

Ask yoar
—Adel.

draggist

NOW IS THE TIME
to have that furnace

putin.
is

a

Be sure that it

Kineo, and then

you will be

sure

of

results,

great
good
heating efficiency,
economy iu fuel and

durability.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,
ME.

(ELLSWORTH,
Noyes
Mfg. C«.f
& Nutter
Banter,

Me.

It’s fine—thst Christmsa fetlin'—)n»t before
the trumpets blow
And you hear the bells a-ringin' all the music
that they know;
though no
And you’re rich as all creation
money comes at all.
For they’re millionaires of light and love—

AT

by T»

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
year; $1.00 ior six
months; 50 cents for three months; If paid
strictly In advance, $1 80, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All ar•enrages are reckoned at the rate of $2 per
a

ear

This week’s edition of The
American is 2.350 copies.

2,430

WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 16, 1908.
Diphtheria.
It

necessary for Thu America* to repeat this week in part what
It said laat week in regard to the
diphtheria situation, in order to remove the impreasion
conveyed to
seems

certain obtuse minds that there waa
“diphtheria all over the city”.
The America* said, and emphadted the statement, that there “were
•nly a few scattered case* of

Ellaworth”, and “the
situation in Ellsworth, so far as the
disease itaelf is concerned, is not such

diphtheria

in

to warrant any scare, or even, perto justify any general closing
order”.
Again In the same article
we said:
“The situation here does
as

haps,

justify serious alarm.”
morning we are pleased to
quote the health offloer as showing
that Ellsworth to-day, so far as the
knowledge of the board of health is
concerned, is practically free from
diphtheria.
not

This

_

Our editorial last week was directed

solely against the alleged failure of
some physicians to report cases of
diphtheria and have houses in which
there were cases properly quarantined, thereby placing in jeopardy the

Kunds
sly,

This is a
health and lives of others.
and one against which

pounds respectthe cognomens

Kenneth, Kermit and Kelsey. At birth
their weights were six, six and one-fourth
and seven and one fourth pounds. They
are plump and rosy pictures of health, and
have never seen a sick day, except the various little ilia that all babies have to con-

The American believes it voices the
sentiment of the people of Ellsworth
in raising its protest.

tend with. They are bright, active and
beautiful children, all three. During the
summer many of the summer visitors
ve called at the Gray home and the boys
mously elected chairman of the rehave been showered with presents. They
caucus
to
succeed
the
late
publican
took in the Orland fair and were the cenSenator Allison. This makes Senator tre of attraction. The
Grays live in a pretty
Hale the republican leader on the home at Orland. The father is a shore
fisherman on the schooner Marion E. Turfloor of the Senate.
The position
ner, of Orland, well known along the
carries with it the chairmanship of coast where the tame of his “big catch"
the republican steering committee has spread, and many a hearty hail and
inquiry as to his “crew” at home greet
of the Senate, which determines all him from the hardy fishermen. Mrs. Gray
is in excellent health, and there's not a
legislation In the
Last week Senator Hale was unani-

Kst

of

Senate,
selecting

mother

prouder

members of the committee on committees—all of them very important
duties.
The
various

popular vote for
presidential candidates at

total

following

the

votes cast:

Taft, republican,

7,637,676; Bryan, democrat, 6,393,182;
Hebe (socialist), 447,661; Oha&n (prohibition), 241,252; Hisgen (independence), 83,186; Watson (populist), 33,871; Gilhaus (socialist labor), 15,421;
total, 14,852,239. This grand totai
exceeds by 1,341,531 the total number
of votes cast in the
tion of 1904.
D. Wark

King,

presidental

of

elec-

Maitland, Mo.,

the inventor of the split log drag—
the best machine for country roads

In

the

world.—Bangor

LUCKY FRIDAY.

the

last national election was made known
The totals show the
yesterday.

|

Some of Best Events In History Happened on That Day.
On Friday, August 21, 1492, Christopher
Columbus sailed on his great voyage of
discovery. On Friday, Oct. 12, 1492, he
first discovered land. On Friday, Jan. 4,
1493, he sailed on his return to Spain,
which, if he had not reached in safety, the
happy result would never have been
known which led up to the settlement on
the vast continent. On Friday, March 15,
1493, he arrived at Palos in safety. On
Friday, Nov. 22,1493, he arrived at Hispania, on his second voyage to America.
On Friday, June 13, 1494, be, though unknown to himself, discovered the continent of America.
On Friday, March 5, 1496, Henry VIII, of
England, gave to John Cabot his commission, which led to the discovery of North
America. This is the first American state
paper in

v»u

iuc

liiuaj,

__________

Men of Maine.

Voice of you brother and son.
Voices of sister and wife.
Keeping the faith the fathers won
On the red-steeped roods of strife;
And they cry, the West to the East.
Out of their sweat and their strain:
“For the great still direct, and the least.
Men of Maine,
Men of the State of Maine!”
Hark to the rumble afar!
Tread of the foresters’ feet.
Tramp of the soilsman, and tar,
Sullen as night-drums abeat;
And a chanty swells up on the air,
A foresong of battle and pain,
“Matiee, all's well—we are there!
The Men of Maine,
Maine of the State of Maine!”
—C. J. Taylor, t» Portland Daily Press.

-v

iuajuower,

with the Pilgrims, made the harbor of

Sons of the steadfast shore.
Kin of the sprnce and the pine,
Where the north-born fountains pour
To the thousand-harbored line—
Hear ye the call from the.hill,
The- maize-mantled hill, and the plain:
^Hearts of oak, be with us still,
Men of Maine.
Men of the State of Maine!"

A New Christmas Cake.
For a holiday card party a pretty sort of
send cake may be served appropriately.
Cream a heaping enp of batter, add two
and a half cops of .cyar, one whole egg
■ml the
yolks of two'mom beaten tofour cops of floor, and a teaspoongether,
fiai of cinnamon.
Boil oat vary thin, oaing a marble slab
if yoa bam one, end brash over with

asBS

as a

National Bank in HIT with

a

IIsSSKSS’--"*

KgjSL.sytfffljp^n^

capital of 000,000.

a Trust Company In 1*07 with a capital of *100,001 and a
surplus of 000,000 and total resources of near 01,000,000.
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hobert F. Trim, late of Orland in ....
ty. deoeaaed. A certain Instrument
lug to be the laet will and tcstamem
deceased, together with petition

Provincetown, and on the same day they
signed that august compact, the foreof

runner

our

present glorious constitu-

tion.
On
made

Friday, Dec. 22, 1620,
their final landing

the
at

Pilgrims

Plymouth

Rock.
On

Friday, Feb. 22, George Washington,

the father of American

freedom, was born.
On Friday, June 16, Bunker Hill was
seized and fortified.
On Friday, Oct. 7, 1777, tbe surrender of
Saratoga was made, which had such power
and influence in inducing France to declare for

our cause.

On Friday, Sept. 22, 1780, the treason of
Arnold was laid bare.
On Friday Oct. 19,1781, the surrender of

Yorktown,

the

crowning glory

of

the

American arms, occurred.
the

•100 reward, sion.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at leas: one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in all its
stage*, and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is tbe only positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh, being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease snd
giving the patient strength by building up the
constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so muoh faith ia
its curative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars for maw ease that It fails to cure.
Scmd for list of testimonials.
Address: P. J. CHHMHY A CO.. Toledo, Ohio.

Eastern Trust &

of
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quickly cured.

antiseptic,

remedy

boy, Walter,

Hyomei;

asleep.
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dage at Morgan's bay,
Stewart, D M, est, the Newell
Webber at Morgan's bay,
Saunders, Hollis E. tbe E M Garland lot at Toddy pond,
Sawyer, Mrs Frederick, the Emma
Newell cottage at Parker Point,
Tapper, Thomas, house end land
at Parker Point,
Tapper, Thomas, land of H H McIntyre,
Tapper, Thomas, N Hinckley land

23

3 65
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2 25

37

32 00
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Caitle. minora,

r^nir*.***"^'1"”**"1
wrongs,

LlTjCStySu.
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aperaon of nn«ound haiif,
aald ooanty. Re.ignatfon of

of Trovont, la
A. Bird Coagh. gaardtaa. filed
Jana P. Dennison, late of Columbua. Ohio,
deceased. Pet It toe filed by Hrrmau Q. Deaalaon oaocatoroftholast Willard t—tamrat
of aald deoeaaed, that the amount of coilaleral inheritance tai upon aald estate be Jetermined by the Judge of Probate
Howetd H. Homer, late of Prabkiln. in aald
Petition that Percy g.
county, deceased
Ho ner or mmm othor suitable1 prrson be appointed •dmlalatrator of tbe estate of *&id itceoaod. presented by John ilomrr. % sod of
•aid deceased.
BDWARO B. CHAHB, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of lbs original order
K. MtMiMu, Register.

_Ait—l:—T.

To ail persona interested m either of lutte
tales hereinafter named
At a probate court held at Ellsworth. in and
for tbe eoaaty of Hancock, on ih« sixteenth
4av of December, a. d. im. In is. ation.
folio wine matter* having been preX seated for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated. It in hereby ordered that no*
tlce thereof be given to ail person* interested,
bv causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks ancceiwively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Blleworth^ia said county, tnai they may appear at a probate court to be he'd at Ki:*worth, la said eoaaty. on tbe fifth da; of
Jaauary, a. d. IMS. at ten of tbe clock in the
forenoon, aad ho hoard thereon it they tee

rpHB

Sarah R. Richardson, late of Eden, in said
county, deepened. A certain iostrumeut purporting to he the last will and testament with
codicil thereto, of said deceased, together
with petition for probate thereof, presented
by Ida M. Richardson, tbe executrix therein
Dunbar, late of Castine.

in

«aid

county, deceased. A certain Inrtruraent purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for
thereof, presented by Clara P Dunprobate
bar. the esceatris therein naimd.
EDWARD B. CHASE. Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order
Attest:

T. F. Mahonsv. Register.

■TATE Or MAINE.
Ham cock an.—At a probate court held at
Bucks port, in and for said county of Hancock,
oa the Aral day of December, in the year of
nine hundred and
our Lord oao thousand

eight.

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
last will and testament
a
HaitiColt Gilman, late of
mote city. In
tbe state of Maryland, deceasud, and of the probate thereof 10
said Baltimore city, duly authenticated,
having been presented to the j * ^e or
probate for our said coanty of Hancock for
the purpose of being allow id, find aid «•
corded In the probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice tbe eof be fc.ren to
nil persons interested therein, by puL-i >b'.at
a copy of this order three week* successively
in the Ellsworth American, a new-paper
printed at EUaworth, in said county of Hancock. prior to the fifth day if January,
a.
d.
1909, that
they may appear at
a probate court then to be held at K!i*wortb,
In and tor said county of Hancock, a: tea
o’clock iu the forenoon, and *how iau-e. u
any thev have, against tbe name.
EDWAHD K. CHAaK, Judge of Pr *t«A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. P Mam onkv. Rvguter.

A Daniel
copy of tbe

of

_

STATE Or MAINE.
Hancock sa.—At K probate court held at
Buckapurt, la and for aaid county of Hai "C*.
on the first day of December, in the >earoi
oor Lord one
thousand nine huudr^.. ana

eight.

A CERTAIN instrument purporting too#
of
.AA. s copy of the last will and testam* ut
William B. Bacon, inte of Falmouth. iu tue
or
county of Barnstable, and Commonwealth
Massachusetts. deceased, and of the p-'o-aw
duty
thereof in said county or Barnsiab
authenticated, having been presented to tfie
judge of probate for our aaid county < Ha®!
cock for the purpose of being allowed, n«ea
and recorded in the probale court of our aata
county of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be g>\ra to
all persona interested therein, by pubi -.»>ni
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in tne Ellsworth American, a newspspef
printed at Ellsworth. In aaid county of Han*
cock, prior to the filth day of January,
a. d. 1909. that they may appear at » probate conn then to be held at El »orto.
in and for aaid county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock In the forenoon, and show cause. «
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHARE, Judge of Pi
A true copy of the original order.
Atteat:—T. r. Mahon by. Register.
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100
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13 75

13

33 30

33
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South street,
6 23
13
Webber, George II, house and lot
near Dawes Curtis,
2 31
lot
Woodwsrd, M S. Lovers Leap near
M Mello,
4 30
1
White, Otis, est. land on road to
UK
Penobscot,
133
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co, stump2 73
age of 8 Whitcomb Cousins,
Whitcomb, Havncs A Co, land of
S Whitcomb Cousins,
<57
M
Cnanans A. Snow, Collector
of Usee of the town of Bluehlll.
Bluehlll, Doc. 14, 1908.
...

STATE OE MAINE.
Hsrtcocn «s:-At a probata court held at
Bncksporf, In and for eald connty o( Hancock,
on the first dny of December, in the
year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
eight.
instrument purporting to be

a
testament of
Bentley, late of Washington, in
the District of Colombia, dectaaed and of
ths probate thereof In aaid District of Columbia, duly authenticated, having been presented to the Judge of probote for our eaid
county of Haaoook for the parposa of being
allowed, filed and recorded in tbe probate
court of
pur aaid oonnty of Haaeouk.
Ordered, That notice thuoef bo given to
all paean ns intonated therein, by publishing
o copy of this order thru# wrnSa succes
eively in the BJleworih
Amerloan, n
printed at Bllaworth, la arid
newspaper
connty of Hancock, prior to ths fifth dny of
a. d. 1393, that they
may appear at
aprohaleouurt. then te he held at Maworth
la and lor mid county of Haaoock, at tan
o'clock In the forenoon, and shew eauae. If
eay they have, against the same.

STATE OF

MAINE.
at

Hancock as.—At a probate court held
Ellsworth, in and for aaid county of Hancock,

the sixteenth day of December, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine bundreu ana
eight. In vacation.
be
A
CERTAIN instrument purporting to
a copy of the last will and testament
and codicil of Caroline E. Whitcomb, late o*
Boston, la the county of Suffolk, and com*
m(Miwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, aou
of the probate thereof in said county of
prefolk, duly authenticated, having been said
sented to the Judge of probate for our
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
coart of oar said county of Hancock
„
all
That notice thereof be given to
on

A

Ordered.

all pereoaa interested therein, by publishing
a copy of thia order three weeks
ia the Ellsworth A—rlosn, a newspaper
or
printed at EUrworth. in aaid county
Hancock, prior to the fifth day of
at *
a.
i.
that
appear
IMP,
ary
they may
probate ooart then to he held at HUaworth.
tea
u and for said ooonty of Hancock, at
«
o’clock In the forenoon, and show cause,

successiv^.y

rors.”—Rev. Geo. Sisson, pastor of
M. E. Church, Londonderry, Vt.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed adminisHyomei (pronounced High-o me) ia trator he
of the estate of
guaranteed by G. A. Parcher to core STOVES P. GROSS, late of BUCKBPOET,
in
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
catarrh, coughs, cold#, asthma, bron“,SB«S8T,iS&S£
chitis and croop, or money back. A given bonds as the lew directs. All per- Janaary,
demands against the estate of
A^
tS»
t»r ooMWprttoD.
oomplstc outfit, including a neat, hard said having
deceased are desired to present the
rubber pocket inhaler, costa only »1. same for settlement, and ail indebted
HPwAHP JL CHASE. Judge ef Probate
!»•«•»»«#hmiMImmiiInMn An extra bottle of Hyomei, if afterA true copy of the ecSaal eider.
IA# nor# Mtar# it it wtr1k.
wards needed, costs but 50 oents.
takwibs far Tbe
Buck,port, Dm. IS, MSS.
Attest:—T. F. Haaonav, Bellater.

THE

certain

^'crihrii,
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30

on

ACKBTAIN
copy of the laat will and
Alexander J.

sad

Ann

named.
Bamuel

M. Hannah Cush-

Bowden eat, Leach meadow, and
old Bowden meadow aud pond,
Smith, Charles, land of A i Cau-

Oartie

*■

af
Ralph
•arry. la aald anaiy. Patition filed by eija
A- Ohrid*.gnardhm. for license to ,,ii r.-rtala
rant estate of aald minora, aa dracrihrd ta arid
patition.
Aaaafl P. Oaadall,late af Bllawortb, in mid
eoaaty, deoaeeed. Patition fiiod by Prrd L.
Mason, administrator, for license to aril car-

CurUe.'Sre Mary B, the George W

ing lend on the west.
Parker, Mrs 8 H. Chase and Parker loti at Toddy pond,
Peters, LED, est, bouse and land
near 8 B Wesco'.t’s,
Philips. H B, the Amos Wescott
farm at North Bluehlll in part,
Philips, H B, laud of the O W

aceonatj

XnffS?*' ?

w

■ arm,

of Trrnow of

»a—achunftu. Plnai
*• rarher, guardian, filed for

™. Oeagh.S
pgreoa of nnaonnd wind
<*
Final
a. Bird Coegh. gaardfan, filed for
aeitiemem
Ambrom Bprtaaoe. late of Pranklln. la
aid
ooanty, dene need. Petition filed by Oulu
SpriMr.enoalor. lor lloen.c to arlf

FftUB

Montgomery, E

*“*•*• •*oc«<on, flied for

but

*

Irwin. Walter W, Young Hecla
mining land.
Montgomery, E M, houae and land
at Morgan’* bay. S W Coualna

W"

"f1—t. formerly

state or tun.
Olknwi Notice m< Simile—| at
•Ale at Ueli of »<e-»nUeel Owen.
Capsid Urn oa lends of aoa-reetdeat owners
sllested In the Iowa of BlaehUl, la the
oonotj of Baaeock. for the year IMS.
following lie! of lane os real aetata
X of non resident owners, eilnnlnd In the
town of Bluehill aforesaid, for the year M.
committed to me for collection for mid ton
on the mh day of April, IPOS, remains
unpaid;
and notice ie hereby given that If sold turn
with interest and charges are not p rev lonely
paid, so mnch of the real aalata taxed as la
raBclant and necessary to pay the amount
doe therefor. Including interact and charges,
will be told without lurtber notice, at public
auction at Town ball, la mid Ion. oa tha first
Monday of February. 1P0P, at nine o'clock a. m.
Amt of
Name or owner, or owners aninn due
known, description of
iodd In
Acres. Bchga.
property.
Bluehill Improvement Co. Beechhill pork on Tenney hill,
|g
hit »
Bluehill Mineral Spring Co,bounded south by land of J M Snow
and A T Stevens, east by land of
Boy Grindle, north by road
from J E Dorlty'e to Sooth Penobscot, west by land of L P
Cushing, buildings and machinery,
gl
«gg
Bowden. Albert 8. house occupied
by William Bissau.
let
(PC
Collins. Williard. eat, land at B
BluehlllASat of Francis Cousins'
••t.
M
IS
Carter. Otis W. Sperry farm Joining town line of Surry,
at
1 pt
Coniine, George B, house at ■
Bluehill occupied by
Lores

ing land,

****

pas-as* bus

grpl Katun.

Bacon farm, and the Eeeiett L
Grindle farm,
Emery. Charle* H. the WillUrd
Dow form end Pogt fmrm on
Long inland, bounded on north
by land of B R Chatio and Amos
Carter hnira, south and east by
BlaehUl bay. weal by land of
Benjamin and Arch BCole.
Emery, Charles H. Brown. MoAlliater Ik Co, land on Long inland,
bounded north by laad of G W
Grindle, aouth and east by Abbie Joyce land, weat by land of
Clarence Cbntto,
Grindle. Medbury J, bouae and
land on Long ieland,
Hagerthv, A C, William Grindle
lot on Eastern Co road,
Hagerthy, A C. Annie M Finer ton
bouae at E Blaebill,
Hagerthv. A C, C H Gavitt bouae
at E Bluehill,
Hagerthy, A C. land on Daniel
Carter road. Herrick lot.
Hagerthy, A C, Irene Marks land
at E Bluehill,
Irwin, Walter W, Douglaaa land
and building*.
Irwin, Walter W. Stewart land
and James Douglaaa farm.
Irwin, Walter W. Bluehill Mining land.
Irwiu, Walter W. Mammoth Min-

Cuatlnt. In mii

izg&r—^•fisfsa

MAINE.
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remedy
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Banking Co.

BANOOH,

particulars

speak

“"".I11,

ME.

Capital, fit75,000.00.
Surplus and Profit* (EARNED) #483,810.10.

WE

night

■

£)'

YOUR ACCOUNT. SUBJECT TO CHECK. IS INVITED.
2% Mortal poM oo check accent*.
INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

IZIanUD.

swelling

M'porting to be the laet will .
sald deceased, together w.th
" net
’
bate thereof, wntatod by
executor thereto named.
J00«.tk«
Jeremiah Jonee. late of
Brook.vilie iotrtaln
porting to ha Ihe last will and t,.
S
said deoeaaed. together with petition
hale ibereof.nd for
,
will eaaeaod, presumed by Fred n
D ,0»«.
a eoa of raid deceased.
K1 bridee U. Marks, late of
Orland, inau
dcceased.Ptrat
ctmnty,
account of
**k'ta, eaecator. tied for settlement ™*UI“

Firms and Individuals desire the best Banking service, because they know the importance of promptIt is the earnest and constant
ness and efficiency.
endeavor of the Officers of this Bank to render to
every patron the most satisfactory banking serviee.

!

terribly
windpipe.
immediately,
allayed
long

1

J. iomn. A °» Brook,ell;,. In
JilV.
ooonty, dectwad. l»5»
certain instmin.»*

PROGRESSIVE BUSINESS

Jot

Hyomei,

eW'
r!,„!,u

Trim lhl; oh“«
'*«••

Krw,?}4

HORSlfsLED

motion in dry
Friday, July 7, 1776,
Congress was made by John Adams, seconded by Richard Henry Lee, that the Easily inhaled,
United Btates colonies were, and of right ing
promptly
any
ought to be, free and independent.
On

trla therein named.

BetsJ

they

admlaleK

fox Sale.

'croup

thereof, presented by

UNION TRU8T COMPANY,

Catl#ctor*s Advertisement of Solo of Uail
of Non-Bootdoat Owacn.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of
Southwest Harbor, in the county of Hancock, lor the year IMS (N. B. The name of
•aid town was formerly Tremont).
following list of taxes on real estate
of non resident owners in the town of
Southwest Harbor aforesaid, for the year IMS,
committed to me for collection for said town,
on the eighteenth day of May, 1908, remains
unpaid; and notice is hereby glren that if
said taxes, with interest and charges are not
preeioualy paid, so mncb of the real estate
taxed as is sufficient to psy the amount doe
therefor, including interest and charges, will
be sold without further notice at public unction nt Masonic hall, in said town, on the first
of February, 1909, at 9 o'clock a m.
AND DELIVERY PUNO— Monday
Amt of
Both double runners, in good repair.
taxdne
Apply to O bo bob A. Pabcbbr, Ellsworth.
incld in
Name of owner, description
|
A chgs
of property.
Abbie M Fulton, land and buildings
Kent.
at Manset. Brown lot in pasture.
|98 99 1
W D Gower, h undivided M Moore lot,
on Osk street, ten-room houae*
968
2\ a,
hath, furnace. Apply to W. F. Aissir. Bverard H Oreely, *4 Beech Cliff, 10 a.
Ellsworth. Me.
tfl Point lot at Ship Harbor, 13 a, 9 a
north of road at Ship Harbor.
13 19
Edward Brewer, land and building in
No 4.
9999
W H Byerley, Homer Brawn mountain
• 90
lot. la.
want delivered at our factory the coming winter. MO to MO cords of white tad Heirs of Charles Branscome, H a from
James Whitmore lot.
9 48
yellow birch, maple and beech bolts, four foot
m length.
For
address or inquire Heirs of Baton Clark, Marah lot, 2\ a.
1 wood lot known as Pratt lot, 15 a.
at our factory office.
Bllswoetb Hardwood
GonrABT.
Holmes wood lot, 18 a. Hi of Had lock
1111
lot, 18 a. *3 of Rich lot, 20 a,
Prof Samuel Downs, land and cottage
on Clark's Point
65 91
Horace M Baeterbrook, land at Manset,
4 tl
LncUius Emery, lend iu pasture at
BUCK SPORT WATER
8hip Harbor, H of lot north of road
annual meeting of the Buck sport
at Ship Harbor, 1 a, H of Beech Cliff
Water Company, for the choice of ofloers
lot. 5 a.
7 89
and such other business as shall properly
David Friend, land at Manset,
7 84
come before said meeting, will be held at the
Heirs of Leonard Holmes, A Richardoffice of Parker 8pofford. in Bucksport. on
son wood lot, 25 a,
5 42
d.
1900. at two Frank J Goodwin, land and buildings
Saturday. January second, a.
o’clock p m.
O. P. Cunningham,
on Clark's Point,
48 58
Clerk.
Julia A Gallagher, land on O’Connor
1815
Point,
Andrew P Haynes, laud at McMullen's
NOTICE TO STOCKHOLDERS.
9 72
Beach, Bennetts Cove,
annual meeting of the stockholders of EC
Harper, Mountain lot exiled BilUnion Trust Company, of Ellsworth,
linas lot. 14 a,
3 49
will be held at the office of the company, in
Ansel
land north of mountain,
8 13
Ellsworth, ou Tuesday, January 12, 1909. at Frank Harper,
L Hodgdon, land
north of
two o'clock in the afternoon, for the transacmountain, 10 a. Mountain lot near
tion of the following business:
Great Brook. 25 a,
2 97
1st. To choose a board of directors for the
Arno W King, 2Hi a of Freeman lot,
5 42
corporation.
2a. To transact sny other business that Myron A King, Isnd and buildings in
No 8, homestead of Wm b Newman,
may properly come before said meeting.
63 89
building at wharf.
Dated at Ellsworth, this twelfth day of DeAda L Kimball, land and buildings in
M. Gallbbt,
cember. a. d. 1906.
No 8. chapel lot, ^ a.
24 17
Clerk
Licxie Kelley, 56 a from John 8 Norwood,
668
CARD OP THANKS.
John P Mooney, land and building at
all our many friends, who have so genSeawall,
32 04
erously sympathised with and assisted Edward McKay, land on Clark'a Point,
us in our late bereavement, and were so kind
lA a, wood lot from Long estate. 2
to our dear one during her illness, we extend
14-100 a from Long estate.
11 23
our heartfelt thanks
Patrick H O'Connor, laud from O’ConClara L. Bowden and Family.
nor estate.
1510
Sargentville, Dec. 11, 1808.
Mrs Cora Phillips, 2V* a from J A Freeman.
5 43
22 34
I NOTICE OP THE ANNUAL
MEETING Donald Stewart Ueira, land in No 8, 8 a,
Row it M. Nob wood, Collector
OF THE ISLAND TELEPHONE
of taaes for the town of Southwest Harbor.
COMPANY.
Dec. 14. 1*8.
is hereby given that the annual
STATE (>r MAINE.
meeting of the stockholders of this
[ company will be h* Id at the office of Seth W. Collector's Advertisement of Sale of Lands
; Norwood, at Southwest Harbor, on Monday,
of
Non-Resident Owners.
the eleventh day of January, 1909, at 2 o’clock
i p. m., for the purpose of electing a board of Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town *4
in
the county of Hancock, for.the
Orland,
Directors, and a Clerk, and receiving and actyear 1908.
ing upon the reports of the officers, and for
the transaction of such other business as w±?
following list of taxes on real estate
X of non-resident owners in the town of
properly come before the meeting.
Oriand uforesaiu, for the year 1808 committed
Dated the 5th day of December, a. d. 1908.
to me for collection for said town on the tenth
Seth W. Norwood, Clerk
day of October, 15KB. remains unpaid; mud notice is hereby given that if said taxes with inANNUAL MEETING.
terest and charges are not previously
paid so
Buck sport National Bank, of Iturkspoit. much of the real estate taxed
as is sufficient
annual meeting of the stockholders of to pay the amount due therefor, including inthis bank will be held at their bunking terest and charges, will be sold without
further notice at public auction at Town hall,
rooms, Tuesday, the twelfth dav of January
next, at 3 o’clock p. m., for the choice of di- in said town, on the first Monday in February,
rectors. and the transaction of any other busi1909, at eleven o'clock, a. m.
ness that may legally come before them.
Amt of
Edward B. Moor,
tax due
Name of owner, description
December 9,19 8.
incld in
Cashier.
of property.
A chgs.
Bowden Fred, part of James A Bowden homestead,
• 1 38
Bowden, Willis, part of James A Bowden homestead,
134
Blaisde 1, W 8, part of J P Blaisdell
p ace. land west side of Toddy pond.
11 68
Btlliuge, E E, e»tc laud of W 8 Haney
est,
j 71
Don’t Let the Child Choke to Death
Blaisdell, Howard H, former homeatead, 1368
While Waiting (or the Doctor.
Carter John, part of lot 110,
2 68
Cunninpham. Herbert L, 14th of lot 28,
l 58
the miraculous,
Cole. E
lot 79.
4 53
air treatment, will cure croup in Carlisle,F.
Myron B. homestead of Mrs
either the first or second stages.
Bustey McLean,
1218
13 68
even when the breath- Dodge, I red H, former homestead.
Fiske, Alien, former homestead of
te irregular,
it reaches more
Leander C Leach,
2 41
than
other
the Gilbert, B F, land of F A Wentworth.
2 41
3 82
inflamed membrane of the Gould, Sanford, cottage at East Orland,
Mrs Harrison, former homestead, 13 18
Ite soothing balsams act Grey,
Hanson, Mrs Kate, former homestead,
18 23
the inflammation
3 28
is Partridge, Ida F. Lufkin place,
6 61
Phillips J A, lot 107. lot 108,
and the
reduoed.
Andrew W, land and bldg south
Soper,
“Not
ago our little
s<de of Orland bridge, >4 of lot at
awoke in the
with a bad attack
Craig’s pond,
7 33
of croup. We allowed him to inhale Saunders, H B, land of J J Saunders
eat, occupied by Frank Grey.
8 06
he began to breathe easier, Sands,
Fred R, cottage at Dead river,
2 41
and in half an hour was fast
Vogel, J M, cottage and lot at Alamooeook, 8 48
Nathamsl H. Amu, Collector
I am glad to
a
word for a
of taxes of the town of Orlnad, Maine.
that will rob oronp or its terDecember 14,1888.

HOUSE

u

aer cause

During the 20 yean of our existence our aim has been
toextend to oar patrons the best poeeible service. Our
steady growth is evidence that the Banking Institution which throws out the greatest safeguard*
■round its business. In order to protect Its depoeiton,
merits the confidence of the public. If you ere not a
customer of this bank, let this be your invitation to
become one; our relation* will be mutually profitable.

ELLSWOBTH,

ft*

January, a.
no*. at ten -r .l'"1 dm
forenoon, and be heard then1,1VJS

We are LARGER AND STRONGER than ever.

THE

England.
ever invented—is to speak to-morrow
On Friday, Sept. 7, 1565, Melendez
at
the
board
of
trade
evening
Bangor
founded St. Augustine, the oldest town in
rooms.
Every road commissioner in the United States by more than forty
Hancock county ought to go and bear years.
him.

Established

GLOVE—

and twenty-four
and will answer to

gerious matter,

important
and also imposes the doty

A WELL-KNOWN INSTITUTION.

—

Business communications should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made payable to Thb Hancock Coukty Publishing
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.
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Advertislrg Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.
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ANDREW E. BCKNHAM.

Andrew E. Burnham died at Mt. Pleeeant Home, Dorchester, Mass., Wednesday,
He was
Dec. 9, aged eighty-eight years.
born at South Bridgton, October 11, 1830,
the year that the province of Maine bethe little children all!
He was the second son of
came a state.
His wife.
There’s not a joy at Christmas which the old- Eppes and Mary P. Burnham.
time folks’ll miss.
Angelina 8. Burnham, died at Oakland.
With the child-eyes shinin’ for them, and
Cal., some twelve years ago.
with sunny curls to kiss;
leaves one son-Frsnk
The deceased
Echoes of your childhood—they come from
Burnham, of Cairo. N. Y., and one Unghler
far and away.
Mary E. Burnham Nottage, of Oakland,
Sweetest songs they sing you—sweetest words
Cal. He alaoleaves one sister -Mrs. Elisathey say.
beth
Harvey, of Watertown, Maas.,
Old times
It’s fine—that Christmas feelin’!
eighty-five years of age, and three broththey meet with new,
ers-Arthur A. Burnham, aged eightyAnd joy is in the haads-arouud, and has a
one, of Ellsworth; Charles Burnham, o!
dance with you.
And you’re rich as all creation, where fairy South Bridgton, aged seventy-nine, and
voices call
Albert F., of Ellsworth, aged seventyTo millionaires of light and love—the little seven.
children, all!
The body was interred in his family lot
—Frank L. Stanton.
at Wood lawn cemetery, Everett, Maas.,
beside the ashes of two boy babies, who
COUNTY 4JU88IP.
died early in the fifties.
The deceased was a strong and sincere
Eggs are scarce in Seawall this winter.
and pracFrom a flock of fifty hens only eighteen believer in universal salvation,
far this ticed what be believed. In early manhood
eggs have been obtained so
be settled in Chelsea, Mass., and carried
month, and another flock of twenty has
on the business of contractor and builder
not prodocted an egg.
from 1818 to 1888, when be moved to Cairo,
The Mt. Desert Transit Co., which has S. Y., where he resided until 1884, when ha
• charter for an electric road from Ells- went to Rutherford, Cal., and from there
While living in Caliworth to Bar Harbor, has petitioned the to Oakland, Cal.
United States goverment for permission to fornia he visited Maine three times and
bridge Mt. Desert narrows to that cars can bad visited his Wother Albert F. in Binworth cereral times. Ha loft California a
cross from Trenton to Mt. Deaert island.
year ago last summer, and though then
The suto war still wages in Bar Harbor. eighty-seven years of age, he cams down
Notice has been given by B. 8. Higgins, the Pacific coast on an emigrant steamer
E. 8. Clark and others that at the next with no attendant, and thanes across the
session of the legislature a petition will be isthmus of Panama and steamer to Mew
presented, asking that automobiles be York. Free from all care and anxiety, he
kept from the roa<ts of ail the towns on passed the remaining thirteen months of
Mt. Desert island, this to take effect when hit life in calmness and repose at Mt.
the various towns have ratified such Pleasant Home.
laws st their annnal town meeting. In
nearly sll the towns on the island, the
Bryan was telling a etoryoa himself
sentiment seems to be in favor of the ex- last winter which has batter application
clusion of autos, and the passage of exclu- now than than. A Tans cowboy attended
sion acta after the legislature gives the a dance uninvited, and was politely bidden to leave. He returned a little Inter
necessary power seems to be almost cer- and was
gently but forcibly removed. Retain.
turning still again, he waa seised and
thrown headlong into the street. Picking
There is rejoicing in moat families when himeelf up out of the dirt, he remarked to
the stork calls and leaves a boy; when that bystanders: “I know what these fellows
kindly bird leaves two, the family is con- mean; they can’t fool me; they don’t want
gratulated on every hand, bat when three me.”
are left to grace the fireside, the whole
town celebrates. This occurred down in
In*.
the town of Orland just a year ago on the
22d of this month, and the thrice-blessed
Ib
nostofllcu
and
W.
square last Sunday
were
Mr.
Mrs.
Rodney
parents
Will
morning, a gray woolen glove.
Gray. The three boys now weigh twentyreturn same, to the Tub Am Batfinderplease
one pounds,
and
one-half
twenty-two
eau office, or e ill and get the mate?
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Opinion that It would Retard Forest

Plans for

Preservation.
[From the American Lumberman.!
One ot the ill-considered and fallacious
arguments in behalf of a removal of the
dot; on lumber is that because such
action would lower the price of lumber in
the United States and thus attract lumber
from Canada, it would preserve American
forests.
A lumber msnufscturer contends that,
instead of the above being true, anything
which would tend to lower tbe price of
lumber in the United States, and consequently of timber, would set back the
cause of forest preservation and
actually
promote waste of our forest resources.
If the removal of the duty of f2 a thousand on rough lumber should reduce the
mill price of lumber in the United States
to that extent, or even to the extent of fl
a thousand, such a
lowering of prices
would chiefly be felt in the lower grades,
which are always in keen competition,
and would make it impossible to continue
the experiments in forestry methods in
connection with the lumber business
wuivu mic uuw

■

uving luauguriivu.

HUNTING TRIP.

His Coming Trip to the
Wilds of Africa.

President Roosevelt, in a statement prepared by Secretary Walcott, of the Smithsonian Institution, has made official announcement regarding his African hunting trip, on which he will start within
two weeks after he retires from the Presidency. The expedition is to be outfitted
by the Smithsonian Institution, the President defraying his own expenses. It will
gather natural history materials for the
n w national
museum. The statement
follows:
“In March, 1909, Theodore Roosevelt
will head a scientific expedition to Africa,
outfitted by the Smithsonian Institution,
and starting from New York
city. This
expedition will gather natural history
materials for the government collections
to be deposited by the Smithsonian Institution in the new United States national
museum at Washington.
nesiaes me r-resiaent ana
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FROM THK UAW COURT.

Her-

personnel of the party, on leaving
New York, will consist of three representhe

tatives

of the Smithsonian InstituteMajor Edgar A. Mearns, medical corps,
U. 8. A., retired; Edmund Heller and J.
Alden Loring. On arriving in Africa the
party will be enlarged by the addition of
K. J. Caninghame, who is now in Africa
preparing the President’s outfit. He will
have charge of a number of native porters, who, with necessary animals, will be
formed Into a small caravan.
“Mr. Roosevelt and his son will kill the
the big gams, the skins and skeletons of
which will be prepared and shipped to the
United States by other members of the
party. Kermit Roosevelt is to be the official photographer of the expedition.
“The national collections are very deficient in natural history materials from
the “dark continent”, and an effort will be
made by the expedition to gather general
collections in zoology and botany to supply some of its deficiencies, but the main
effort will be to collect the large and vanishing African animals.
“Mr. Caninghame has been employed
to act as guide and manager of the caravan.
Mr. Caninghame is also an experienced collector of natural history specimens, having made collections for the
British museum in Norway and Africa.
He is an English field man, who has

A distinguished lumberman, speaking I
at the conservation congress in Washing- !
ton last summer, said that lumber is not
SOPHIA.
yet high enough in the United States to
make forestry methods practical in most
sections.
VERY
Every forester familiar with
American conditions acknowledges that
BY PE-RUN A the forestry methods adopted
in Europe,
with success there, are not practicable in
tbs United States except under rare conditions. There every part of the tree cut
a
down is utilised, even to the twigs.
IIiw Sophia HlUmt, Ssaaeton, HI,
Mo manufacture can, from a financial
erlte«:
standpoint, expend more on his product
«I have been IfWlbhd with catarrh than be
get out of it. Therefore, it is only
tor nearly twentr-dra yearn and ham in recant
years, since the supply of timber
Med many euree (or It, bet obtalaod became
manifestly less and its value
little
help.
eery
greatly increased, that the lumbermen of
“Then my brother edilead me to try
the United Btatee could afford to use the
Pmas, and I did.
economiea that are necessary if our forest
the
time
health
at
irae
eery poor
“My
Conservaresources are to be conserved.
I began taking Parana. My throat was
tion of these resources rests partly upon a
had
a
.ore
and
1
bad
cough.
very
dose use of the trees that are felled and
“ftmatirmndtoa The ehramie
a replacement of those trees
letorrh it feme mad my hee/M li eery partly upon
by others.
mucM Imprmwd.
Only a few years ago trees were felled at
“I recommend Parana to all my
such a distance above the ground that the
Mead, who are troubled ae I wan."
first log would be a clean and straight one.
mu m TABLETS:—Borne people pretor tablets, rather than medicine In a Mow they are cut close to the ground in gnided numerous hunting parties in
laid form. Booh peopleeen obtain Pers- order to save material, but this involves Africa and who was chief hunter for the
increased expense in the woods and in the Field Columbian exposition.
ia tablets, which represent the medlol“Mr. Heller, a graduate of Stanford uniEach tablet mill and results chiefly in the production
: aal Ingredients of Parana.
of low grade lumber. Now small trees are versity, class of 1901, is a thoroughly
! equal* one a re rage does of Perena.
which make only common or cnll lum- trained naturalist, whose special work
Nnn-n-lln th« Ideal Laxative. cut
ber, and unsound trees which once were will be the preparation and preservation
Aik your Druggist (or a Free Peruna
Mr.
left in the woods are now brought in and of specimens of large animals.
Almanac (or 1909.
Heller is about thirty years of age. His
utilised.
Formerly, in cutting the tree trunk into | ormer experience, when associated with
AMUSEMENT NOTES.
logs, the top cut was fixed below the first D. Q. Eliot and Mr. Ackley, of the Field
luge limb. Now the top log is carried as ( Columbian museum, in collecting big
BOSTON THEATRE.
far up into the limbs as seems practicable, ! game animals in the same portions of
l
For hristmas week at tbe Boeton theaand some of the larger limbs are used. '■ Africa which Mr. Roosevelt will visit, will
tre Mr. Keith will provide a class of enterThe extra product secured is low grade i be a valuable asset to the expedition.
tainment at popular prices which he has
“Mr. Heller has had large experience
lumber.
iatrod need la several of his house# in difui *u«
in animal collecting in Africa, British
It IUD ({uauvit
giauc iuuiuci iui
frent -arts of the country with great sucule were increased by the opening of the Columbia, United States, Mexico, Central
cess.
Mr. Keith was one of the first to see
marketa of the United States to the Cana- America and South America. In the year
the possibilities of the moving pictures,
dian low grade product by the removal of 1898 he made a collecting trip of eleven
sod they have become an established featthe duty, the quantity of this class of ma- monins louainpegos isiauus, starling irum
fire o' vaudeville.
The antertainments at
terial would be largely increased and its Ban Francisco. He is a born and enthuthe Boston theatre will be longer and
prioes necessarily would have to be low- siastic collector as well as a well-equipped
■tore varied than any ever given previered in order to insure its sale; but since naturalist. He is also the author of sciously. and for Christmas week tbe entersale at lower prioes would change the entific papers on mammals, birdB, reptiles
tainment will be designed especially for
In the total output of a lumber- and fishes. At present he is assistant
ladies and children, everything being of a balance
between the parts of the curator ot the museum ot vertebrate
holiday character. The performances run ing operationare
that
profitable and those that zoology ot the University o( California.
continuously from noon until 10.30 in tbe product
“Mr. Loring is a field naturalist whose
are not profitable, it would be necessary
evening.
to produce less low grade lumber. This training comprises service in the biologiwould mean that small trees and large un- cal survy of the department ot agriculture
KEITH’S THEATRE, BOSTON.
A bill that la seasonable and abounds in sound trees and the parts of the tree now and in the Bronx zoological park, New
those big acta which have been making utilised or which the lumbermen are plan- York city, as well as on numerous collectth: shows at Keith’s talked about this sea- ning to utilise would have to be left in the ing trips through British America, Mexico
son. has been provided for Christmas woods, and that in the saw mill more ma- and the United States. He is ab ut thirtyweek. As usual, the welfare of the chil- terial would go into the refuse burners eight years old, of ardent temperament
dren has been taken into consideration, and less into this low grade product. and intensely energetic.
“In August, September and October,
sod on Christmas morning there will be a Thus an acre of timber would not produce
record for a
special holiday entertainment, beginning so much material by perhaps 20 per cent, 1898, be made the highest
fit 10 o’clock and laating until 1, in which as at present.
traveling collector, having sent in to the
But it may be claimed that if it is not United States national museum 900 wellmost of the important acts of tbe week
will appear. These morning performances profitable to cut trees that make a low prepared specimens of small mammals in
have been growing in popularity since grade product, saplings and young timber the three months’ journey from London
will be left in the woods to grow to ma- through Sweden, Germany, Switzerland
they were introduced.
The bill has several strong headline turity, and the large unsound trees will and Belgium.
“Major Mearns, about fifty-three years
acts, among them being Mat M. Wills, also be left to serve as seed trees. That
would be true and, perhaps, desirable from of age, will be the physician of the trip,
4ithe heavy tramp."
Jesse L. Lasky,a “At the Country Club", the forester’s viewpoint, if the means and has charge of the SmithBOnian portion
has had twenty-five’
which
comment were available from the profits of opera- of the party. He
caused
so
much
lt9t
years’ experience as an army doctor, and
over. ] tion to care for the material thus left;
held
been
has
week,
Two Boston favorites on the bill are 1 but experiments have shown that it is is also well known as a naturalist and colHyann and McIntyre, who appear in a ! only when property has a tangible value lector of natural history specimens.
“No fear need be entertained for the
new sketch called
“The
Quakeress". ; that it is cared for.
of
Expensive logging and fire protection President’a safety from the attacks
Among the other attractions are the Willy
Pfintzer troupe of acrobats; the Kitamura ! can be paid for if there is a profit in the man or beast, us every member of the
J*ps; Pearl and Yosco: Howard’s dogs* i whole process, but not otherwise. There- party is an excellent rifle shot. The party
woods under lower will reach Mombasa in April, 1909. No
fifi act that will be
particularly attractive fore, what is left in the
be detailed itinerary has been decided upon,
to the young
folks; Ruby Raymond trio, price conditions would necessarily
j
will be up the
! ** D®ut and several others.
neglected and largely uncared for, to not but the general route
and Lake Viconly an immediate waste but to the per- Uganda-railway to Nairobi
miles
manent loss of one of the great natural toria Nyanza, a oistance of about 650
Girl.
Dirge For a Yeung
resources of this country.
Higher prices by rail, thence crossing into Uganda, and
t’uder Death the sod low lying.
and finally passing down the Nile to Cairo.
of forest products, as in Europe,
Dark and drear,
Much of the hunting will be done in
i higher values of timber are both necessary
Sleepeth one who left, in dying,
to the adoption and practice of conserva- British East Africa, where the Uganda
•Sorrow here.
Ye.*., they’re ever bendiug o’er her,
railroad can be used as a base of supplies
; five logging methods.
Eyes that weep;
The demands for preservation of the and means of ready transportation. At
Forms, mat to the cold grave bore her,
Mount
forests and for lower priced lumber do not least one great mountain, possibly
Vigils keep.
Khartoum will be
hang together. The one cannot be had Kenia, will be visited.
1910.
When the summer moon is shining
without higher prices for forest products reached, if all goes well, about April,
Soft and fair.
The expedition may be expected to spend
tbau this country has yet seen.
Friends she loved in tears are twining
about one year on African soil."
Chaplets there.
Rest in peace, thou gentle spirit
“Did I ever tell you the story of the old
church bell?" “No let us hear it.” “Got
Throned above!
Judge—Have you anything to offer to
Souls like thine with God inherit
a rope?”
“No; what’s a rope got to do the Court before sentence is passed? PrisLife and love!
with it.” “It can’t be tolled without a oner-No, judge. I had ten dollars, but my

wijj.

HEALTH
RESTORED

Catarrh

Twenty-five Years—
Had

Bad Cough.

_

Surry, Me..

—L'.nora Woodman.
Nov. 28, 1808.

ddvertieing li like learning to ewim.
Bate confldenee, etrike out and you wil
lately ioin.

rope.”

I
Gentleman
(indignantly)—When
bought this dog you said he was splendid
(or rata. Why, be won't touch them.
Dog Dealer-Well, ain’t that splendid for
rats?

Christmas

lawyer took that.
“Well, madam, your have got your
wish. You have married a rich husband."
"No, dear; I have married a rich man but
a poor husband."

Books,

^

K"?fc..5?AlS?oStjKt25

1 large line ofBoys*
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Unrequited Qealua.
world hah never learned tbe
name of tbe genius wbo conceived the
Idea of spreading butter opon his
bread, a combination of food element!)
more palatable, more wholesome and
more universally
popular than suy
that tbe combined wisdom of all tbe
professors who have ever lived bas
been able to devise.—Epicure.
Tbe

Decision In Bar Harbor Cnee of
Whittaker vs. Jordan.
The law court on Monday handed down
its decision in the case of Eben K. Whittaker, appeilent from decree of judge of
probate, vs. Harriet E. Jordan, executrix.
Harriet E. Jordan, petitioner for leave to
enter appeal. The rescript follows:
Whittaker & Jordan, partners doing a building business at Bar Harbor. Mr. Jordan died
leaving a will and a widow, Harriet E. Jor; dan, who is his executrix and sole legatee,
Mr. Whittaker gave bond as surviving part! ner and proceeded to settle the partnership

petitioned the supreme court for leave to enappeal upon the allowance of this acon the ground that the commission
charged was excessive, and on the further
ground that the surviving partner used the
capital of the partnership in his own business after the dissolution of the partnership
by death, and that he fails to account for the
profit received by him for such use.
It is the opinion of the court that the eviter an
count

“I suppose It was a knlght-mare.”—.
Baltimore American.

$2.50
per Doz.
4

(I

»

I; Stanwood Studio, j
■

Wisdom.

Neighbor- Do you think your sister is
In love with Mr. Simpkins? Little
Dora—Of course not She allows us
children to remain In the parlor when
he calla.—Exchange.
Had Lifted On*.

"Pa, these burglars tbat blew up
•tore”"Go on."
"Are they shoplifters?"—Kansas
Times.

Ellsworth, Maine. ! ”,

i' Main St.,

<

>

Commonwealth Hotel
Opposite State Hoose,
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

a

City

Ym and No.
"Are you able to keep a cook?**
"Financially,
yes;
diplomatically*,
no."—Washington Herald.
BOHN.
Offers

BABBIDGB—At Tremont, Nov 10* to Mr and
Mrs Frank Babbldge, a son.
BILLINGS—At Stonington, Dec 8, to Mr and
Mrs John E Billings, a daughter. [Kathleen
Natalie.]
BROOKS—At Brooksville, Dec 6, to Mr and
Mrs George Brooks, a daughter.
HINCKLEY—At Bluehtll, Dec 5, to Mr and
Mrs Everett W Hinckley, a son.
MURPHY-At Tremont, Nov 80, to Mr and
Mrs Delmont Murphy, a son.
NYE—At Bucksport, Dec 12, to Mr and Mrs
William W Nye, a daughter.
THURLOW-At Stonington, Dec 3. to Mr and
Mrs Fred H Thurlow, a daughter. [Leah

Elaine.]

TYLER—At Brooklin, Dec 11, to Mr and Mrs
Charles H Tyler, a son.
WHITCOMB—At Ellsworth. Dec 13, to Mr and
Mrs B B Whitcomb, a son.

rooms

with hot and cold water tor

|1.00 per day and op, which inelndea baa
ascot public shower baths. Nothing to
equal this in New England. Booms with
private baths tor |l-50 per day and op;
suites ot two rooms and bsth tor ftM par
day and up.
Dining room and cafe ttrst-dass. European Plan.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Stone Floors, nothing wood but the doom.

Equipped with its own Sanitary Vacuum cleaning plant.
Long distance telephone in every room.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.
Send tor booklet.
STORER F. CRAFTS. Manager.

MARRIED.
GODFREY—GOOOINS-At South Portland,
Dec 9. by Rev John A Waterworth, Misa
Anna Hall Godfrey to Harry Rufus Ooogins,
both of Bucksport.
NICKER80N—PRIEST—At Bangor, Dec 9, by
Rev Orlando Williams, Miss Josephine C
Nickerson, of Sorrento, to Ernest R Priest,
of East Vassalboro.
PARTRIDGE—KEEF-At Ellsworth, Dec 15,
by Rev W F Emery, Mrs Lottie M Partridge,
of North Sullivan, to Edgar L Keef, of Hancock.
REED—RUMILL—At Buck’s Mills, Dec 8, by
Rev Charles L Kinney, Miss Josie Reed to
Frank Rumill, both of Tremont.
SKELTON—SNOW—At Bluehill, Dec 9, by
Rev W H McBride, Mrs Julia Ella Skelton
to Alexander Nichole Snow, both of West
Brooksville.

vices may be considered.
In Jordan, petitioner, vs. Whittaker, the
entry must therefore be "petition dismissed”
In Whittaker, appellant, vs. Jordan, executrix, the entry is "appeal sustained. Case remanded to the supreme court of probate for a
modification of the decree and further proceedings in accordance with the opinion”.

NORTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. George Brown is quite ill.
J. M. Ellis was in Portland recently.

DIED.

The Willing Workers will meet with
Mrs. B. T. Howard Thursday.

BLODGETT—At Bangor, Deo 9, Nancy E,
widow of Albion T Blodgett, of North
Brooksville.
BOWDEN—At Sargentville, Dec 5, Miss Vesta
M Bowden, aged 28 years.
BOWDEN—At Orland, Dec 3, Emerson J
Bowden, aged 62 years, 10 months, 27 days.
BURNHAM—At Dorchester, Mass, Dec 9,
Andrew E Burnham, formerly of Ellsworth,
aged 83 years, l month, 28 days.
GROSS—At Stonington (Sand Beach), Dec 10,
William S Gross, aged 76 years,
month, 19

been

gone to

Thompson’s

house.

Mrs. Mary J. Haskell has a bad hand
due to blood poisoning, resulting from
getting a bone in it.
H.
Dec. 14.

THE—=

CLARION.
Whether it’s
nace—if it is

days.

HARBOR.

Homer Pettigrew has moved into J. B.
Atwood’s house.
Andrew Parker, of Southwest Harbor,
moved here for the winter.

has

Schooner Gameock, of Machias, lumber laden, is at Benson’s wharf leaking
badly. She is bound for Boston.
X. Y. Z.
Dec.

a

range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it iff
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

KING—At Orland, Dec 13, Mrs Nancy A King,
aged 74 years. 23 days.
MILLIKBN—At Lamoine, Dec 11, Simeon
Milliken, aged 82 years.
MOREY—At Deer Isle. Dec 10, Uriah J Morey,
aged 72 years, 4 months, 29 days.
REMICK—At Ellsworth, Dec 15, Grover W,
infant son of Mr and Mrs John Remick.
STEVENS—At Bluehill, Dec 5, William G
Stevens, aged 37 years, 6 months, 2 days.

_

BASS

Cabinet
Photos:

chivalry?”

account with the gain on personal property.
3. With respect to the commission of 5 per
cent, there is no evidence before this court to
show that this was an excessive allowance,
but in determining what part of the profits of
the Gurnee and Doe jobs is attributable to
the services of the surviving partner, the
amount of commission allowed for his ser-

have

►

<

Ths Natural Kind.
“What sort of steed do yon suppose
was most popular during tbe days of

dence is not sufficient to prove that Mrs. Jordan released her claim for a share of the
profits from work commenced before the
death of Mr. Jordan and completed thereafter by Mr. Whittaker. Under such circumstances the profits should be divided according to the capital after deducting such share
of them as is attributable to the skill and services of the surviving partner. When his
good faith and fairness are not impeached,
the most that the representatives of the deceased partner can Justly demand is, that he
should account to them for their capital, and,
la addition, for whatever it has earned. This
involves the necessity of inquiring how much
of the profits is attributable to the services
and skill of the surviving partner, and how
much to the capital invested in the business.
By the decree of the Judge of probate, the
surviving partner was ordered to account for
the entire net profits without any deduction
for the services and money which he contributed to the earning of the profits. In this
respect the decree must be modified so as to
require a division of the profits from the Gurnee and Doe Jobs according to the capital
contributed after deducting so much of them
as may fairly be attributable to the services
of the surviving partner for which he has not
received adequate compensation in the commission of 5 per cent, on $27,000 allowed him
by the judge of probate.
2. The testimony does not satisfactorily
show an agreement between Mr. Whittaker
and Mrs. Jordan thqt the former should take
over the personal property at the appraisal,
and without such an agreement the surviving
partner is not entitled to the benefit of any
difference there may be between the appraised
value and the actual value of such property
Mr. Whittaker should charge himself in hi8

George C. Hardy and wife
keeping house in Lewis

>

An Expert Carver.
Mme. X. wishes to secure a new butler. “You know bow to serve tbe table and especially can yon carve well?”
sbe asked au applicant
“Madam may rest assured of It" he
replied. “When one bas been ten years
a surgeon's servant In a
dissecting
room one ought to understand bis bust
ness.”

affairs. He has filed two accounts. In the
first account the surviving partner charged
and was allowed commissions at 5 per cent, on
about 127,000. Mrs. Jordan as executrix has

Mr. Fifleld, of Bar Harbor, has
visiting at Capt. Charles Scott’s.

♦<«*+*ei»»»i »i •!» i+iO+iii
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a

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth.

Main Street,

ELECTRICAL

WIRING.

Full Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

■airtjrrttBtwnuB.,

AND FIXTURES.
Estiastcsfsa Wlriof sad .Supplies Cheerfully (Uvea.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth.
Main St., (under Dirigo Club)

14._
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ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

For that

H. B. ESTEY &
WEST END

Dandruff

BRIDOE,

one thing that will
it—Ayer’s Hair Vigor.
It is a regular scalp-medicine.
It quickly destroys the germs

cure

Write lor

ARE

A

|

V®

testimonial

E. W. Austin,

/xyers

c

j

^vpectoralJ

The procession of low prices is moving
right along, headed by advertisers in
THE AMERICAN.

Decorations,

t

Main

rente.

Stationery.
of

Booklet. and Post Cards; Camera, and Outdte.

Street,

PRICES.

We sell only the very best values in Poet
Cards. You save an average of a cent or more
on each card by buying of us. bend loe ter
sample4* and wholesale price list. A gents wanted
G. A. Tark A Co., Bok 646, Roclfland, Maine

^aKssJPesWi^£r*3iE
aS^uSSs:* cKsfe?rSK
Hundreds
Toy Books from 5
Copyrights, 50

and GirU’ Books, 50 rents.
Tuok's Dainty Chris,urns

short time

Dept. A., Ellsworth, Maiae

AT
WHOLESALE

J. C. Ayor Oo.. Lowell, Mass.
Also manufacturer a of

SARSAPARILLA.

a

POST CARDS

—

sixty years.”

9

SAVING

SOUVENIR POST
CARDS for only »
cents. Scud now.
Get an assortment of these cards now and send
them to your friends. Send all orders to

Made by

IJk

YOU

For

you—healthy hair, no dandruff.no pimples.no eruptions.
a

goods to-day.

only, I will send
post paid EMHT

to

of

ROCKER
MIC
with a $3.00 onier.

FRIEND SOAP CO. Dept. 2K
Boston. Mass.

which cause this disease.
The unhealthy scalp becomes
healthy. The dandruff disapA
pears, had to disappear.
healthy scalp means a great deal

over

MB

Onr good, consist
of Flavoring
Extra*".*, Snaps. Toilet PtvporatidSMi
and household neaeaaities, WE SEND
GOODS PREPAID AND ALLOW
YOG C REDIT
IF CASH IS SENT
WITH
ORDER WE
PREPAY
BOTH GOOD* ANd PREMIUM.

There is

“Sold lor

CO.f

ELLSWORTH

REED

mmmmmmmmmmammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmam

The best kind

WASH KB.”

PA£, NO

‘HO

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
GooiUa called tor and delivered.

Ellsworth,

rents

Maine.

COUNTY NEWS.

gkfcnttenumta.

IgS American koi tubtcribert at 107
Of Ika 117 pott-efflcee in Hancock county.
AU tJU other paper* in the County combined do no< reach to many. The American it not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and hoc never claimed to
to, but it it the only paper that can property be called a County paper; all the
rest art merely local paper*. The circulaThe American, barring the Bar
tion
Harbor Record’« summer liet, it larger
lAan that of all the other papers printed
In Hancock county.

_
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8ereral years ago l was
attack** w
of grippe,
which
**
with a hacking cough,
sorcnese
cheet, and bronchitis, i took ■!.?
every kind of cough syrup
sold °*
“*
mnrket. besides medicine
g|TeB ““
“J
physicians.
I received no permanent
relief
my druggist asked me to
try Vto*
and after taking three
bottles *[
entirely cured.
I believe Vino! to be the
blessing ever offered to the
It doee what le claimed for it" » i ?
111
Hlclu. Ilapleavllle. Ala.
The reason
Vlnol cures
chroti,
couths. colds and pulmonary troth*,

let?,!!
?,

• severe case

culled home from

pliT*

dUfo?
sjJ,

wmkjgnd

gifts.

Dsc.lt.

_

SULLIVAN.
Where—.

With evergreen* and tisane peper bells
and festooning the tables at the Methodist
vestry Christmas sate were made tasteful
and attractive at the handa ot Ivory Butler.
.Mr*. Ellsworth Hastings, Mrs. Roscoe
Gay, Mrs. J. W. BUisdell, Mrs. James
Lola
■wan, Misses Vito Springer,
□her and Bernice Dunn were aaleeMBies. Mrs. C. J. Watson and Mrs. B. F.
Collins were in charge of entertainment
each evening.
The weather Saturday
censed a halt in program and a postponement of sale into this week.
Dec. 4.
B.

•tote, thiak the moat acceptable present
they can aend them (or Chriatmaa is the
only OOUirry paper, Thb Bllswobth
Ahbkicaw.
Dec.

It._B.
FRANKLIN ROAD.

Frank Crabtree, of Eliaworth, visited
friends here last week.
Mr*. Victoria Butler if conducting tinging school, with a good-sized class.
Laara Sinclair and little son an spending a few days with her grandmother
here.

EAST FRANKLIN.
Mrs. Louie ttragdon is enfTeiing with
bad sore in the palm of her hand.

a

Mrs. Annie Stewart, who haa been critically ill, ia able to ride oat • short dis-

Orrin Fernald is suffering intense paiu
from cancerous affections on his face.

tance.

Howard Tracy and Lester Anderson, o(
Bar Harbor, are here banting. They are
•topping at A. E. Tracy’s.

Nathan Tucker, of Cherryfleld, has taken
■I. M. Blaisdell’s Game Bird colt to break
to harness.

Miss Marcia Crockett, a graduate nurse
from a medical hospital in Tessa, ia caring
for Mrs. Nelson Stewart, who ia ill.
Dec. 11.
G.

Evexard and Marion Wentworth, whose
birthdays come the same week, celebrated
the event by giving their young friends a

party.
John Sargent, wife and daughter Esther
have moved here from West Sullivan to
with Mr. Sargent’s parents this
live

WEST FRANKLIN.
The ponds an frozen over.
The rain of Monday filled some wells
which have been dry since early July.

winter.

Miss Cassie M. Hooper has gone to Sullivan Harbor to work for Mrs.* Harvey
Dunbar.
winter term of school

ianght by Norman Knight,

who

is

There

was a

party at the home of R. H.

Williams and wife

Wednesday evening.

Edwin Bartlett, of Eastbrook, is here
miking repairs on B. S. Scammon's mill.
S. 8. Scammon has bought the stumpsge
on the Jacob Springer place, and has a

being

taught

a

successful term of grammar school during
the fall.

crew

Mrs. G. A. Madison entertained the
Home Union sewing circle Dec. 3. Pastor
Macom ber and Mrs. C. Dwelley, of Franklin, were in attendance.

yarding.

John F. Smith and grandaughter Luta
soon for Massachusetts to visit
relatives.
will leave

Harvey Carter, of Hancock, commenced
Rev. Clarence Chase, of the Baptist
church, exchanged pulpits with Kev. his sixth consecutive term of school here
Mary Macom ber of the Methodist Episco- last Monday. Mr. Carter has brought the
standing of the pupils up equal to the
pal church Sunday morning.
best in town.
of
Judson
Gordon
and
Blanche, daughter
Dec. 11.
Ch’b’eb.
went
to
Boston
last
where
she
wife,
week,
has employment in the home of Mrs. Belle
NORTH LAMOINE.
Lord Osgood, formerly of East Sullivan.
Capt. A. B. Hail and family are at the
Arthur Madison, while working in the Elms.
woods, severed the big toe from one foot.
Harry Graves, who has been seriously iU
His axe caught on a limb. He is now at
with typhoid fever, is convalescing.
the home of his father, George Madison.
Miss Flora Stratton closed a successful
The friends of Rev. Harvey Luckenhach
term of school in this precinct Friday.
and Seavey Sumner, both of Washington
The death of Mrs. Hattie Sawtelle

oc-

Mias Elisabeth McGee, Norwood Core;
Mrs. Mead E. Track, Southwest Harbor
an HMr jmfsa
grammar; Miss Annie 8. Holmes, Southaav,;
.-.-«—...■■Jr:'
I weet Harbor primary; Mias Laura Mayo,
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Maaset grammar; Mias Helen Jewett,
Frank Gilley, wife and aoa Wendell Man set
primary; Mias Beatrice Carroll,
in
the
two
weeks
Boston.
•pent
past
Seawall. Gordon R. Edwards will return
The pool room in Masonic block hss aa principal of the high school, he having
Dorr sufficiently recovered from bis long illneea.
again changed hands, Sylvester
turning over the fixtures to Louis Dunbar The interest in the Southwest Harbor
for a second trial.
bigh school could be no better shown than
Mrs. Edwin Higgins, of Sound, is spend- of thirty-four registered there was an
ing a week at Southwest Harbor, the guest average attendance of thirty-three.
of her daughter, Mrs. Dunton, who is now
The automobile question has received
pleasantly located at the Thomas Clark considerable consideration from the Inhabitants of this town. The automobile
cottage.
Pearl Hanna, whose ambition baa been owned by Simeon H. Mayo was a familiar
to be a railroad employee, has been for six object on the streets in the early fall.
weeks fireman on the Boston division of While no accidents resulted, the general
the B. A A. road, making his home in opinion appears to be that if the town had
a vote, it would be two to one in favor of
Cambridge, Mass.
exclusion. The roads are narrow and
One of the prettiest social events of the
hilly, and are unsuited for automobiles. It
season took place on the evening of Dec 3,
would mean additional expense on the
at the home of E. L. Higgins, a double
of the town to maintain them for
birthday reception in honor of Fred Hig- part
automobiles. Among new developments
gins and his cousin Jessie Lawton. The
in the automobile situation is the fact
honse wss brilliantly lighted aud the
that tteth W. Norwood, who is to be one
roons tastefully decorated.
For several
of counsel for the automobile committee at
hours a merry company of more than
the coming session of the
thirty guests hunted the hidden peanut Augusta during
has recently associated with
and engaged in other
fun-producing legislature,
him George R. Fuller, who has usually
games.
Many beautiful gifts were
in the past represented the opposition in
showered upon the guests of honor. Delicious refreshments were served by the matters in which Mr. Norwood was interested. As individually in the past
mothers who had planned this memorable
in local matters they have been able to
red letter entertainment.
put up a strong fight for any movement
The Congregational sewing circle held
which
represented, it is apparent
its midwinter sale and fair Wednesday, that a they
good fight is to be put up in
Dec. 9, at Masonic hall, with fine weather, Southwest Harbor for the exclusion of J
good attendance and liberal patronage. automobiles, and the result is awaited I
with interest.
The entertainment, a “Pilgrim ForeD®c.
I
father” program, waa very good. The proPiano solo, Miss Jeaaie
gram follows:
OAK POINT.
Lawton, who also filled in the interludes
Dudley Dolliver, wife and son Milton
with music; selection, quartette; recitavisited relatives here last week.
tion, Miss Carrie Ralph; address, Rev. H.
8. Stack pole and wife were guests of
Lincoln; solo, Mrs. Maud Trask; tableaux,
from the “Courtship of Miles Standish”, F. A. Meader and wife last week.

UOU-NTY

!%»
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Maurice Marshall and Mr. Dodge, of
Seat Harbor, are at F. L. Murch's.

with extracts to suit the illustrations,
read by Bessie Clark, who also gave a reading. Tbe program closed with “America”
sung with enthusiasm by the audience.
The president, Mrs. P. C. Clark, was well
pleased by the hearty co-operation of her
various committees, and much credit is
due the entertainment committee.
Dec. 14.
Spray.

Mis. Hazel Gray has gone to Eden to
visit her aister, Mrs. Alice McLeod.
Albert Pennell, who has been employed
with Clifton Doiliver the peat season, has
gone to Haverhill, Mass.

endorsed Doan’s Kidney Pills; they do
Would

ment which

a

citizen

make the

services

so

and

state-

receiving

follows unless convinced that

was

just

that lasts is the

as

represented?

kind that

Dec. 13.

\ cure

held

remains
tomb at

on

Sunday afternoon,

were

deposited

in

the

Forest Hill cemetery.
Y.

TRENTON.

every sufferer

!

from kidney ills is looking for.

were

his

H. Grindle and F. L. Murch have put
of men in the woods on their back
1 >t, chopping cordwood.

Bain bridge McFarland and wife have
moved home from Ellsworth.

Leroy Davis spent Saturday night and
Mrs. Philena Moon, living three miles
I Sunday with his wife at Bar Harbor.
out on the Surry road, Ellsworth. Me.,
Miss Angie Wheeler, who has been vis■ays: “In 1897 I gave a public recom- iting Mrs. E. B. Hodgkins, has returned
mendation of Doan’s Kidney Pills, after
cured

my daughter of kidney

cannot

add anything to my

original statement, except that during the
yuan which have passed there has been

no

symptom of kidney trouble in

the girl’s case.

procured at

Doan’s Kidney Pills can
Moore’s drug store, snd 1

highly recommend them.”
For mle by all dealers.

Price 50 cents,

.Fester-Mil burn OoM Buffalo, New York,

\

Thursday

Saturday evening, Prof.
Linn, with his dog show, played to a large
and
appreciative audience.
Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday evening he will
and

appear at

—

WilliamTell

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

haa

returned

to
AHtftD k Bl'lt COMPAIO. Bhk
5,WoV, OU

Mrs. Francis Corr leaves Wednesday to
join her husband in Boston.
Capt. and Mrs. S. V. Ben a is and Miss

^ Far Sale at Your Grocsr’l

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co,
ME.

Bennis are en route to California to visit
Carl Bennie.

ELLSWORTH FALLS,

The matrons tor Soros is Friday evening,
Mrs. C. A. Stimson and Mrs. Charles
P. Simpson.

are

Commission JRrrdjant*.

The eighty-eighth anniversary of the
birth of Mrs. M. A. Franklin was celebrated Sunday, and found her healthy
and hale as tweoty years before.
Her
sister-in-law, Mrs. Hintnan, marked the
a
day by dinner given to several of her
nearest friends, who carried hearty congratulations, tokens of esteem and good
wishes. Telephone messages of the same
nUure were received. Mrs. Franklin haa
always lived here, and been associated
with all the interest of the town.
Except |
for a Outness of her hearing, »he haa all !
her faculties to a remarkable degree, and
still plays the piano with all tne old-time
vim. Of the original Hintnan family she is
survived by one brother George Hi n man,
1
of Roxbury, Mass., who has Just
passed
the ninetieth mile-stone.
Dec. 11.
if.
;

Woodbury Bowden, who haa been

coast-

Apples Wanted
We

are

netting 82.50

barrel for Number One
Baldwins and Greening*

a

and

Spies.

Prospects Good.

Providence Brokerage Co,
eaOV1D*MCK. R. I-

Ship Your Fish
OAKDAKH. HI.
Commission I H itler.
WE PAY HIGHKSI eRim.
(.aril
I tally returns. Send for ali'ppiHg
57 Lons Wharf, Bouton, MW
To W. II
WhoN-aalr

;

John Pomroy, of Darkville, S. C\, will
spend the holidays with bis
family here, as intended, on account < f
illness.

Don't

Charles Sargent came home from Bar
Harbor Saturday night with a horae tielonging to Arthur Graves. The horse was
taken sick Sunday and died.
Dee. 14.
Plvtabch.

|

Just scratch

ton.

B. Havey has returned to Caribou
spending a few weeks here. Mrs.
Havey will remain a while longer.
A.

after

j

v

Shiver

WEST 8CLLIVAN.
Master Elmer Mitchell, of Milbridge, is
visiting his uncle, Capt. J. K. Mitchell.
Mrs. Cora ltee.l has joined her husband,
who haa employment in South Bedding-

The Pythian minstrels were very successful in their entertainment
Wednesday. !
E. 0. Smith, under whose management
these minstrel performances have been
given, is deserving great credit.
The Golden Rule society will hold a sale ;
of fancy articles at K. of P. hall, Dec. 18.1
A farce entitled “The Modern
Sewing So- i
ciety” will be presented. It is hoped the i
affair will be well patronized. The so- !
eiety is the ladie’s organization connected i
with the Methodist church.
Dec. 14.
Port'd.

Centenuial hail, Mauaet.
The cargo of the British schooner Bobs,
! of Maitland, N. S., which went ashore at
Hervey Homer, of Pittsfield, is visiting
Bass Harbor Tuesday of last week, was
his mother, Mrs. James Romer.
Mr.
sold by insurance underwriters to
Guy H.
Homer and his brother George were in
I Parker, Frank M. Eaton and Prank SawBar Harbor a few days last week.
yer.
Dec. 14.
May.
The public school* will open on Monday,
LAMOINE POINT.
Dec. 21, with the following teachers:
Itching, bleeding, protruding or blind piles
An unknown correspondent sent some
yield to Doan’s Ointment. Chronic eases soon
interesting items from Lamoine Point, bat j The l' 8. Government in its “Pure Food relieved. Anally cured. Druggists all sell it.
Law" does not “endorse" or "guarantee"
any —Adtl.
neglected to sign nsme. The American :
au some manufacturers in their
does not print items sent anonymously. preparation,
i advertisement* would make it appear. Iu
lira Me Kan,-j‘a Eaperlenee.
The name of writer is always required, not the case of medicines the law
provides that
Mrs. M. McBaney, Prentiss, Mias., writes:
for publication, bat as evidenoe of good certain drugs shall be mentioned on Cue
labels,
had ter three months
waaconAnedtomy
Ji kidney and bfadder
faith.
if they are Ingredient* of the preparation*, with
tronbln, and was
■ly’* Cream Balm, the well-known family relief. & *»« Pkyaloiaea, bnt failed to get
No human teagne can tell how I eufremedy for oald la the bead, hay fever and
Mltj «f OsutarfUUac.
1
kad
given up hope of ever getting
,®rSr' •*?.
Paesiag oeaaterfsit money is no worse than naaal catarrh, doeaa’t contain * single in- well until I began taking Foley’s Kidney
•ubeUteUageoese nakaewa worthless remedy jurious drug, to the makers have
After taking two bottles I lelt like
simply to aRemedy.
for Beley's Beaet and Tar. the greet eoaga
aew person, and feel it
my dnty to tell tatIt complies tally with all
and eola remedy that eares the moetebeHaete print tbs fact that
tering women what Faley'a Kidney Remedy
did tor me.
Q. A. Paioiu.
coughs mad heals the Image, a. ▲. Bamms. tbs rsgairemeat* of the taw.
home.

—

—

not be able to

Stanley’s grandson, Burnham,

came home
with her to spend two-weeks’ vacation.
This fall was his first term of town school,
and he did not raiBs a day and was not
tardy during the term of ten w eeks.
Dec. 14.
Spec,

Richest Ohio Wheat, six times
scoured
hermetically sealed a
tanks
latest improved machinery half-hour tests.
Your bread will prove it.

Charles Alien is visiting in Boston.
Percy Clark, of Franklin, la teaching
the high school.
William Dummer
Massachusetts.

_Vox

1

a

match—light

the Perfection Oil Heater—
and stop shivering. Wherever you have a room that’*
hard to heat—that the furnace

doesnt

you’ll need

(

reach—there

a

PERFECTION Oil Heater
with Smokeless Device)

Just the thing for blizzard time or between seasons. Its genial
glowing heat natkes any room cheerful and cozy. No smoke—
no

melt—smokeless

device

prevents.

foot holds 4 quarts of oil burning 9 hours. Finidied in japan and nickeL Every heater warranted.

Lamp2rJSS
TfcJgayfesppredalsd
fay

workers and
which is se mli
Sudanis Made of brass, nickel plated with the
latest improved central dealt burner. Eve17 lamp
warranted. Write our naareat agency (or doaaiptive circular if your daahr carnal wpw
the Parfedian Oil Haater or Ray® Lamp.
Standard OU Company
I

us

howto make this perfect flour.

There will be a Christmas tree and entertainment at the chapel.

a crew

ttieTest.

years’ milling

experience have taught

MARLBORO.

A.

Tuesday morning, at the home of
Simon Milliken, for whom she was houseMarie Sawyer is home from Seal Cove,
keeper. Funeral services were held at the where she has
spent most of the summer
residence on Wednesday afternoon, Rev.
and fall with her uncle, Herbert Sawyer.
Gideon Mayo, of Ellsworth, officiating.
The Kebekahs will hold a sale of aprons,
The body was deposited in the receiving
The Testimony of Ellsworth
home-made candies, etc., at
tomb at Forest Hill cemetery.
Her age fancy work,
Odd Fellows hall, next Wednesday evenwas sixty-eight years.
People Stands the Test.
ing
Simeon Milliken, an aged citizen, died
The teat of time is what tells the tale.
Friends of Mrs. Lucenda Harmon have
! Friday morning, Dec. 11, after a very
The public soon finds out when misrepre- brief illuesa. The inmates of
bright cheerful letters and cards from her
the house
j
from Atlantic City, N. J., where she is
sentations are made, and merit alone will | were aroused by his illness e rly in the
the winter with her daughter.
I morning, and
immediately summoned a spending
stand the test of time.
Mrs. W. B. Stanley has returned from
! physician, but before he arrived Mr.
Ellsworth people appreciate merit, and Milliken had passed away. He had in the Northeast Harbor, where she has been for
past suffered from paralysis, which left five weeks with her son. His w ife is in
many months ago local citizens publicly
i him in a w eakened condition. Funeral Portland for medical treatment. Mrs.
on

ifirtJicai.

Time Is

utBimon.
Oar HmtmI; Palter, la Hit lafinite wisdom, tea •amnaoaad from oar raate
oar beloved comrade William B. Thomas, aad
Where—, We held oar deported comrade la
highest esteem for his flae qualities of heart,
aad hla faithful and antiriag devotion to oar
couae, therefore he It
if malm*. That la the death of Comrade
Thomas, D. L. Wears poet. No. A O. A. Mn of
Bast Balltvna. tea loot a member who tee always proven himself fnlthfnl la the discharge
of his duties as post quartermaster, aad who
was ever ready to uphold and aealat la promoting the principles to which oar order
steads pledged; be it further
Beeoteed, That while we moara for oar
comrade sod shall sadly mine him from oar
ranks, we bow in humble submission to the
will of the Master; be it further
BeeoteeO. That the sympathy of our poet be
extended to the widow, sous and daughters,
who are left to moarn the lose of a kind husband and father; that our charter be draped
for a period of thirty days; that a copy of
these resolutions be spread on the post
records, and sent to Thb Kliswortm Annates* for publication.
Joan L. Panav,
Joakph J. Roanars.
KLast non Bvavana.
Committee.
■notiu

Mrs. Knowles, of Calais, who is expected
here Tuesday, will, with Mis* Charlott*
Mncomber,leave for New York Thursday
whence they mil for Porto Rico Saturday, hoping to arrive there to spend
Christmas with Mrs Knowles’ daughter,
Mrs. Groves.

ho

V^,

bulkM

Walter Wilson was in Bangor on busi
ups last week. Mr*. Wilson snd young
ton visited relatives in Ellsworth.

further

s

“The Modern Sewing Society" is to be la because It contains tonic Ires u*
nlltlia healing and body
presented at K. of P. hall nest kriday
UMntn of OOd Over oil but no
on*
evening, in addition to the sola of ChristVlnol la also unexcelled as a
mas goods in the afternoon, by the Iodise
stremei
of the Golden Role society. Those ladies bnlUor for old people, delicate
run-down persons, and
are untiring in their eBerta to make their
society a aucoesa. They hops fora liberal
TMKM. to MS* u Klltwnrth. n*w
patronage.
A,
PsnSar. Dranlu.
M.

The Baptist young people are preparing
cantata, “The Silver King," for presentation previous to distribution of Christ-

1

5

Strength

son, of Eastbrook.
William L. Carpenter, Jr., and Frank
Spurling, two of our smart young men, are
soon to go into business in Dover. Both si a
well known for their integrity, and have
many friends who wish them success in
their enterprise.

an

«m

**•

AFTER THE 6RIPPE

Frankfort, where die was employed, by the
illness of his wife, and father, E. A. Jelli-

n

trouble.

was

“

Tladl Bustored This

Miss Julia Macomber, of Franklin, who
has been the guest of Miss (lassie Robertson the pest week, returned home Sunday.
Everett Jellison

•P**.^Tas

Sobntiarmrma,

from

Leonard While and family are once more
settled at their home here after spending
the sornmer at South Uooldsboro.

Mrs. Harvey Bragdon is ill. Her manj
friends hope for her speedy recovery.
Z. L. Wilbur was bore from West Sullivan for a few day* recently.

they had

came

improving.

Howard W. Dnnn, Jr., of Ellsworth, is if
town for a week’s visit.

the article

.““T*"1

la a bad condition.
Dm U.

Mrs. Hattie Wooeter and Mrs. John
Butler have been ill the past week, bat ere

Dr. C. J. Watson was called to Gnilforc
professionally last week.

still.

in*
are

.1. pftf.

Mrs. Simon Bunker, of Tank Pond, visited ret-Hves here last week.

Boyd BUisdell hee returned from a trip
to Boston.
The winter term ol high school commenced Monday.

The

.ft

NORTH SULLIVAN.

FRANKLIN.

mo*

Obwui Am

Mm. Frank O. Robinson
Boston Monday for a week.

COUNTY NEWS.

A public Christmas tree at the hall is
nounced for evening ot Dec. 25.

OWnai

aoOMk.wlM laavei these brothers-George
Bowden, of Massacisnetts j Ellery Bowden, df Winterport, awd Chandler Bowden,
of tkis place, and tw% sisters-Mrs. Wilma
ttfgebury, of Medteld, Mass., and Miss
'Flora Bowden, of Hbli, Mass.

Jennie Handle -end
Irate Colby.
«a Oloee Pviday, Dec. 18.
The academy
gatin’

jxdg* ere

Cmmaeteg,
BAR

who has
Mrs. Littlefield, of Penobscot,
Mrs. M. P.
with her daughter,
returned home Dec. 8.

Mt

Rich.

Hancock.
Waukeag, 8 Fy.
; Mt Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR

10

54

CLAS&

Catherine leaves Bar Harbor at
Sam, Monday and Thursday for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
Stonli.igton North Haven and Rockland, connective with steamer lor Bottom
steamer

and
ton.

Friends of Mrs. Edith Buckminster Merwere pained to learn of her death a
few days ago. Mrs. Merrill formerly lived
in Oceanville, and was known and loved

Rockland, connecting with

steamer

for Bos-

rill

!

RETURNING
Steamer leaves Boston at 5 p ro,
anti Fridays for Rockland.

by all.
Dee. 7.

A.

DEER ISLE.
I’riah J. Morey, a native and life-long
of Deer Isle, died Thursday
morning, Dec. 10, aged seventy-two years,
Mr. Morey had been in poor health several
years, and the announcement of his death

;

Valerious

j

rine

M.

i

K. S. J. Morse.

A«en», Bar Harbor.

Banking.

in

He leaves

one

arrival of

risk

not

respected

Tuesdays

a m, or on

landings.
All freight, except 11 vo stock, via steamers of
this company. Is Insured against fire and ma-

unexpected. He was greatly
the community, and an bon- j
ored member of Marine lodge, F. and A.
was

1

30

I^ave Rockland at
steamer from Boston, Wednesday and Saturday
for Bar Harbor,
Bluehlll, and intermediate
*

a

wife,

daughter—Mrs.

one

Sarah

son—Oscar, and
Williamson.

what your money will
invested in shares of the

earn

is

1

U

NORTH BROOKSVILLE.

Saturday.

Friends of Oapt. Lester Blake will be ; Nancy E., widow of Albion T. Blodgett,
pleased to learn of his promotion to the j formerly of North Brooksville, died sudcommand of the 8,000-ton steamer Cali- t denly Wednesday afternoon at the home
fornian, plying between New York and | of her daughter, Mrs. Fred Woodbridge,
in Bangor.
Other daughters and sons are
Mexico.
Mrs. Willard Bo le, of Bucksport; Mrs.
Rev. R. C. Donthitt, assisted by William
Jarres Taylor, of Chicago; Arno Crosby,
Sargent, gave an illustrated lecture on
of Bucksport; John L. Crosby, of HartYellowatone Park, at the onion church
and
well ford, Conn.; Newell, of Bangor,
was
W cdneaday evening, which
of Lawrence, Mass. The funeral
Ernest,
attended.
was
held in the Carter schoolhouse at
Dec.
North Orland Friday afternoon.

j

12._«•
nn x

It looks now as though a masonic lodge ;
will be organised here soon.
Willie Emery, a student in Bucksport
seminary, is at home lor the holidays.
Otis Carter lost a horse Saturday. The
animal was so badly injured by a kick by
another horse that he had to be killed.

at

is

now

open.

home

from

Mrs. Agnes Forsyth is at home lrom
Everett, Mass., where she has been several
Mrs. Alice Gibbs is in Sullivan, called
there by the illness r f her sister, Mrs,
Georgia Davis.

Miss Esther Farnbam is at home from
Brownville to spend her vacation with her
The smelt fishermen did a good business parents, John Farnham and wife.
M.
14.
a few
days last week, but as there was but !1 Dec.
little ice and that very thin, only a few
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
ventured on. But the venturesome gain
by this, for aa soon as the whole crowd of | Charles Henderson is working on the
fishermen get on the ice, they make so grange ball at North Sedgwick.
_

in.

Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
ments, 81 per share*

PAY RENT

WHY

when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce »t every month? Monthly
payments and interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now pay nig for
rent, and in about ten years you
will

For
A. W.

O. W. Tapley, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.

Kino. President.

aibcrtisenunta.

HIGH GRADE WATCHES
PAY

SEND

_

BALANCE

.,00

*'•«»

WITH
ORDER

WEEK

Miss Emma Bradford, of Lewiston, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. B. E. Sylvester.
Miss Julia Cousins, who has been very
ill at the home of her sister, Mrs. B. E.

»•

EAST SURRY.
Sarah Stinson has gone to Eddington
for the winter, to teach.

Sylvester, Jr.,

is

improving.

Dec. 8.

Gapt. Alden U. Mann and daughter
Josephine, of Bucksport, are visiting

C.

fltrtjfrttsnnenis.

friends here.

J

the

and

Italy.
The many friends ot Eugene Smith, of
to know of his long and
painful illness. He was born here, and

Ellsworth, regret

lived here until about three years ago, and
was well liked by all, old and young.
Dec.

14._
SARUENTVILLE.

Misa Vesta M. Bowden, daughter el
Mrs. Clara Bowden, died Dec. 5, alter a
long itinesa of tuberculosis, at the age of
twenty-eight years. Two years ago last
spring Miss Bowden was obliged to resign
her position as teacher in the public
eohools because of ill health. Her sufferings were borne with unvarying cheerfulness and
Besides the widowed I

Mothers Can
^Prevent Sickness
in their children by just a little
precaution and watchfulness.
There are many ills of childhood
—the majority of them trivial—
which can readily be corrected and
cored by a timely dose of

TRUE’S ELIXIR
37 yean this aid household remedy
has Wen knows and used by the Anerlcsn public. It
1

\

|
W
I
f

for old and young.
Relieves Constipation, regulate# the
Stomach and Bow
ela, aad expels all
worms. Pleasant
to take. Children
like it.

►

At All Druggists
tjc.. joe., ft.ua.

te
17 Jeweled Walthui or Elgin movement, .djoeted
cere liki
keel end cold io eolid (Merllof) eilver hinfed
to
above cat or plain polished. Guaranteed by *>»aker*
Wil
be a durable, accurate and reliable timepiece.
at
last a lifetime and five perfect satisfaction. As good
any man need own.
...
we will enpres* tin
«nd
SEND $1.00 TODAY
»
watch to you subject to examination; if not eaaclly
ever saw for the monej
represented and the best value you
bats
dollar
send
will
we
and
your
return it at our eapense
be paid us »
return mail. The balance of f i5.*S can
term,
the rateof only ft per week. Other watches on easy
DIAMONl
WATCH,
complete
01
Md JEWELRY Catalog No. aj of high grade goods
payment plan. DO IT NOW.
nTDKlITIAL BI PPLT COMPANY
S Br.oiB.IB ll., iMWm. Meureliability ia vouched for by this paper.)
...

inuineem
Jureiy

s’eod'or

(Our

Fituper Notice.
contracted with the City ol Ellafor those who
worth
support and
HAVING
need assistance daring the nest five
to

care

may
I
years add are legal residents of Ellsworth.
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, aa there ia plenty of room and accommodations to care for tnem at the City Farm
li. J. PauMMMv.
house.

Subscribe for The American

V/Uggius |itnvci

360

44, bounded

80

80

Young. Leander, cottage lot,
bounded on the north by
land of E W Wyman, on
the east by Deborah Cole
estate, on the south by
land of C Morang and Chas

9 80

Dec.

$ 700 $1610

14,

the west
86
81
l,
Dtbb J. Cubtia, Collector
of taxes of the town of Surry.
1908.

Joseph
Fisher, of Lewiston, counMaine, hereby give nothey have been duly appointed administratora of the estate of
8 46 8AMUEL C. LESLIE, Jn., late of 0A8TINB,
in the oounty of Hancock, deceased, and
: given bonds as the law directs.
And that
the said William F. Leslie, residing out of
the State of Maine, has appointed the said
Joseph H. Fisher, whose address is No.
000
Main
street, Lewiston, Maine, his
agent in the said State of Maine. All persons having demand
against the estate of
26 46 said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, ann all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment
immediately.
William F. Lbs lib.
(Signed)
Joe bps H. Fish ib.
November fourth, 1908.
of Androscoggin,
ty
tice that

150

68

1,160

40

800

6 90

SO

115

80
Meadow land near John
Oliver place, bounded on
the north and east by land
of Hosea Phillips, on the
south by land of Albion
Sauuders, on the west by
land of Hollis Saunders
and M O Cunningham,
30
Ezra Johnson farm,bounded on the north by land of
Linwood Cushman or unknown, on tue east by land
of S
Stockbridge and
others, on the south by Patten's bay, and on west by
land of W E Phillips and
30
M D Chatto,
3* undivided tract of land
known as Hale land for description see vol 61, page
222. Hancock Co Reg deed s, 2,100
Proctor, John F, or unknown, a part of Thomas
Coggins lot, bounded on
the north and south by
land of F H Harden.on the
east by highway, on the
20
west by Bluehillbay.
Stafford, Brothers, J W
Davis farm, bounded by
highway (Murphy road),
on east by land of R G Osgood, on the south by land
of L T Carlisle and Clara
Carter, and on the west by
80
land of E W Cousins,
Smith, Wilbur H, wild land,
bounded on the north by
Patten’s pond, on the east
by land of W E Gaspa.r, on
south by land of R B
Holmes, on the west by
14
land of M A Gaspar,
Wood lot adjoining land of
J W Staples, bounded on
the north by land of J W
Staples, on the east by Patten’s pond, on the south by
land of 8 A Gasper, and
25
on the west by highway,
Susan, a part of
Smith,
1UUU1NS

particulars inquire of

weeks.

Mr. Ward, grand deputy of the order of
Maccabees, will institute a lodge of Maccabees nere next Thursday evening, with
twenty ot more charter members.

NEW SERIES

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

EAST OKLAND.
Miss Bertha Dorr is
Castine normal school.

A

northern half of
on t be east
by land of B T Carlisle, lot
47, on the south by land of
G Saunders lot 48, and on
the west by land of Albert
and William Carter.
lot

5 II

ton,

ren (Dunham place), on
thesouthby highway, on
the west by land of Henry
Blaisdell,

began Monday, Dec. 7, taught by
Electa Gray, of Little Deer Isle.
Mrs. Deborah Pickering has been visitSteamer Juliette leaves Bluehlll at 8 a m,
Mombt' a and Thursdays lor South Bluehlll,
ing her brother, Joseph Greenlaw, for a West
Tremont Brookllu, Sedgwick, Deer Isle,
few days.
Sargentvlll-, South Brooksvllle. Dark Harbor
Bchool

226

subscribers, William F. Leslie, ol
TBE
Spokane, county of Spokane, Washingand
H.

land of 8 Lord and Phebe
Wood.
15
Ella, cottage lot at
Patten’s
shore of
bay,
bounded on the north by
Patten's bay, on the east
by land of Leslie Kane, on
the south by land of P Sinclair, on the west by land
of Kingsley A Grindle,
King. Arno W, Stover house
and lot,
\
Kingsley A Grindle, sand
pit,boughtol Simon Flood,
bounded on the north by
Patten’s bay, on the east
by land of Ella Lunt, on
the south by land of F Sinclair, on the west by Isaiah
1
Conary estate.
Milliken. AT,wild landNo50, 120
25
Young lot,
Wild land bought of David
40
Gray,
Phillips, Hosea, a lot of land
on Toddy Pond road(Young
lot) bounded on the north
by land of L T Carlisle, on
east by land of Fred War-

#3 00.

1

pond,
dy
wild land

by road,

Hunt,

FARE

bounded on the north and
eaet by land of Deborah
Cole estate, on the eonth
by land of Leander Young,
s on the west by road,
Biid, John Sc Co. land at
West Snrry with buildings
thereon, known as the Abhie Carter place, bounded
on the north by highway,
on the east by Gold stream,
on the south by land of
Geo Gray, on west by Tod-

Treworgy, and on

ncjmvHin

Yonng,
Higgins, Thomas, wood lot
*9 Isaiah Conary lot,
bounded on the north by
land of Isaiah Conary estate. c n the east by land of
W Dow. on the south by
land of Whitcomb, Haynes
A Co, and on the west by

Between Bar Harbor and Boston

A Christmas entertainment is being prepared by the Charity circle.
A full-blown dandelion was picked in
W. B. Hatch’s orchard, Nov. 30.

MiuNDf,

Point lot, bounded on the
north by land of Geo Wasson, on the east by Union
river, on the south by
Union river bay, on the
west by land of Oerome

Eastern Steaissoiii Company
FIRST

the northwest

Chapman, William, former
homestead, bounded on the
north by highway, on the
east by land of Leslie Kane,
on the south by land of
Qnmnie Cummings, and
on the weet by
land of
Frances Sinclair,
Emery, Mrs Alice, land at
Bouth Barry (David Cnrtls
farm), bounded on the
north by land ofBGeo Torrey, on ibe east by Union
river bay, on the south by
land of Millard F Young,
on tbe west by Morganrs
bay,

are
earnestly requestly to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent,
MORRIS M’DONALD.
Vice-Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
General office. Portland, Me.

Miss Alma Flagg, of Mil bridge, is visiting friends here.

on

W R Milliken and Patten
stream.
700

M

Mount Desert and Itluehill Division

HARBORSIDE.

patience.

PM

Passengers

UtCAnVlLXJ*..

7._A.

include visits to France, Germany

PM

especially

resident

Mrs. M. D. Cbatto received the news of
death ot her niece, Miss Vesta M.
Bowden, at Sargentville, Dec. 5.
Mrs. Adelbert L. Hudson, one ot our
summer residents, is now in London. She
is taking an European tour, which will

9 00
12 40

cure

Miss Ethel Adams has returned from
Castinc, where she has been attending
normal school, and is the guest of Hazel
Stinson for a few days.
Dec. 8.
Mum.

Gray.

come

8 00
11 00

Tuesday.

Edward Sanborn, while chopping wood

14.__

A M

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4.89
p m. and arriving at Ellsworth 11A17 a m, 10.62
p. m. connect with Washington Co R R.
1 Stops on signal to conductor,
c Stops to leave but not to take passengers
K Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.

_

much noise the fish won’t
Dec.

M

A

uiuu,

Mae Hamblen, who spent her vacation
with her parents here, left for Gorham

Mias Grace Bowden is caring for her sister, Miss Kobc, who is very low.

Murray Veague, who has been working
the past year in New Y'ork, came borne

bounded

by highway leading from
Burry village to Bucksport
road, on the northeast by
Surry and Ellsworth line,
on the south by land of Eugene Caspar and others,
and on the west by land of

8 25

10 809385 500
10 87 3 41
5 06
fi® 14 00; J5 26
06 15 81
Jll 07
11 15 4 18 15 40
11 26 J4 21 15 49
11 40 4 84 6 02
11 47 4 89 • 00
11 67 4 45 16 14
12 06
6 22
6 80
J7 41 12 15
7 44 12 18
6 88
7 50 12 25.
6 40
8 20
8 45
1 05.
840 140.
726

Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wash’gt’n Jnnc.
Franklin Road.

Miss Margaret Hinckley has returned
from Boston, where she spent her vacation.

O. N. Fowler, of Burry, spent Sunday
his son, L. O. Fowler.

span of horses

AM
4 50

AM

€06
6 07
16 29
J6 86
6 44
16 58
7 06
7 13
7 25
17 81

Holden.
Phillips Lake.

Miss M. A. Mills will move to Stoningthis week, for the winter.

with

a

PM
AM
5 40 12 50
9 05|
5 80

10 00.

_

ton

BROOKS VILLE.

Decatur Gray bought
in Belfast Tuesday.

Cushman, Linwood, or unknown, a lot of land

6 39 ell 34
6 50 11 68

11 50

I

AM
1 20
AM

BANGOR.
Brewer June.

Archie Barbour is st home from Danforth for a short stay.

gain."

at

60.
20 10 05
27 10 12
80 10 15
J6 89 10 26
V 47 10 45
5 65 10 62
6 02 CIO 57
16 16cll 10
6 24 c11 19
J6 31.
7 05

PM

Portland.

Schools began Monday, Dec. 7, with few
changes in teachers.

j
ofj

boarding

7 55!

0 16

4
6
5
5

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
;
B««ton.
B

The ladies’ aid sewing circle held its
sale and sapper at Mt. Desert hall
last week. Proceeds f60, for benefit of the
church.

R Brawn, brother of living L.
Brown, of tfcia Warn, baa bran appointed
plantation superintendent for the Binefields steamship company at Nicaragua,
Central America. The Blueflelds Ameri“Warren baa a
ca* of recent date aaya;
host of frienda in Nicaragua, and it is grati lying to see that he naa fulfilled all that
bis frienda, prophesied he would do. A
good judge’of fruit, land and human nature, Brown cannot do other than prove a
success in his present occupation. A lot
of work confronts the new superintendent. We congratulate Warren on his appointment and the steamship company in
securing an employe so capable to watch
The banana industry is
its interests.
practically our stock in trade, and the man
to w bom the work of getting out tbe fruit
j
is entrusted can increase or lessen business.
Althoogh Warren has lots
hard work in front of him, we are certain
that bis appointment will be Bluetield'a

pm
4 50

Boston.J

annual

Varna

is

DesertFerry.|

11 80
HaukeagS Fy. 11 87
Hancock .. ‘11 40
Franklin Road.. .JU 48
11 00 ll*67
ELLSWORTH. 11 07 12 05
Ellsworth Pal 1«. 11 12 I2gl0
Nicolin.... Jll 251 12g28
11 w' n*31
Phillips Lake. Jll 42 12g89
Holden
w.
11 60 12g4fl
M 09
1 05
BANGOR, MC. 12 16 1 10

£®rtland.

Mias Helen Stewart, of Center, who has
been employed at M. R. Rich’s, returned
home 'Wednesday.

_

David Gray
mack’s.

3 45

4 20....

piA?£^,WlU,?c.

The Christmas sale at the chapel was
largely attended. Supper was served to
were
110 persons. The ladles entertaining
Mrs. C. H. Norwood returned home
Mrs. Forrest Snow, Mrs. Jaaaee Bettel end
Wednesday after a few days’ visit with
Mrs Lyman Curtis.
her
eiater, Mrs. L. Q. Mitchell, at
The entertainment given by the senior Mitchell’s cove.
music
at
rises of the academy, coasisting
Dee.10.
Kin.
and a drama, was a decided auoeeaa. Althe
WEST
a
was
HTONINGTON.
good attendance,
though then
storm prevented many from attending,
Colds and sore throats are prevalent.
will
be
rapasted Tuesday
and the play
Miss Effie Sellers is employed at Austin
H.
evening, Dec.
Oalby*s.
H.
Dec, 14.
George Turner is in Belfast this week on
business.
BUCK8PORT.

bis

40

..

.....

Exchange building.
of DesMiss Nellie Douglass, teacher
and Him Elsie
tine grammar school,
arpniliis teacher in the normal school,
rived home leal week.

to have

......

Miss Sylvia N. Rich went to Rockland
Monday to visit her brother, Leslie J. LlrA?^UDC.

here returned to
John Evans and wife
in the
Hiuehill and ere occupying roams

recently, ha 1 the misfortune
eye cat by a flying chip.

...

Sullivan..

Birdie PomToy is spending a few days
with her sister, Mrs. Evelyn Rich.

Hinckley,

Miss Ethel Sanborn has returned to F.
H. Billings’, after an absenceoftwo weeks.
School in district No. 3 commenced
Monday, Dec. 7, taught by Miss Olive B.
Condon.
Miaa Maud A. Yeaton has returned from
liar Harbor to spend the w inter with Miss

Ort. 5, IMS.

HARBOR.130

wrwito

ing

oehool

Dec.

■TATA OP MAIMS.
of Nwn-Resldont Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the town of
Burry, in the county of Hancock, for the
year 1108.
rfiflfi following list of taxes on real estate
JL of non resident owners in the town of
Burry aforesaid, for the year IMS, committed
to me for collection for said town on the first
day of May, 1908, remains unpaid;and notice is
hereby given that if said taxes with interest
and charges are not previously paid, so much
of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay
the amount due therefor, including interest
snd charges, will be sold without farther notice at public auction at town hall, in said
town, on the first Monday in February, 1909, at
9 o’clock a. m.
Amt of
Name of owner, descrip*
tax
tion of property.
Acres. Value, due.

■A* HARBOR TO BAJFGOR.

TREMONT.
week*.
Mrs. Linda G. 'Mitchell is in poor health.
holiday vsentlon of two
Slovene bee itemed home
Charles H. Risk shot a wild goose last
C«pt Mg«r
to New Vork and Havana.
■week.
BMn bie trip
has ntnraed to her
Mias Louisa Heath, of Seal Cove, is visitMl» Ethel Stover
in Penobscot for the winter term.
Mrs. F. J. Rich.

Zqjal Notio*.
Wyman. Ed, cottage and lot.

OsUmIov** Adv* rtlsement of Sale of Lands

home

•for the

Emma

legal Ifrtta.

*1

SO

115

350

8 05

100
90
60

2 80

40

414

nonce or trim

meeting or Creditors.
In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock Distri t of Maine.
In the matter of
Fnnn Dunham,
} In Bankruptcy.
)
Bankrupt,
To the creditors of Fred Dunham, of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 6th
day of December, a. d. 1908, the said
Frtd Dunham was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the first meeting of bis creditors will be held at my office, at 89 Main street,
in Ellsworth, Maine, on the24th day of December, a. d. 1908, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, at
which time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint s trustee, examine
the bankrupt and transact such other business as may properly come before said meetWilliam E. Whiting,
ing.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth, Me., Dec. 9, 1908.

NOTICE

Notice of First Mooting of Creditors.
In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District or Maine.
In the matter of
Pbakl B. Robertson.
} In Bankruptcy.

Bankrupt.

I

To the creditors of Pearl B. Robertson, of
Sullivan, in the county of Hancock and
district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 5th
day of December, a. d. 1908, the said
Pearl B. Robertson was duly adjudicated
bankrupt; and the first meeting of his
creditors will be held at my office, at 39
Main street, in Ellsworth. Maine, on the 24th
day of December, a. d. 1908, at 2 o'clock in
the afternoon, at which time the said creditors
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
William E. Whiting,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth, Me., Dec. 9, 1908.

NOTICE

60

NOTICE or FORECLOSURE.
X1THEREA8 Samuel A. Hoi way, of Orlande
Hancock county. State of Maine, by
y ▼
bis mortgage deed dated Janaary II, a. 4.190$
and recorded in Hanoock registry of deeda
book 347. page 1«M), conveyed to one A. R. Buck,
of said Orland, a certain lot or parcel of real
estate situate in aid Orland, bounded and
described as follows, to wit: Beginning at a
stake at tbe corner of land formerly occupied
by John Simpson at tbe western shore of
Eastern river; thence running northwesterly
by said river 24*2 rods to a pine tree marked
6; thence N. 66° W. 88 rods to s pine tree
marked 8; thence N. 10° R. 84 rods to land
occupied by Daniel Paitridge; thence
formerly
N. 65° w. to the town road as now travelled:
thence southerly by said road 94 rods to land
formerly of said Simpson; tneuce 8. 66° E. to
the first mentioned bounds, containing GO acres
more or less; and whereas the said A. R. BuoM
by his deed of assignment dated February 10
a. d. 1901, and recorded in said Hancock conn*
ty registry of deeds, book 440, page 70, duly
assigned said mortgage to Andrew J. Jordan,
late of Orland, deceased, in his lifetime:
whereas the condition of said mortgage IriP
been broken, now therefore, tbe Merrill Trust
Company, a corporation duly established by
law, and having its principal office and place
of business in Bangor, Penobscot county,
Maine, sole executor of Lhe last will and testament of said Andrew J. Jordan, late of Or*
land, deceased, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof, claims a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Merrill Trust Company, Exrs.
By O. P. Cunningham, their Atty.
Dated March 14,1998.

subscriber

hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
trator of the estate of

30

JOHN E.
in

the

STANLEY, late of SOUTHWEST
HARBOR,
county of Hancock, deceased, and

bonds as the law directs.
All persons
demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Frank S. Cram.
Bangor, Me., Nov. 30. 1908.

given
aving

450

1,575

48 65

subscriber

notice that
adminis-

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
trator of the estate of
EMMA R.
200

SARGENT, late of GOULD8-

4 60

BORO,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate

41 40

of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Jambs W. Bunker.
Gouldshoro, Nov. 30, 1908.

260

6 07

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
FRANCIS M. GRAY, late of] BLUEHILL,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imPearl T. Gray.
mediately.
Portland,"Me., Dec. 2, 1908.

*»v

»*«

1,800

THE

14

Smith. Vin, wild land lot
100
No 65,
100
Wild land, lot No 66,
Smith, Justus A. homestead,
bounded on the north by
land of W S Treworgy, jr,
on the east by
highway,
on the south by land of
Simeon Lord estate, on the
west by land of W S Trew100
*2
orgy, jr,
Sannders, Arthur I, 8 J Byard farm at Newbury Neck,
bounded on tbe north by
Thomas Coggins place, on
the east by land of 8 W
Wilder and Eugene Hale,
on the south and west by
100 1,500
the sea,
Saunders, Emery B, homestead, bounded on north
by land of Julia Blaisdell,
on the eaat by land of Ida
Carliale, on the south by
land of M Saunders, on
425
45
the west by Toddy pond,
9tewart. John J, Emery McFarland place, bounded on
the north by land of W P
Stewart, on the east by
highway, on the south by
land ot Walter Kane, on
t he weat by land of Leslie
225
17
Kane,
Stewart, Wm P. cottage and
at South
farm
Surry,
bounded on tbe north by
and
of
Gerome
land
Arthur Your.g, on the east
by Union river bay, on the
south by land of W P Stewart, on the west by Mor40 2,200
gan’s bay,
Byron Carter farm, bounded on the north by land of
W P Stewart, on the east
by Union river bay, on tbe
south by land of E C and
Chas P Briggs, on west by
525
35
Morgan’s bay,
Joseph Kane farm, bounded on tbe north by Patten’s bay, on tbe east by
Union river bay, on the
south by land of F W Pemberton and J W Stewart,
on the west by land of Les57
1,800
lie Kane,
Land bought of James C
Young, bounded on the
south by laud of J Cunningham, on the west by
highway, on tbe east and
75
13*
north by Union river bay,
Serenas Young, pasture
lot, bounded on the north
by land of James C Young
est, on tbe east by highway,
on the south by laad of Josiah Cunningham, on the
west by land of J Cunningham and James O Young
1®®
1®
est,
A part of Thomas Coggins
1®
lot.
A lot of land bought for
scboolhouse lot, bounded
on the north
by land of
Fred P Curtis, on the east
by highway, on the south
and west by land of K M
25
*3
Curtis,

4 60

2 30

subscriber

notice that

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
trator of the estate of
SARAH E. DAY, lat of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancctk, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Pbarl B. Day.
Ellsworth, Dec. 2,1908.
subscriber

notice that
adminis-

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
trator of the estate of
34 50

8 75

FLORA S. MORRISON, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imWilliam Funnblly.
mediately.
Bar Harbor, Dec. 2. 1908.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
GILBERT T. BUNKER, late of GOULDSBORO.
in the county of Haucock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make pav.*>* nt immediately.
Ada E. Tracy.
Gouldsboro, Deo. 2,1908.

THE

518

gives notice that
appointed adminis-

subscriber bereny

he has been duly
THE
trator of the estate of

ANCEL P. GOODELL. late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the iaw directs.
sons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and an iudebted thereto are
requested to make px ment immediately.
Fred L. Mason.
Ellsworth, Dec. 2,1909
v

subscriber heieby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and test intent of
MARCUd M. WHITT \KER, late of ELLS-

THE

WORTH.
county of Hancock deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the
estate of said deceased are desired to present
in the

the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immeMary A. Vv u ITT AKER.
diately.
Ellsworth, Dec. 2,1908.
8ubscilber

gives notice that

hereby
she had been duly appointed execntrix
THE
•f the last will and testament of

114 25

PETER ABBOTT, late ef YKRONA,
in the county ol Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imMllbn V. Hall.
mediately.
Ye reua, Dec. 2,190ft

amf

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Fred J. Holway, of Orland,
Hancock county, Maine, by his mortgage deed dated February second, a. d. 1901.
and recorded in the registry of deeds for said
Hancock county, book 440 page 71. conveyed
to Andrew J. Jordan, late of Orland, deceased,
in his lifetime a certain lot or parcel of land
situated in said Orland, and bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at a
stake at the corner of land formerly ot John
Simpson at the shore of Eastern river; thence
northerly by said river 24^j rods to a pine
tree marked S; thence N. 66° W. 38 rods to*
tree marked 8; thence N. >0° E 84 rods to
and formerly of Daniel Partridge; thence N.
66°W to the town road as now travelled: thence
southerly by said road 94 rods to land formerly of said John Simpson; thence 8. 66° E.
to the first bounds containing 50 acres more or
less; and whereas t e condition of said mortgage has been broken, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof, the Merrill Trust
Company, a corporation duly established by
law and having its principal office and place
of business in Bangor, Penobscot coun'y,
Maine, sole execuior of the last will and testament of the said Andwew J. Jot dan, late of
Orland, deceased, claims a foreclosure of said
Merrill Trust Company, Exrs.
mortgage.
By O. P. Cunningham, their Atty.
March 14, 1908.

WHEREAS

J»:ne

STATE OF MAINE.
Collector's Advertisement of Sale of Landg
of Non-Resident Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lauds situated in the town of
Sedgwick, in the county ot Hancock, (or the
year 1908.
fl^HE following list of taxes on real estate
X of non-resident owners in the town of
Sedgwick aforesaid, for the year 1908, committed to me for collection for said town on
the 18th day of April, 1908, remain unpaid;
and notice is hereby given that if said taxes
with interest and charges are not previously
paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is
sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold
without further notice at public auction at
town house, in said town, on the first Monday
in February, 1909, at 9 o'clock a. m.
Name of owner, description
of property.
H B Phillips, cottage and lot land

(l)acre,
George M Warren, land formerly

tax doe
in Id in
& chgs.
$13 71

taxed to Bagaduce Lumber Co,
as described in book 1903. in two
lots. 160 acres, house and stable,
laod In three lots, llMg acres,
wood land, E J Carter lot, 37 acres,
9 88
E. A. Byard, Collector
of taxes of the town of Sedgwick.
Dec. 9,1908.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Flora E. Crockett and Wilbur

S. Crockett by their mortgage deed
WHEREAS
dated Aug. 30, 1907, and recorded in the Han-

registry of deeds, in book 442, page 259,
conveyed to me the undersigned, all of their
right, title and interest in and to a certain parcel of real estate situated in Dedham, State of
cock

Maine, bounded and described as follows, to
wit:
Beginning at the southeast corner of
the S. P. Rowe farm so called, and Winning
thence south 88>a « egrees east on the norLi
lineof the H. B. Phillips farm to the line on the
lots east of Long pond to a beech tree; thence
10 degrees west on said back line 103 rods to a
lot or James Thompson run in 1825; thence
westerly to a stake and stone, in the northeast corner of said Howe lot; thence southerly on the eastern line of said Rowe lot to the
point of beginning, containing 128 acres and
120 rods.
And whereas the condition of said
moitgage has been broken, now the efore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
E. C. Osgooo.
Dated at Ellsworth, Me., this 30th day of November, 1908.
subscriber hereoy gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
MERRILL P. HINCKLEY, late of BLUE-

THE
in

the

HILL,
county of Hancock, deceased, and

as the law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Maxwell R. Hinckley.
Bluehill, Dec. 2,1908.

given

bonds

W.

R.

Parker Clothing

Be Sure and Read Over the List
of Merchandise Given Below

/"* l_

the

^.5 _g.---

piano

contest to

Yon should not

Before Making Your Christmas Purchases.

_

is

_

lib lllllto

^

only

only

ten

days off, and

the time for those

get busy

who

Company.

now

is

Be

are

in

friends in the

present

and swell their coupon list.

make your Christmas

Buys an extra Dark Siberian Buffalo Calf
dipped Muskrat collar and cuffs.

we are to

mmmmm

good

a

Dark

Siberian Buffalo Calf

as

ma^mm

810.00 and 812.00

For these prices

T

..

to you,

we can

give

a ereaf

j

to

,

trimmed.

Buys

And $28 00

$20.00

■■■■■■

trimmed.
FOR *3.00, *3.50, *4.00, *4.50, *5.00, *5.50 and
$«,*>
give you a suit cut in either bloomer or plain pants, in brown and
dark mixtures. Also blue serges. These are the famous

coat with a Nutria collar and

Buys a good Black Dogskin
plain sleeves.

we can

Ederhehuer

Overcoats.

Stein 4 Co., Xtra-Good clothe*.

Buys a Hart, Schaffner & Marx overcoat in either
dark stripe or black cut and made in the latest style.

a

Furnishing: Goods.

Will buy an overcoat from one of our best assortments
in blacks, browns, and oxford mixtures in aP the new

Flannel shirU

are all the rage this fall, and we have them in
brown, grav
and
blue
shades at *1.00, *1.50, *2.00 and *2.50.
green

models.
Will buy a fine wearing, good style overcoat in black
oxford mixture.

For this price
that will

We

please

strong

are

have an extra

we

good

assortment in

or

on

overcoats at this

in black and

price

'Ve

hav?

of

styles
se!ect
nu“‘f!r
will give you good service.

»

■IH

Hathaway soft-bcsom shirt in all of the

new

made of the best quality
to one edge
Brown Corduroy, sheep lined
with a
Wombat collar. This is the best coat we have ever had.

long,

coat .36 inches

drab corduroy coat, sheep skin lined to one edge.
32 inches long. An extra good coat for the money.

$6.00

Buys

$4.50

Brown corduroy coat, plush lined witb slicker lining

$3,50

Drab Corduroy coat with

$3.00

Will buy a pair of all wool Johnson Pants.
best pant to wear on the market.

a

blanket lining.

a

Buy* “ b0* of HolfPWof Hosiery, and they will last
July 1, 190ft.

82.00
We

in

taa^aaa

This coat is

I

They

are

the

|

*

Gives you your pick from the host assortment of tin
we have over shown.

25 ct8.
■■■■■■

single boxes

50 Ct.S.

Will buy a pair of Bull Dog suspenders ;
they
teed to stand the strain.

■■■■■■

I

also slicker lined.

Come in and

W. R. Parker

Clothing Co.,

ELLSWORTH,

ferings
of

MAINE.

;

we

see our

will

gladly show them.

please you

I-1
HAINE8,

COUNTY NEWS,
t tv additional

C.

County Now,

boo

othov

tta

Cora
I

SEAWALL.
Isabel Dolliver is at bom, from Buck,-'
port (or ber vacation.

Undertaking; Embalming.

Frank Dolliver haa moved hi, family
from Manaet, but be will continue
hi, work at Mayo’, wharf this winter.

Street, Ellsworth.

borne

Harry C. Austin

Albert King ha* been visiting his brother, Myron King, in Ellsworth the past
week. He has now gone to Nash island
light to spend the winter with Keeper
Thomas Bobinson.

MANAGER.

Only

News ha, been received here that Mrs.
Lindell Cleveland, a summer visitor here,
feU into a ditch that was being dug across
the sidewalk, and fractured the end of her
spinal column. The injuries are serious.

Licensed and

Registered Undertaker
and Embalmer in Vicinity.

6MPUATE BARNES SCHOOL OF EMMIIWI6. OF MASSACHUSETTS.

William Campbell, of Bar Harbor, who
is visiting his grandparents, William Delliver and wife, ia quits a hunter and trapper for a boy. He caught seven musk rat*
and three mink, and last week be shot two
wild geese, one of which weighed over
nine pounds. His young brother. Boy,
came this week to keep him
company for
a while.
Dec. 14.
Dolly.

Holder of Licenses in
Maine and Massachusetts.

HARRV
FUNERAL

O.

DIRECTOR

AUSTIN.
AND

TELEPHONES

EMBALMER.
:

GREAT POND.

Day Call, private wire,.3035-21
Night Call, residence, Mr. Austin, State St.,
"
Mr. Haines, Pine St.,
78- 2

Miss Maud Archer
South Chesterville.

"

ALA

CALLS

AT

OUR

is teaching

in

Mr. Eats brook and wife visited ber parents here this week.

EXPENSE.

Hugh Short, an evangelist from Illinois,
baa held interesting meetings here.

I■

Mrs. Prank E. Mace ha* returned from

COUNTY NEWS.
Jar idlUml (kwh Aw

m*

oiker page.

HANCOCK.
Mr*. Basie Walker ie nailing friend. in
Boaton and vicinity.
Beth Crabtree and wile are the goeeta ol
K C. Crabtree and wife, after an abaenee
at ftve yean in the Wed.
Several from here attended the meeting
of Green Mountain Pomona grange at
■aliivan Friday, and report a pleaaant

Brighton, Mss*., where she spent asvaral
week* with her sister, Mrs. Jackson.
derad: Address of welcome, by O. W. Foee;
Miss Jones, the teacher, had to doss her
recitations, Charlotte Wooster, Lola Crabtree, Maude Bowden, Hattie Martin; school on account of illness. She returned to her home ia Winn Wednesday.
song, Maude Stratton, Emma Ball, ElizaF. £. Mao* haa aeut a small crew to Nicer
beth Oakes; remarks, visiting ms tubers.
Befraahments were served at close of too* to get ready for lumbering. Evercouncil.
Dec.

14.__

C.

ATLANTIC.
Thomas Pinkham has gone
Clarence Turner.

as

cook with

A. C. Smith killed a bog last week which
weighed over 480 pounds.

Foe* aad wit* went to
Ellis Joyce dropped an anchor on bis
to repieaeat Green hand last week,
injuring it quite severely.
Pomona at the meeting of the
Mrs.
Susan
Pinkham
recieved news of
n grange.
the death of her brother at Deer Isle SatThe aale by the ladle.’ aid aociety Decurday.
Si vm well patronized, about fS6 being
Seth Stock bridge has been employed at
realized. The fane, “Tbe New Woman’*
Ifcfia in flab," waa thoroughly enjoyed, Opeecbe getting ready for the new telephone line between Swan’s Island and
alt the parte being well taken.
which will cross Opeecbe
Wednaaday evening Blinaa council *n- Naalceag point,
the membara of Winnitka island.

teetained
The lobster Sahermen are getting discouncil, of Prcopec* Barber. The goeeta
ware ad at the train by chi.fa Herbert couraged on account of poor weather and
Xewag aad Lydia Joy, and they trailed to the scarcity of lobsters, and many of them
the wigwam of Flino* council, where a have taken up their traps. This season

ahtaken aupper wa* aerved. Two caadida lea wen initiated at the evening mating aad the tallowing program waa ran-

ett Mace has a crew of men at Middle
branch.

John Lang hi ia and apn Robert ha vs
gons to Clifton for the winter. They
have a crew there cutting and hauling
logs to Frank McLaughlin’s mill.
Dec. 14.
£.
DEDHAM.
Mrs. Lixtie Burr ill
Ellsworth last week.

visited friends ia

George W. Brewster, Harry Giles and
Everett Black each shot a deer Dec. 12.
W. W. Heath has gone to Dsad River to
work tor Edgar Wit ham, lumbering.

Guptill;

W. P., George W. Tracy; A.
Giroline Guptill; secretary,

in

Look

style

A'(m,

IM

other payee

NORTH FRANKLIN.
Carl Butler has gone in the woodi tor
Henry French.

Mrs. Joan Sargent, ot South Gould*boro,
is the guest ol Mrs. I. B. Foss.
Everett Smith and wife, who have been
visiting relatives at Addison, are home.

to

Mite Verna Laurie has gone to Otatlna
attend school.

Elwin W ilUame is employed in an inasylum in Concord, N. H.

Nathan Banker, who hae been confined
to his boms with erysipelas, returned to
Bar Harbor Monday.
Dec. 14.
E,

sane

Hiss June Williams has returned to
Holden to resume her school
teaching.
Austin Williams loaded a oar with bark
tor Whitcomb, Haynes A Co. last week.

__

PARTRIDGE GOVE.

James Grant left to-day to attend State |
Otrl Woodworth has returned from
grange.
I East brook, where he has been at work for
E. E. Tinker waa employed at Bayside a
Guy Butler.
few days last week.
Edna Clarke, Carrie Hooper, Fedora
William Kellen, who has been employed
; Woodworth, Avis March, Josie Abbott,
at Ellsworth, has returned home.
Sadie and Btanley Lnwrie are
attending
Mrs. Lydia Springer, who hae been in | high school at the
village.
Aabnrn the past two months ia home.
Dallas Tracey has gone to Waterville to
Clarence Young, who baa been fishing attend State grange. While there be
wiU
at Marlboro this fall, has moved home.
be the guest ot his brother Arthur, who
E. E. McFarland and wife attended has been employed as clerk In the store ot
county grange at East Sullivan last Fri- E. L. Craig tor some time.
Dec.
day.

|

j

14._

Behoof in this place closed Friday slier a
farm of fifteen weeks, taught by Addie
Ingalls, of Btuahill.
Dae.

M._A.

INDIAN POINT.
School dosed Friday, attar a * access tul
term taught by MM* Villa C. Boo bar, of
Lae.

NOHTH SEDGWICK.
Jamas Page is Tary 111.
John Orcutt has bean ill tor a week, but
la now out.
Mias Ethel Carter, ot BloehlU, is with
Mrs. MePhatsra fur awhile.

Boy and

and

Malcolm Allan wont to Bton-

;

line

they

wearing qualities.
-1

and buried in Granite cemetery
[ Friday
beside her flrat husband, Abner
Crosby
who died July 6,18M).
Dm. 14.

K.
__

SOUTH SURRY.
Dexter Young is expected home soon.
Ballatty is visiting friends

Mrs. Ella
town.

in

Rev. W. H. Dunham will conduct servieae at the church every two weeks during the winter.
The Helping Hand aociety will bsve t
■upper, sale of uaeful and fancy articles
and a Christmas tree at the church Christmas eve.
The proceeds will be for the
benefit of the church repair land.
Tramp.
Dec. M.
_

“You’re u liar!” exclaimed tne first
nan.
“You’re another!” retorted number two.
"Calm yourselves, gentlemen,”
interposed the peacemaker. “It is quite
possible that you are both right.
Doctor
(upon finding bis patient
weaker than baton)—What does ibis
mean? Haven’t yon been following my
instructions? Patient (feebly 1 Yes, doctor. Doctor—Boon eating animal food
right along, have yon? Patient grimly
trying to aatUa)-I tried to, doctor, bat
somehow It did not mem to agree with me
the
very well. 1 managti to worry down
the
hay and tha clover tope ell right, but
thiatiaa kind of stock in my throat and I
had to give it

op.__

MT< • Caring of Drunkards”
Rev. A. C. GilaMN bald an Inlaiaallag
B. C Abbott and wilt spent Sunday at through tha Dr. Leslie E. Keelcy sysservice at tha Mhooihonm Tuesday evenSooth Bloehill with Mm. Abbott's brother, tem in ao well aud so permanently aw
ingUbliabad by their works that there
G. Herrick.
News baa baas received of the marriage
no compctitore in the field
h*T l£
Tbe
Golden
Rule
circle
was held at Mrs.
of Jeases H. Stover, formally of this place,
long slnoa retired because of their
Ada
numerous
Allen’s
relapses).
sad Mias Joule Alexander, in Now York
Wednesday. Attendance,
The Keelcy Cure in Portland. Maine.
city Dm. *. Friends of Mr. Stover extend twenty. The meeting this wash will be at is
and night to receive atopened
day
Bans Page’s.
congnlilitioai.
ington

Dm. 14.
OTTER CHEEK.

Services at the church Sunday ware conducted by Hsv. A. P. Ma< Duos 111

on

hnalnsaa Tuesday.

D**- M.

H.

Bal.
_

BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
Emast Richardson and wits, ot Bsech
Hill, rialted Mrs. Birhard scsi's parents
last week.

The aid society will hold a Christmas
aula Wednesday afternoon and evening,
Dec. U. Sapper will bo served.

a

Julius Smith slaughtered s hog last
week which weighed 4N pounds.

George Bay’s,

Schools are closed for a short vacation.
A son.
.Dec. 14.
_

ORLAND.

Mrs. Nancy King, aged seventy-five
fee re, died Sunday afternoon at her boom
Mrs. W. W. Black haa returned from a
In Orland. Her hoe band died eighteen
week’s visit to ber sister, Mrs. NeweU
year* ago and toft her with an only daughLibby, ia Bangor.
ter, Mm. Virgil Holt. Fag the pout Mesa
Dec M.
b.
yearn Mm. King had been blind.
WINTER HARBOR.

fW Additional

guarar-

over our

We sell the Elite shoes

COUNTY NEWS.
Om«(

Mr*.
Mrs. P. 8. Young; treasurer, Mrs. C. E.
Grover; conductor, Mrs. Rubie Tracy; A.
C., Mrs. Bertha Torrey.

M.,

m

fine assortment of Christmas of-

Hats, Caps and Shoes.

are sure to

are

—

30-32 Main

until

Will buy a tie from the best assortment of late
style- and
hades we have ever shown.

50 CtS.

hopes to be able to give a concert SatCome in
urday evening, from 8 uutil 9 o’clock.
and
hear
can see what a nice
it;
you
I
present you are
to
going
get. Our store will probably be open every
I evening, commencing Monday. Dec. 21, until Christinas
night, and we will be glad to see you at
are

inside.

ROY

shade...

*°

they

from and

Sheep Skin Lined Coats.
$7.50

a

you.

$8.00 And $10.00

a

Buys

8LOO

styles

fancy mixtures.

Buys

"1

Children’s Suits.

good quality Calf Coat, self

a

'

SW25J:—;

self

coat,

give

™.». the line we are the strongest on. We
have
assortment Id browns, blacks and dark
mixtures.

815.00

coat witb a

an

Buys

to

They will appreciate this
anything you can giVe t)u,In

Buy. w of m Wit H««. Sehutwr tt U.r,
dark brown (trip* cat In the latest style.

818.00

owning this fine $350 Cote
give away April 1, 1909.

extra Dark
Siberian Buffalo Calf coat
with calf collar and wide cuffs.
This is one of the best
coats we have.

Buys

much

coupons

contest.

SUITS.

will add to your chances of

Piano

as

piano

purchases of

us, but ask your friends to do the same. This is for
your interest as well as ours, as every coupon you get

Fur Coats.

sure and ask for

Wesley Bartlett returned Tuesday from
hunting trip near Foxcroft.
George DuSy, ot Beavills, visited at
a

lew days last weak.

C«P*.

Edwin Carman spent a part of last
wsek with bia family at Doer Isle.
School closed Dae. S, after a pleasant
term of eleven weeks. Laura Burns and
George Leonard received prises for good
attendance.
Dec. IX
L.
__

flfiknusreunt*-

HEADACHE

SPEEDY
RELIEF
FOR

INDIGESTION

Monroe, Me, Sept, io, i9°«
Bit“I hare used X. P.’ Atwood’s
hna
ten in my family for yrere snd
they arc almost an tow**™"1"
u-rrlfrt- and indrgwtioa. I always
***
truly, I*. A. Colson.
not
If the stomach is allowed to get

^Yonre

NORTH OBLAHD.

Sunday school closed Sunday,

sltosiiUfoiftniitoijiL^

to

reopen

of order, the whole system suffer.
May X
t*
life the stomach must n
A two-story building on Potato street,
Boy Trendy and PM Patterson am To enjoy
and there is
eared
for,
tenderly
owned by Georg* McKay, and oocnptod by home from Shirley, wham they have been
remedy that sets so bmefiaallv
hss bean the hardest in years for the flab*
Austin Hodgkins, as (torn and dwelling, been working.
Atwood’s Bitters. They qu“*'*
tTf!4
At
business
at
Atlantic.
Ruble
O.
E.
ing
B., Monday evening was burned Sunday morning. Lou, 9^000;
chapter,
The remains ot Mrs. Nanay Cros by- adjust the ainess snd set you right
Dec. 14.
S.
elected following oBosra:
W. M., Mrs. insurance, (SjBO.
Blodgett were brought here from Brewer aB druggists, lit
D. W. Joy is suBsring from ploriay.
Mias Clara L. Jones left Thursisy for
Portland.

BAR HARBOR.

.^

—

<

